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1

INTRODUCTION

We are happy to bring out for the readers the second volume

of the English rendition of the Dasam Granth. This volume begins with

the "Chaubis Autar" (Twenty-four Incamations)and comprises the

complete accounts of the first twenty and part of the twenty-first

incarnation, i.e. Krishna. Of these, the first nineteen are quite brief and

sketchy whereas the twentieth (Rama, son of King Dasharath) and

Krishna are rather longish.

At the head of this work is what may be called the prologue

which contains the author's views on the doctrine of incarnation. This is

some thing very appropriate and important because otherwise the reader

might have mistaken this work to be 4he argument in favour of the

theory of incarnation. Here the Guru calls Primordial Being, herein

referred to as Kal and Akal whois Time and beyond Time, the sole

creator of the so-called incarnations and the entire manifest world. All

beings are the manifestation, in spirit, of the Creator, Says'the author of

this work that all these twenty-four incarnations and Vishnu himself are

the creation of the Real One, but they also failed to realize Him. Thus,

this prelude warns the reader that the following narrative is not the work

of a devotee of any of these incarnations but his aim is just to inspire

and exhort the reader to fight, as did these Puranic personages, for a

righteous cmsQ-dharamjudh ke chaf.

We have made every endeavour to keep the English rendering

as close to the original text as possible. The aim throughout has been to

render the text in an easy and comprehensible language so that the

scholars as well as the lay men could get benefit from it. This has been,

to our mind, the first ever translation of these texts, into English, and we

shall welcome any suggestions for further improvement of the work.

Jodh Singh

Punjabi University

Patiala

30 March 1999
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Twenty-four Incarnations 3

One Oankar

Victory to the Wondrous Lord

The Tenth Master

tyow begins the Twenty-four Incarnations

Chaupai

Now I recite as I have seen the feats of the twenty-four incarnations. O
saint! listen to it attentively; Shyam, according to his wisdom is

describing it n 1 n

As and when many inimical persons emerge (and the spirit of

rigtheousness decreases), it is supposed that the incarnation (of the

Lord) takes place. The time (kal) aspect of Lord beholds the feats of all

and ultimately perishes one and all n 2 n

Kal gives birth to all and ultimately subsumes all in Him. He assumes

His man^ forms and at the end merges all in Him if 3 n

In the Time have been created the ten incarnations and in all of them

pervades Ram (the transcendental Lord). Beside ten, fourteen other

incarnations have also been created and the feats they have performed

are delineated here n 4 n

Kal (the infinite Lord) keeping His own name concealed and not

shouldering any blame holds all others responsible for their evils. This

fact 1 know already that He keeps Himself detached from the temporal

activities of this world n 5 n

Kal Himself creates, Himself destroys but making others the efficient

cause for the good and evil holds them responsible for their deeds. He
remains away from all sorts of evil and His extent could not be known

by anyone. That is why His one name 'Infinite' is also there n 6 n

The so-called twenty four incarnations, O Lord, could not attain even an

iota of you. Becoming worldly kings they got deluded in the worldly

affairs and are known by many names n 7 n

/ O Lord! you have been deluding one and all but you yourself were

never deceived by anybody. That is why you are called the deluder

(Chhaliya) also. Seeing the saint§
>

suffering you become anguished and

that is why you are called friend of the poor (Deen-bandhu) n 8 n

Time to time you annihilate the whole universe and that is why this

world calls you Kal also. On different occasions and in different Ages

you have been helping the saints and accordingly your incarnations

have been counted by the saints h 9 u
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Twenty-four Incarnations 5

Seeing the helpless you show your kindness and realizing this we call

you the friend of poor ones. Your compassionate sentiments rain upon

the saints and that is why the world calls you the treasure of

compassion n 10 n

You always wipe out the troubles of the saints and that is why your one

name is trouble-wiper {sankatharan). You have been destroying the

sufferings of the saints and that is why you are called perisher of the

suffering n 1 1 n

You are ever eternal and none could know your mystery. That is why
your name Infinite is also known. In the world you assume the forms of

all and that is why your name is called the creator also n 12 ii

None could perceive you so far, so your name Imperceptible is also

known. You never take birth in the world and that is why you are called

unborn by the people ii 13 n

In the process of knowing your mystery the poor fellows Brahma,

Vishnu, MaHesh et al. have got tired. Moon and Sun also ponder upon

you, that is why you are known as their creator n 14 ii

You also remain without any guise so the world says you are beyond all

the garbs. Your invisible form is not known to anybody and that is why
you are delineated as imperceptible n 13 ii

Your beauty is incomparable and form infinite, guise or no guise you

are different from all. You are the giver to all and you yourself beg

from nobody. That is why we know you in the form of Creator n 16 n

You do not get influenced by the omens and the auspicious time etc. is

known for the whole world. No mantra, yantra or tantra can make you

happy and even through different garbs none could attain

you ii 17 n

The creatures of the world are deeply engrossed in their own selfish

ends and none has identified the transcendental Lord. To attain you

many go to the cemeteries or the cremation grounds but in both these

places no Lord is there n 18 n

These both types of persons engrossed in their infatuations and oral

debates are waste, but O Lord! You are different from these both.

Attaining whom one clears away the delusions of the heart, before that *

Lord, no one is Hindu or a Muslim ii 19 n
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Twenty-four Incarnations 7

One uses beads and the other keeps rosary; one recites the holy Quran

and the other Purans. Persons of both these sects are dying while

opposing each other and none of these have got the fast colour of the

love of the Lord 11 20 n

Those who have dyed in the fast colour of the Lord, they repudiating

the worldly shame dance in sheer happiness. Those who have identified

the one primal Lord from their hearts the sense of duality has

perished n 21 n

Those who are absorbed in the sense of duality i.e. who consider them

separate from the Lord are in fact away from meeting Lord, the supreme

friend. Who has even a bit understood the Lord in fact has understood

Him as the supreme reality n 22 n

As much as yogis, ascetics, the shaven heads, and Muslim fakirs are

there, they assuming their different guises are looting the world. The

saints whose total base is the name of the Lord, never become manifest

before the people and keep themselves concealed n 23 n

The worldly creatures show their hypocrisies just for the sake of bread

and butter because without hypocrisy they don't get any monetary

profits. The person who has concentrated upon one supreme reality, has

never shown any pretentions to anybody n 24 u

Without pretentions the selfish ends are not attained and none bows

before anybody. Had this belly not been there attached with the body,

nobody would have been king or a pauper in this world n 25 n

Those who have accepted God as one have never shown any pretentions

to anybody. Such person gets his head cut but never repudiates the

truth. And only such person accepts this body as a particle of dust n 26 n

Split ear, the individual is known as yogi who being variously

hypocritical goes to the forest. If he has not realized the essence of the

Name of the Lord, he is neither useful in the forest nor he remains of

any use for the household u 27 n

How long this poet can describe because one tongue cannot know the

mystery of that infinite. Maybe somebody has crores of tongues, even

then the end limit ofyour ocean of qualities cannot be known n 28 n

First of all the Lord in the form of Kal is the father of whole creation

and from Him emerged tremendous radiance which was known by the

name of Bhavani. Who further created this universe u 29 n
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Twenty-four Incarnations 9

First He articulated Oankar and this resonance became diffused in the

whole world. From this and the combination of the Prakriti and Purusha

this world got expanded n 30 n

The creation got created and since then this is known as the world.

Grossly the four mines of creation are described (these mines are egg.

foetus, sweat and vegetation). I have not that much of power that could

describe their various names if 3 1 ai

That Lord created both powerful and the weak and cleared the

distinction of the high and low. The mighty Kal (Lord) assuming bodies

manifested Himself in different forms ti 32 n

As and when (that Lord) assumed body, He became popular in the

forms of different incarnations. But ultimately all merged in the

Supreme form of the Lord n 33 n

As much as in number the jivas are there in the world, consider them all

enligthened by the One flame (of the Lord). Whole of world subsumes

in that Lord God who is known in the form of kalw 34 n

Whatever is perceptible is given the name of maya by our mind. He, the

One pervades through all and people have established Him according to

their own understandings 4 1 3 5 f i

That invisible (Lord) permeates all, and all the creatures according to

their station in life due to their karmas beg of Him. Whosoever has

known that Lord as One, only he has attained the Supreme

Reality ii 36 u

His one (formless) form is superb one and He only is at one place, a

king and at other a pauper. He has entrapped all variously but Himself

is detached from all, and none could know His mystery n 37 ii

In different forms He has created all and He only annihilates them

differently. He never takes any responsibility of any wrong done; jivas

(created) rather are held responsible for their evils n 38 n

Once upon a time a demon named Shankhasur flourished who had made
the world suffer variously. Then Lord assumed the form of a fish and

pondering upon Himself identified His own self ii 39 n

First, the Lord assumed the form of a small fish and churned the whole

ocean. Then gradually He extended His form, seeing which Shankhasur

got enraged n 40 u
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Twenty-four Incarnations 11

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
Then the angered Shankhasur thundered and adorning his weapons put

on his iron armour. He threw, all the four Vedas into sea seeing which

the eight-eyed Brahma became frigthened and started remembering the

Lord ii 41 n

Then sympathetic to both (the Lord) became full of compassion and (to

kill Shankhasur) getting enraged that kind hearted Lord donned His

weaponry. The strokes of the weapons started and the missiles were

raining. All the gods moved from their places and all the seven worlds

started trembling due to this fierce battle n 42 n

With the strokes of flying weapons the canopies and the clothes started

falling on the ground and with rain of arrows the bodies cut to pieces

started coming down to earth. The severed trunks and heads of

elephants were falling and the spectacle was such as if groups of

stubborn young men were playing Aoli, a festival of colours n 43 u

The swords of the forbearing warriors were moving and the great

warriors are getting dressed with their armours and weaponry. Great

warriors are lying down empty handed and seeing this all Rudra is

dancing on the one hand and on the other the Fish is also happily

churning (the ocean) n 44 n

Rasaval Chhand
Armed with fine weapons the great warriors thundered. Beholding the

killing of'the elephant-like warriors, the fairies to have them as spouse

(in the heavens) are feeling happy u 45 u

The thuds of shields and the sparkle of the swords is seen all around.

Producing the sound of 'cut' the swords are moving and both the sides

are desiring to win u 46 n

Fine moustaches on the mouth (lips) and horrible swords in the hands

are there. In the battlefield great warriors are moving and very fast

horses are dancing u 47 n

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
Beholding the army Shankhasur became enraged. Other warriors also

consumed in their anger started crying and their eyes became full of

blood. The king (Shankhasur) slapping his arms thundered and listening

to his horrible voice the pregnant women got aborted n 48 n
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Twenty-four Incarnations 13

All stood fast at their places and the drums now sounded loudly. In the

battlefield, bloody swords came out to glitter. Cracking sounds of

pitiless bows started and the ghosts and goblins in full rage started

dancing I) 49 ii

The warriors along with their weaponry began to fall in the battlefield

and headless bodies in their unconscious state started dancing in the

battle. Bleedy swords and sharp arrows were being plied; the drums

were beaten and the warriors started running helter- skelter n 50 u

The armours and bodies of the warriors were cut (to pieces) and the

weapons fell (on the ground). The ghosts becoming full of fear started

moving on earth. All were coloured in the colour of war i.e. got fully

absorbed and in the battlefield the great warriors were falling

waverly n 51 n

Such a fierce duel ensued between Shankhasur and the Fish as if clearly

two mountains were fighting with each other. Pieces of the flesh started

falling (on earth) which were devoured by the vultures. Beholding this

horrible battle, the sixty four yoginis (witches) started laughing

loudly ii 52 ii

Having killed Shankhasur the Fish saved the Vedas and then the Lord

repudiating the form of a fish adorned Himself with beautiful garments.

Wiping out the knaves the Lord again established all the gods and all

the frigthening demons were finished u 53 u

Tribhangi Chhand
Killing Shankhasur, liberating the Vedas and annihilating enemies, the

Lord earned great glory. He called Indra, the king of gods, handed over

kingdom to him and made him happy. Crores of instruments started

ringing, gods started making sounds ofapplause and the. sorrow from all

the homes was wiped out. All the gods putting up offerings and

performing crores of circumambulations fell on the feet of First

incarnation as Fish n 54 II"

In Bachitra Natakthz description of Shankhasur killing ends

Tortoise (Kachchhap) incarnation begins

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
For a long time the gods ruled as kings and filled their palaces with all

pleasures. Once Vishnu in his great mind thought that though these

kings have much material yet they are without horses, elephants and

jewels (some arrangement for them should be made) n 1 ii
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Twenty-four Incarnations 15

Indra made moon, sun and junior Indras to assemble. The arrogant

demons seeing and considering it any intrigue against them also got

together there 11 2 u

Now both the groups finalized that whatever will be received will be

divided half and half. Accepting this, all started working. Making

Mandrachal mountain as the churning stick, these gods and demons

made the programme of churning the ocean ofmilk (kshirsagaf) w 3 n

Vasuki snake was made string of the churning stick and dividing the

whole group into two both the ends of that string were caught. Head-

side was caught by the demons and the tail by the gods. They started

churning the ocean ofmilk as if curd is churned in a pitcher if 4 n

Now the question emerged as to who is brave one who could bear the

weight of the mountain (because the base under mountain was

required). Hearing this, sons of Ditimd Adi'tii.e. demons and gods felt

wonder struck and began trembling. Realizing this problem, Vishnu

himself thought over it and assuming the form of tortoise settled under

the mountain n 5 n

In Bachitra Natak, the description of second incarnation-

Kachchhap (Tortoise) ends here.

Churning of the milk-ocean and the description of the fourteen

jewels commences
n Invocation to the Divine n

Totak Chhand
The gods and demons jointly churned the ocean which has been

described by Shyam, the poet in Kabitts (a syllabic metre in Hindi). The

fourteen jewels came out as if in the night, the moon adorns the

night ii 1 ii

Towards head stood demons and the gods caught Vasuki, the snake

from the tail side. Seeing the jewels coming out they were looking to be

so happy as if they were enjoying the happiness after having drunk the

nectar ii 2 ii

Sheer white coloured bow and arrow came out and those entrapped

ones brought out one pitcher of wine also. Elephant named Airavat, a

horse, nectar and Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth were adorned in such

a way as if the ligthning had shined in the clouds n 3 n
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Twenty-four Incarnations 17_

Wish fulfilling tree (Kalpadrum) , poison and a fairy named Rambha
also came out, seeing whom every one in the assembly of Indra felt

enticed. Also brought out were Kaustubhmani (a special jewel) and

moon which are desired by the demons in the battle field u 4 ti

Wish fulfilling cow also came out which was captured by mighty

Sahsrarjuna. Having counted the jewels now I count the secondary

jewels. O saints, you listen to it with single mind 11 5 ti

Came out jewels were leech (Hirudo medicinalis), yellow myrobalan,

honey, Panchajanaya conch, Somavine, hemp and disc-mace which

adorn the hands ofthe princes 11 6 11

Bow-arrow, Nandi (ox) and the double-edged sword were there which

wiped out the demons. Trident of Shiva, fire of ocean, Kapil, the sage

and Dhanvantri, the medicine expert, came out as the fourteenth

jewel ii 7 ii

Having counted the main and secondary jewels now I count the metals

and secondary metals. These all names have been counted by Shyam,

the poet according to his own wisdom. Considering them less in

number, the poet not be condemned n 8 n

First I count iron, lead and gold and the fourth metal I call white silver.

Then describing copper, tin, the leafy metal, I consider zinc as the

eighth metal which lies buried in the earth n 9 n

Description of the secondary metals-

Antimony, siharaf
y

fiaratal, simbal, khar, mrtshankh, abhrak (fhica),

lavan (salt) etc. are (all Indian names of different metals) the secondary

metals n 10 n

Dohara
These primary and secondary metals I have described according to my
own wisdom. These all are available in the mines and whosoever

desires can acquire them u 1 1 it

Chaupai
Jewels, metals etc. when came out, they were all captured by Vishnu

and other materials were distributed among all n 12 u

Bow and arrow, sword, disc, mace and conch Panchjanya etc. he

himself took over and trident a bow named Pinak and the poison

picking up in his hand he handed over to Shiva, the great god n 13 ii
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Twenty-four Incarnations 19

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
Airavat was given to Indra and the horse to Sun seeing which the

demons getting enraged became ready to fight Beholding the

innumerable demon army moving forward to attack, Vishnu pondered

upon the matter u 14 n

Description ofNar-Narayan incarnation now begins

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
Vishnu in the form of Nar and Narayan taking over His weapons came

to stand firmly before the army of demons. The brave warriors tied their

clothes and the kings started slapping their arms. Tridents and spears

started clashing each other in that battle n 15 n

Anger and iron started raining upon one another and in the meanwhile

Vishnu assumed his third incarnation. Nar and Narayan both have the

same form and one excels the other hundred times in brightness ii 16 u

Wearing iron headgears the warriors are striking with'maces and the

great warriors are absorbed in the battle. So much of diist has blown in

the sky that the god and the demons going astray are falling down and

Shiva has also got frigthened n 17 n

In various ways the warriors were falling on the grounds and the great

figthers were adoring the battlefield. Getting piece to piece the warriors

were falling and it was looking as if the wrestlers having drunk hemp

are lying intoxicated u 18 n

From another direction the army of demons came in and seeing that the

gods leaving behind their provisions took to their heels. Clusters of

limbs were falling and the arrows were looking so beautiful as if in the

month of Chaitra the flowers are adorning on the tree of

acacia n 19 n

The gods got defeated and then Vishnu after consulting them vanished

with the help of his Tantric skills. Then demons as well as gods both

became very elated ii 20 H

In the Bachitra Natak, Nar, the third and Narayan, the fourth

one incarnation ends here.
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Twenty-four Incarnations 21

Description ofMaha Mohini incarnation begins

n Invocation to the Divine II

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
Vishnu assumed the form of Maha Mohini seeing whom gods and

demons both became enamoured. All tried to please her and resolved to

become her lover. Now all repudiated their weapons as well as

ego ii 1 ii

All getting bound in her love became devoid of anger and to enjoy the

sweetness of her talks and flicker of her eyes, all swarmed towards her.

All with faltering steps were falling on earth as if they were about to

die. All became unconscious before that, Maha Mohini as the warriors

getting arrows struck, lose their wits n 2 n

Beholding them unconscious the infinite weapons of gods plied with all

might. Demons were dying and feeling as if now they have been

accepted by Mohini fit for her love. They all were looking like a lion

encaged u 3 n

You already know about the distribution of the jewels and therefore

fearing the extensions of the stories now I describe briefly. Loosening

the waist clothes, all the warriors leaving aside their swords now set in

line ii 4 u

Chaupai
Dhanvantri was given for the world and the wish fulfilling tree

(Kalpavraksha) and Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth, was given to gods.

Poison to Shiva and fairy Rambha, who was giver of all pleasures and

wiper of all sorrows, was given to all others (to enjoy her

dance) ii 5 u

Dohara
To give someone the moon and to have herself Kaustubhmani and

Lakshmi, Mahamohini took them up in her hand. The mani (jewel) she

concealed in her heart but its glitter was clearly visible ii 6 n

Dohara
Kamdhenu, the wish fulfilling cow was handed over to the rishis and

now how long this can be described. You please go through other

relevant literature (shastras) and asking the poets make amends in the

description n 7 n
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Twenty-four Incarnations 23

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
Demons and gods were swinging in such a way as if the king of deer

was feeling enchanted by listening to the voice. All the jewels were

distributed and the quarrell ended. Thus emerged the fifth incarnation

of Vishnu 11 8 u

In the Bachitra Natak the fifth incarnation named Mahamohini

ends here

Description ofthe Bairah Varah (Boar) incarnation begins

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
When the Lord (Vishnu) had distributed wine and nectar, all the gods

and demons left for their abodes. Again among them enmity increased

and the war took place in which brave demons invaded the gods to take

to their heels n 1 II

Hiranyaksh and Hiranyakshipu, the demon warriors conquered the

treasures of all the world. They ruled on water, earth and everywhere,

and seeing the strength of their arms their pride increased

manyfold n 2 n

They started desiring that someone should battle with them but only he

who were exceptionally great and brave warrior could grapple with

them. Mounting the peak of Sumer mountain they hit with their maces

and stealing the earth and the Vedas they ransacked all the laws of

nature n 3 n

The earth sank into the nether world and then Vishnu assumed the

incarnation of Boar with its horrible and hard teeth. He pushing himself

into the water made a thundering roar which pervaded the whole world

without any obstruction n 4 n

Seeing this horrible sound and the beat of drums both the brave ones

got up. Hearing their roar, the cowards took to their heels. The battle

raged and the sounds of the thuds of swords and the wrathful strokes

were heard now. The glittering of the swords was looking as if the

lightning was flashing in the (rainy) month of Bhadon ii 5 w

The brave ones having beautiful moustaches are shouting. Rustling

sound of arrows and cracking noise of swords are heard (all around).

With the thump of spears and rattling sounds of double-edged swords,

the broken headgears were falling and the sparks are coming out of

them ii 6 n
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Along with the thunder of drums and thuds of shields, the noise of 'kill

kilP is heard. In the battlefield the bloody swords are unsheathed and in

the unconscious state the headless bodies are dancing n 7 n

Sixty four yoginis (witches) have filled their bowls with blood and

unleashing their matted hair, they are horribly shrieking. Ghosts and

goblins are making horse-laugh and the noise of terrible witches is

heard u 8 n

The warriors were striking with their fists and feet in such a way as if

the lions were attacking one another roaring. Hearing the tumultous fury

of the battle the concentration of Shiva and Brahma got shattered. The

moon trembled and the noon sun also getting frightened ran

away n 9 n

Up, down, hither, thither, everywhere was water and then and there

Vishnu aimed his arrow. The demons were also striking fiercely with

their fists as if a time keeper is hitting a gong n 10 n

The drums were beaten and the mighty cruel warriors grappled with

each other as if the long toothed tuskers were hitting each other. The

sound of drums and trumpets was heard and the spears and arrows were

making whistling and cracking sounds n 1 1 n

For eight days and nights the battle continued and during this fight the

earth shaked and the sky got trembling. In the battlefield all were

looking absorbed in war and in the battlefield itself Vishnu killed the

enemy who fell on the earth unsteadily n 12 n

He lifted the four Vedas on the tip of his teeth and drove away the

stubborn demons. Brahma created Dhanurveda on the bidding (of

Vishnu) and bestowed happiness upon all the saints w 13 n

Thus, this was minor sixth incarnation of Vishnu who decimated the

enemies and salvaged the Vedas. The righteousness became victorious,

the gods conquered and they completely wiped out the pride of

all ii 14 ii

In Bachitra Natak the sixth incarnation of Vishnu as Boar ends

here
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Description of Man-lion incarnation begins

ii Invocation to the Divine n

Padhari Chhand
Thus, the king of gods ruled all over and filled his coffers abundantly.

When the arrogance of gods increased much then to smash their pride,

the cruel and powerful demons again stood up n 1 it

Padhari Chhand
The kingdom of Indra was usurped and all around this was promulgated

with the drum beats that on waters and earth everywhere Hiranyakshipu

is the emperor 11 2 n

Once, fully embellished this mighty one went to his wife and got so

much absorbed in coition that his semen fell out n 3 n

Padhari Chhand
From it, devotee Prahalad took birth to liberate the saints and to do their

work. When king handed him over to the teacher in the school he

insisted upon the teacher to write the name of the Lord upon his slate i.

e. Prahalad became absorbed in the devotion ofthe Lord God n 4 n

Totak Chand
One day the king went to the seminary and felt shocked to see his son.

When the king asked, as to what the boy had studied, Prahalad

fearlessly started reciting the name ofthe Lord n 5 u

Hearing the name of the Lord, the d6mon became enraged and said,

who is there except him whom you are meditating upon. He decided

that this disciple (of Lord) has to be killed and said, 'O block head, why
are you reciting the name of Lord' n 6 ii

On earth and in water only one brave person (Hiranyakashipu) is

known. Why are you reciting the name of God. The demons got

command of tying Prahlad with the pillar and they rushed towards the

latter to do so. They tied him with pillar ii 7 n

As soon as these stupid ones moved forward to kill the disciple child,

the Lord manifested Himself in order to liberate and save him.

Beholding the manifest Lord, and further seeing Him vanquishing all

the obstacles, all fled wonder-struck n 8 n

Gods and demons all seeing Him started trembling and the movables

and immovables all in their hearts became frightened. In man-lion from

the Lord with his blood red eyes and mouth thundered

terribly w 9 ii
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With this spectacle before them and hearing the roar of the man-lion all

the demons took to their heels. Only, the King (Hiranyakashipu) with

mace in his hand, stood firmly in the field w 10 n

When the emperor roared loudly, all the warriors trembled and started

coming before that lion. Like an acrobat, that Man-lion dashed all the

warriors who came before him, to the ground 11 1 1 n

The warriors started challenging each other fiercely and drenched in

blood began to fall (on earth). As the clouds rise and spread out,

enemies started swarming from all around n 12 n

Welled up from all the ten directions the warriors started raining arrows

and the rocks. Swords, arrows began to shine in the battlefield and

enraged warriors started fluttering their flags n 13 n

Causing others to shudder, the warriors were raining the arrows as if the

clouds were pouring in the rainy season (of Savan Month). Flags are

fluttering, the horses are neighing and beholding all this, the heart ofthe

demon king also became frightened n 14 n

The horses are neighing and the elephants are trembling. The cut out

long arms of the warriors are looking as if they are the flags of Indra.

The warriors are screaming and the elephants are trumpeting in such a

way that hearing them, the clouds of rainy seaon are also feeling shy (of

their feebleness) n 15 n

As soon as Hiranyakashipu turned a bit, he himself getting restless came

back two steps. However, he was as furious as a snake becomes irate

when its tale is pressed by foot. His face was so much shining in the

battlefield as the lotus blooms while beholding the sun n 16 ti

Horses in the battlefield were moving and neighing in the battlefield

and due to their noise the concentration of Shiva got shattered. It

seemed as if the whole universe became destablized. Flying arrows,

spears and rocks were filling the space between earth and the

sky n 17 ii

The ganas and the gandharvas became happy to see them both and the

gods showered flowers upon them. Both these warriors were grappling

with one another in such a way as if the children in the night were

playing competitive games u 18 n

Beli Bindram Chhand
In battlefield are thundering the warriors and to behold them demons as

well as gods were becoming shy. The injured brave ones are roaming as

if the down headed smoke is (trying)to go up u 19 ii
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Variously the warriors are grappling with each other. Spears and arrows

are flying and the horses of the warriors are moving further

slowly ii 20 n

Tomar Chhand
Innumerable horses are neighing and the warriors are pouring arrows.

The bows are dropping from hands and thus an incomparable war is

on ii 21 ii

Many types of warriors and many a rider are fighting with each other.

They are plying their swords fearlessly and thus unprecedented war is

going on II 22 ii

Having shot arrows and set in motions their swords, ultimately the

warriors fell down. Wounded ones are stumbling and looking as if at

the end of Phagun (month) the spring season has flowered ii 23 n

Dodhak Chhand
Somewhere the severed arms of the warriors are lying and they look so

grand as ifthe flowers have blossomed in the garden n 24 n

Enemies were dyed in blood and they were looking like blossomed

flowers. Wounded with swords the warriors were roaming. They were

looking as ifthe angers incarnate was moving around n 25 ii

Totak Chhand
Many an enemy fell fighting and several wounds were inflicted upon

Vishnu in the form of Man-lion. Having got cut in single stroke, in the

blood stream warriors are floating as if the foam bubbles are moving on

the surface of rain water u 26 n

The fighting soldiers broken to pieces fell down but they maintained the

reputation of their masters. Ultimatley pouring the strokes of swords

and arrows, the frightened warriors fled (from the battle

field) ii 27 ii

Chaupai
AH the warriors left the battlefield and ran away. Now impatient as

they were they put aside their shame (and took to their heels).

Beholding this, the enraged Hiranyakashipu accepting the challenge

himselfcame forward to fight ii 28 h

Seeing the emperor coming forward to fight, the Man-like also became

full of fury. Caring and not worrying about his own wounds he was

much aggrieved to see the sufferings ofthe devotees n 29 ii
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BhujangPrayat Chhand
Giving jerk to his neck the lion roared fiercely and hearing his roar the

faces of the warriors became dull and colourless. Due to that terrible

sound (the earth trembled) and the dust of earth started touching the

sky. The gods began to smile and the heads of demons were

lowered n 30 u

Duel fight of both the warriors flared up and crackling of swords and

cracking ofbows began to be heard. The demon king grappled furiously

and the battlefield flooded with blood n 31 n

With the cracklings of arrows and cracking of swords in the battlefield

patienceful great warriors got cut into small pieces. Conches, trumplets

and drums started making sounds and riding the fast horses the skilled

warriors stood firm in the battlefield n 32 u

Riding their horses and elephants innumerable soldiers ran away and no

king could withstand Narsingh, the Man-lion. That cruel and terrible

lion waving its head and tail started roaring in the battlefield it 33 n

Dohara
With the thunder of Man-lion many a warrior took to their heels and

none except Hiranyakashipu could stay in the battlefield ii 34 u

Chaupai
Between both the warriors now boxing started and except these two

none else was s^en in the battlefield. The eyeballs ofboth were red now
and in the sky all the gods were beholding their feat ii 35 u

Foi* eight days and eight nights both these warriors fought fiercely.

After that the demon king became a bit spiritless and fell on the ground

as ifsome old tree falls on land ii 36 n

Sprinkling nectar Man-lion awakened him from his unconscious state

and coming to the senses he again reversed his balance. Again being

full of wrath these warriors grappled with one another and the fierce

battle began again n 37 n

BhujangPrayat Chhand
Challenging one another again both the fighters engaged in duel and to

conquer the other a terrible fight began. With nails, both were inflicting

fatal blows and looked as if two intoxicated elephants were grappling

with one another n 38 n
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Again the Man-lion struck Hiranyakashipu against ground as with the

wind blow old plash tree (Butea frandosa) falls on land. Seeing the

wicked dead, the flowers were showered and the gods sang victory

songs variously n 39 n .

Padhari Cbhand
Man-lion killed the wicked (demon) and this way Vishnu assumed his

seventh incarnation. He protected his devotee and spread righteousness

in the world n40 n

Waving canopy over the head of Prahalad, he was made king and this

dark like demons were annihilated. Having killed all the wicked and

tyrants he merged his light in the Supreme light n 41 u

Killing all the rouges they were put to shame and that imperceptible

Lord merged in his own original form. The poet according to his own
wisdom has described the above that this way Vishnu assumed his

seventh incarnation n 42 n

Man-lion, the seventh incarnation ends here.

Description ofVaman (Drawf) incarnation begins

II I invoke the Divine ii

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
Enough time after the Man-lion incarnation again plenty of sin

increased on the earth. Saints and demons again started doing yajnas

and king Bali became proud of his greatness u 1 n

In the burnt oblations {yajnas) of Bali, no place was there for the gods

and the capital of Indra also was perished. Anguished as they were all

the gods worshipped and the Supreme Lord became happy n 2 n

From among the gods, the Lord commanded Vishnu to assume eight

incarnation in the form of Vaman. Vishnu took leave and hastened in

such a way as a servant getting the wealth of a king goes away

swiftly n 3 ii

Naraj Chhand
Assuming small size and deciding something in his mind he set out and

reaching the court of Bali, the king he stood firmly n 4 n

This (small sized) man recited all the four Vedas which were heard

carefully by the king. King Bali called this brahmin and respectfully

made him sit on the sandalwood seat n 5 ii
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Taking the footwash of the brahmin, king gave many donations and

circumambulated many times around the brahmin. Thereafter, the king

presented crores of offerings but that brahmin did not even touch any of

them ii 6 n

Brahmin told that this all is no use to me and your this whole

ostentation is a false show. You may give me land only two and a half

footsteps and earn special merit n 7 ii

Chaupai
When the brahmin said this all, the king along with his queen could not

understand it. The brahmin again told firmly that he had demanded only

two and a half steps of land from the king n 8 n

Guru Shukracharya was nearby the king at that time. He and all the

ministers understood the mystery of this demand. As again and again

the king asks to offer the land, priest Shukracharya prevents him to do

so n 9 ii

But when the king ultimately made firm resolution of bestowing the

land , Shukracharya replying the king said that O Lord, do not consider

him a small brahmin and know him as the incarnation ofVishnu n 10 n

Hearing this all the demons laughed and said what in vain Shukracharya

was thinking about. How a brahmin having no flesh even equal to the

meat ofa hare on his body, could destroy the world n 11 n

Dohara
ii Shukra said n As a spark of fire falling in the deep forest increases

(and destroys it), likewise this brahmin is not a small man n 12 n

Chaupai
King Bali laughed and said, O Shukracharya, you have not understood

the matter, for this lost time I will never be holding again. Where would

I find again a beggar like god n 13 n

The king resolved in his mind but said nothing to anybody. Asking for a

spout from a servant, the king posed to donate (the land) n 14 n

Shukracharya understood his mind but the ignorant king could not

know the mystery. Assuming the form of a small fish Shukracharya sat

in the spout u 15 n

King held that water pot in his hand and now the time of giving the gift

approached. When for bestowing gift the king wished to throw water by

taking it in his hand the water did not come out of that spout n 16 n
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Totnar Chhand
Immediately, the great priest got enraged and asked the king to set right

the spout. With a straw the pipe of the spout was dug and by that

digging Shukracharya lost his one eye n 17 n

The king took straw in his hand and moved it into the spout. That struck

in the eye of Shukracharya and his one eye got damaged n 18 n

The water which fell from the eye of Shukracharya was taken in hand

by the king. Shukracharya did not allow the water to drip down and thus

tried to save the destruction of his master n 19 n

Chaupai

As soon as the water of eye fell upon the hand, the king in the form of

his resolution gifted it on the hand of the brahmin. Immediately the

dwarf (brahmin) expanded his body which was now crossing this end

and the other world n 20 ii

Beholding this, all felt utterly surprised and seeing the larger body of

Vishnu the demons fell unconscious. The feet of Vishnu touched the

netherworld and head the sky. This spectacle made one and all

wonderstruck n 21 n

In one step he measured the nether world and in other the sky. This was

Vishnu who pierced the whole world and from the cosmos the current

ofGanges started flowing downward n 22 n

King Bali also felt wonderstruck and thought that whatever

Shukracharya said is materialising. I am beholding everything (come

true) with my own eyes ii 23 n

Getting his own body measured in half step, Bali the king earned merit.

So long the water flows in the Ganges and Yamuna, the story of this

perseverant one will continue to be told and listened to n 24 ii

Being glad then Vishnu made himself manifest and said,
40 King,

becoming your servent I myself will guard your doors and so long

Ganges and Yamuna hold water in them, the tale of your gift will

continue to be told u 25 ti

Dohara
When and where ever the sadhus are endangered, the Lord God himself

helps them. In the guise of a doorkeeper, the Lord remained at the door

of the devotee n 26 n
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Chaupai
Thus assuming the eighth incarnation, Vishnu gratified all the sadhus.

Now I relate ninth incarnation to which with making corrections all the

saints may understand and listen to carefully n 27 n

In Bachitra Natak, the description of eighth Vaman incarnation

and beguiling of Bali (by Vishnu) ends here

Description of Parshu Ram incarnation begins

II I invoke the Divine ti

Chaupai
Many a day went by and the Kshtriyas conquered the whole world.

They started considering themselves the highest ones and their strength

became limitless n 1 n

All the gods became restive and they jointly approached Indra and said

to him, "All the demons have assumed the forms of Kshtriyas. In such

circumstances, O King tell us your mind" (on the problem) n 2 n

The gods consulted each other and for their betterment moved towards

milk-ocean (Kshirsagar). There they eugolised the Lord (God) and then

only they got the command n 3 n

The Lord told that on earth resides a rishi named Jamdagni who daily

annihiltes his sins by doing meritorious deeds. O Vishnu, you take birth

there and wipe out the enemies of Indra n 4 n

BhujangPrayat Chhand
Hail to Jamdagni rishi, the spritually glorious person whose wife

Renuka gave birth to the armoured son who took over axe in his hand

(Parshu Ram). To destroy Kshatriyas he assumed the form of death and

wiped out even the king like Sahasrabahu n 5 n

Where have the capacity to tell the whole story, therefore fearing the

bulk of the story I tell the tale in a nut-shell. The Kshatriya kings were

engrossed in their pride and to destroy them Parashu Ram took his axe

in his hand n 6 n

Cow Nandini was like a daughter to the sage Jamdagni and king

Sahasrabahu had got tired of demanding the cow from the rishi.

Ultimately he grabbed the cow and killed the sage and to avenge this

killing Parshu Ram exterminated all the Kshatriyas n 7 n
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From the very childhood Parshu Ram kept alive in his memory that his

father had been killed by someone; and he is to know his name. As soon

as he heard that that man was king Sahasrabahu, he taking his weapons

with him rushed towards his (king's) palace ii 8 u

Parshu Ram asked from the king that O King, tell me how did you kill

my father. Right now I will fight and kill you. O fool, take care of your

weapons or surrender your weaponry and run away from here n 9 n

Hearing these satirical remarks the king became full of wrath and taking

weapons in his hand sttod like a lion. Understanding that the brahmin

Parshu Ram is eager to fight me today itself, the steadfast king reached

the battlefield n 10 ii

Listening to the king, all the enraged warriors got ready and swarmed

for the fight. Taking over tridents, spears and maces etc. the great

canopied kings moved for the battle n 1 1 n

Naraj Chhand
Holding swords in hands the warriors came out crying. They are

shouting 'kill, kill' and their arrows are soaking blood n 12 n

Along with their armours and double-edged sword, the enraged warriors

mounted the attack. The whips made cracking sounds on the horse

backs, and thousands of arrows were shot at n 13 n

Rasaval Chhand
All the warriors ran and gathered at one place. They encircled Parshu

Ram in such a way as the sun is surrounded by the clouds n 14 ii

From the crackings of bows a wondrous type of sound started emerging

and the army gathered as if the black clouds swarmed n 15 n

Curious sound of thumping of spears emerged; the groups of elephants

started trumpeting and all the people in their dressed armour were

adorning (the place) n 16 ii

Gathering from different directions the groups of elephants grappled

with each other. Bunch of arrows started being shot and the heads of the

kings were breaking it 17 n

Terrible sound started and all the kings became full of wrath. Parshu

Ram was surrounded by the army as if the army of Kamdev (god of

love and sex) have encircled Shiva ii 18 u

Getting imbued with the colour of war,-they became afraid of the glory

of each other. The dust, due to army, was produced so much that the

whole sky got covered by it ti 19 n
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Fearful sounds of drums started striking (against ears) and the great

warriors began to roar. Warriors were striking each other as if free

roaming lions were grappling with one another n 20 n

With the cries of 'kill, kill' the warriors were loudly talking

nonsensically. The cut organs of warriors are falling and it looks as if

the whole surrounding is on fire n 21 n

The flying weapons (missiles) were dropping from the hands and

unarmed warriors started fleeing. The horses are neighing and moving

swiftly helter-skelter n 22 ii

Slapping their arms the warriors, pouring the arrows, are injuring the

enemies. Pitching their spears and enhancing the sentiment of enemity

they are fighting terribly n 23 n

Wounds are inflicted and the injured warriors look as if they are

celebrating the festival of colours (AoJi). Raining their arrows all desire

to be victorious ii 24 n

Moving around, the warriors are falling as if the trees are swinging.

Getting weapons broken and becoming unarmed, the warriors have fled

(from battlefield) n 25 n

As much enemies came, Parshu Ram killed them all. Ultimately all ran

away and their pride was wiped out n 26 n

BhujangPrayat Chhand
Taking over large weapons, the king himself along with his soldiers

moved forward in the battle. He shot many a flying weapon and began

to fight terribly. As the moving sun, king himselfwas looking steadfast

in the battlefield n 27 n

Slapping his arms, the king fought firmly as Vritrasur has fought against

Indra. Parashu Ram,, cutting all his arms made him (king) armless and

decimating all his armies shattered his pride n 28 n

Parashu Ram took over his terrible axe in his hand and cut away the

elephant like arm of the king. As the luck would have it, all the organs

of soldiers (and the king) were cut to pieces; their pride shattered and

the whole army got perished n 29 n

Ultimately the king fell unconscious in the battlefield and all the

surviving warriors fled to their respective abodes. Seizing his capital

Parashu Ram killed all the Kshatriyas and for a long time people

worshipped him u 30 ii
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In the Bachitra Natak, the killing of Sahasrabahu ends

ii I invoke the Divine 11

BhujangPrayat Chhand
Seizing the capital the brahmin was installed as the king, but again,

exterminating the brahmins, the kshatriyas grabbed their city. The

suffering brahmins called Parashu Ram for help and enraged as he

became, Parashu Ram taking over his axe moved towards them n 3 1 ii

When all the kings heard that the stubborn Parashu Ram has arrived, all

of them prepared their weaponry for the battle. Getting full of wrath all

struck in the battle as if in Lanka the fight between Rama and Ravan

was on n 32 n

Having seen that he is being attacked with arms, Parashu Ram holding

arrows in his hand crushed the enemy. Many a warrior became armless

and many headless. As much warriors came across Parashu Ram, he

killed them all n 33 n

Twenty-one time he made this earth bereft of Kshatriyas and thus

perished the roots of all the kings. If I relate the whole story, I am afraid

that the size ofthe work will much enhance n 34 n

Chaupai
Thus the arena of sport was created and this way Vishnu assumed his

ninth incarnation. Now I relate the tenth incarnation who is the base of

the lives of the saints if 35 if

In the Bachitra Natak the description of the ninth incarnation

Parashu Ram ends auspiciously

Description of Brahma incarnation begins

ii I invoke the Divine ii

Chaupai
Now I relate the ancient story as to how the knowledgeable Brahma was

born. Four-faced Brahma in the form of creator of the whole creation

and annihilatoer of sins was born ii 1 n

As and when the principles cherished in the Vedas are wiped out,

Brahma manifests himself (in the world). That is why Vishnu assumed

the body of Brahma and came to be known in the world by the name of

chaturanan (having four faces) it 2 if

When Vishnu assumed the incarnation in the form of Brahma, he spread

the Vedas in the world. He prepared Shastras and Smrities and showed

the path to the creatures of the world n 3 n
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Having known the Vedic knowledge all those who were sinners became

the annihilators of the sins. A clear explanation of the sinful deeds was

done and all the creatures became rapt in the actions ofdharma n 4 n

Thus became Brahma incarnation who is the wiper of all the

transgressions against morality. Now all the people followed the way of

dharma and remained away from sinful acts n 5 n

Dohara
Thus to purify the public, incarnation of Brahma took place and the

people discarding the evil deeds started acting according to the divine

moral law n 6 n

Chaupai
Tenth incarnation of Vishnu is Brahma who established meritorious

deeds in the world. In the Shastras and the Smrities it is told that there

is no difference between Brahma and Vishnu n 7 ti

In the Bachitra Natak, the description of tenth incarnation

Brahma ends here

Here begins the account of Rudra incarnation

II I invoke the Divine it

Totak Chhand
All the people got engaged in the deeds of dharma. But after a long time

the postulates of yoga and the devotion were repudiated (by the people).

When dharma acts all round only then the creatures become happy and

behaving on a par with each other realizes Brahma, pervading one and

all ii X it

This earth got burdened of the load of the sufferings of people and its

sorrows were ineffable. Then the earth assuming the form of cow

entered into the milk ocean and weeping and wailing reached before the

protagonists of the world (Akalpurakh) n 2 ii

When Himself heard the sufferings of the earth, the Akalpurakh smiled

a bit happily. He called Vishnu nearby and said thus n 3 n

Akalpurakh, the Timeless supreme Lord, said to Vishnu that you while

assuming the form of Rudra destroy the creatures of the world. Then

Vishnu assumed the form of Rudra, killed the creatures of the world

and established the yoga there in n 4 n

How the battles were fought by Shiva and how he imparted happiness

to the saints will be described by me. I will tell this as much also as to

how he won over Parvati in the conditioned marriage (Svayambar) u 3 it
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How Shiva fought Andhakasur (a demon), crushed the pride ofKamdev
(god of sex) and getting angry wiped out the hordes of demons; I will

relate all these states n 6 n

Padhari Chhand
When the earth gets pressed under the burdens of sins, its heart cannot

remain at peace. It goes into the milk ocean, cries hard and then Vishnu

incarnates as Rudra n 7 n

Then born as incarnation Rudra destroys the demons and liberates the

saints. Thus wiping out all the knaves, he resides in the heart of the

saints n 8 u

Totak Chhand
In Tripura (region) a demon named Tripur lived whose glory was like

Sun which has its impact upon the three worlds. Having obtained boon,

that demon became so powerful that he conquered all the fourteen

worlds i.e. whole of universe ti 9 n

That horrible demon had the boon that whosoever had the power of

killing him by hitting only one arrow could kill him. Now the poet

wishes to delineate that who is such a person who could kill the demon
by one arrow n 10 n

To kill that demon and liberate the world Shiva moved forward. The

angered Shiva hit an arrow and by one stroke killed Tripura, the

demon n 1 1 ii

Witnessing this feat, all the saints became happy and the gods from the

sky showered flowers. Hailing applause emerged; the Himalayan region

became unstable and the whole world trembled ii 12 it

After a long time there emerged a demon named Andhakasur. Then

mounting the ox and catching hold of the tridents, Shiva moved towards

him. Seeing his fierce form the gods were also amazed n 13 n

Alongwith ganas, gandharvas, yakshas, and nags Shiva came forth and

Durga also granted him many boons (for victory). The gods were seeing

that Andhakasur will also be killed in the manner Tripur was destroyed

by Shiva n 14 ii

From the other side came forward the ill willed demon and from this

side Shiva having trident in his hand moved. Intoxicated by the

sentiment of the battle all the mighty warriors were producing such a

spectacle as the flames of fire were coming up in the forest ii 13
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Demons and gods got engaged in the battle and taking hold of their

weapons they all started enjoying the sentiment of anger. Warriors of

both the sides are happy with their shooting of arrows. The arrows are

poured in such a way as if the clouds are raining on the day of

dissolution 11 16 n

Ruamal Chhand
Getting injured and fainted when the demons started fleeing,

Andhakasur with blowing trumpets moved towards the battlefield. The

strokes were on by tridents, swords, arrows and other weapons and the

warriors were falling down in such a way as if some riotous revelry was

going on ii 17 u

With the strokes of swords and arrows, pushing and jostling ensued in

the battlefield and using their arms the warriors started churning the

armies. At places organless warriors and at other places the full bodies

were lying immersed in blood. The warriors killed in action married

after search, the fairies of their choice ii 1 8 n

Scattered here and there were many a dress, chariot, the rider of the

chariots and the horse. In the battlefield the horrible river was flowing.

At one place bedecked horses and elephants were lying and at other

place the heaps of (dead) warriors were there. Not a single enemy

survived n 19 n

The kings left their bedecked elephants and horses and ran away. The

thundering Shiva killed mighty brave warriors. Leaving back their

weapons the warriors have fled and their bows-arrows, steel armours

have also left behind ft 20 m

Naraj Chhand
As much as warriors come to confront Shiva, he kills them all.

Whosoever other will come forward will be also destroyed by

Shiva ii 21 if

Blind headless bodies are emerging from the battlefield and are pouring

certain arrows. Innumerable warriors by shooting the arrows are

proving to be brave warriors n 22 w

Rasaval Chhand
Adorned with steel armour the brave warriors are thundering all

around. Imperishable in all respects, these handsome warriors are

adorning there n 23 n
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The deep sounds of instruments is heard and bedecked warriors are

seen there. The bows are cracking as ifthe clouds are thundering n 24 n

The gods also taking over their bows have moved forward and all the

warriors happily are pouring arrows A 25 n

Taking arrows in their hands the glorious and proud warriors have

swarmed up and by the 'cut-cut' movement of their weapons, the bodies

ofthe enemies are being cut into two pieces n 26 u

Seeing wrath of Shiva the lowly demons ran away. The mighty braves

adorned in their armours are thundering n 27 h

Taking hold of shakti (powerful weapon) in his hand, the glorious and

deep thundering Shiva has come forward in the battle. His ganas are

fiercely roaring and Shiva is adorning the battlefield n 28 ii

From wounds the blood is gushing forth and all are fighting

enthusiastically. The witches are feeling happy and the horses are

falling on the ground n 29 ii

The enraged Shiva has destroyed the demons and cutting their bodies

piece to piece has encircled the army n 30 n

The trident holder Shiva has become very much full of wrath and has

wiped out the demons. The groups ofarrows are shot in such a way as if

burst clouds are falling on earth u 3 1 \\

When Rudra thundered in the battlefield, all the demons fled away. All

abandoned their weapons and the pride of all got crushed n 32 n

Chaupai
/ In the meantime, the mighty Andhakasur ran forward along with his

demonic army. He shot many arrows at Nandi (the vehicle of Shiva)

which pierced out its organs n 33 n

Seeing arrows in the body of his vehicle, the wrath in the mind of Shiva

increased. In anger he shot poisoned arrows, which instantly filled in

between the earth and the sky ii 34 n

When Rudra incessantly poured arrows the demon army took to their

heels. Then Andhakarsur confronted Shiva and now a duel was on in

the battlefield n 35 n

Aril

The enraged demon hit Shiva with twenty arrows which struck to the

body of Shiva and wounded him. Shiva also catching hold of the bow

ran forward and a fierce duel ensued there ii 36 n
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Aiming at the enemy Shiva got more than enraged and picking out two

arrows from his quiver he shot at the knave (Andhakasur). These arrows

hit the enemy in the head and he fell down on the earth. He fell as if

struck by lightning a column had fallen n 37 n

Totak Chhand
After few minutes (one ghari) Andhakasur regained consciousness and

that mighty one again took his bow and arrow in his hand. Becoming

full of wrath, the pulling of the bow in his hand started, and, like rains

from the clouds arrows started pouring n 38 n

Being full of wrath, that mighty one started pouring arrows with special

power. These arrows pierced on one side and came out from the other

side. Then the enraged Shiva took over trident in his hand and cut the

enemy head into two pieces n 39 n

In the Bachitra Natak, the killing of Andhak and eulogization of

Rudra Chapter ends here.

Description begins of the slaying of Parvati

II I invoke the Divine II

Totak Clihand

When Indra learnt of the annihilation of Andhkasur, he felt rather

pleased. Many days thus went by, and Shiva also went to his abode n 1 n

Then Rudra took a frightening form, Shiva's weapon was searched for

and found out. Then Shiva also felt highly enraged and became red like

the burning coal n 2 n

All the beings in the world started burning with this heat. Shiva threw

away his weapons and anger in the sea so as to calm himself down. But

his anger did not drown in the sea and took the form of Jalandhar

demon n 3 n

Chaupai
This demon was thus very mighty. He looted the treasure of Kuber. He
asserted Brahma and made him weep. He also vanquished Indra and

took upon on his head Indra's royal umbrella n 4 h

He vanquished the gods and subdued them. He compelled Vishnu and

Shiva to live in his kingdom. He gathered together the fourten jewels in

his house and even planted nine planets here and there n 5 n
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Dohara
The demon-king vanquished all and made them settle down as his

subjects in his kingdom. The gods went to the Kailash mountain and

paid obeisance to Shiva 11 6 11

Chaupai
Meditation, worship and obeisance were paid in different ways. They

served Shiva day and night. Thus a long time passed. Now the entire

matter rested on Shiva n 7 n

Sensing the immense strength of Shiva, enemies on earth and water

(everywhere) trembled. Daksh Prajapati was the greatest among kings.

He had ten thousand daughters n 8 it

The king once held a swaiambar. He told his ten thousand daughters

that they can marry anybody, not considering the high or low status of

the prospective groom. He may not even be a king n 9 ii

The girls married whosoever they liked. All the details cannot be

mentioned here. In case I give all the details, I am afraid the volume of

the book will become very bulky n 10 n

Four of the daughters were given to Kashyap rishi. Many were married

off to Moon. Many went to other lands. But Gauri (Parvati) gave her

preference for Shiva n 1 1 n

When she reached Shiva's abode after marriage, several ancedotes

became current. The king sent for all her daughters who came there

along with their husbands n 12 it

All the kings of surrounding countries left for their in-laws. Finding

Shiva in a strange attire, the king or anyone else did not think of

inviting him n 13 ii

The king did not invite Parvati. When she heard from Narad (of her

father's invitation to all other sisters), she went to her father's place

uninvited. She was besides herself with rage fi 14 n

In rage she jumped into the yajna pit. The charm of her fidelity turned

the burning fire cold. However, she created fire with her yogic powers

and thus destroyed her body and ended her life u IS n

Narad went to Shiva and told him : have you taken bhang (that you do

not know of Parvati's burning herself) ? On hearing this, Shiva's

concentration was broken and he got enraged. He got hold of his trident

and ran towards that place n 16 n
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When Shiva reached the place where his wife had burnt herself, he

tigthened his grip on the trident. He made attacks in various ways and

turned the yajna topsy-turvy n 17 n

Many kings lost their lives. Their bodies were slain into twos.

Whosoever was hit with the trident got instantly killed at the same

place ii 18 it

When Shiva looked at the yajna pit (wherein Parvati had burnt herself),

he began pulling his hair. At that moment Vir Bhadra appeared on the

scene, and immediately there after he began killing the

kings ii 19 ii

Many kings were slain into twos, and many were despatched to the god

of death. Many frightening warriors fell down dead as the banks of a

river get eroded when in flood n 20 n

By then Shiva had also regained full consciousness. He took up bow in

hand and attacked with full vigour. Whosoever was hit with Shiva's

arrow gave away his life instantly n 21 n (LA

Many drums were being beaten. Ghosts and witches roared in all the ten

directions. The swords shown splendidly. Headless bodies began

dancing all around u 22 n

The drums and cattle drums were sounded. The soldiers got engaged in

fighting. They got further enraged as they clashed. None of them was

seen riding the horse after the fighting (implying all fell down

dead) n 23 n

Whosoever was hit with the trident held in Shiva's grip, he did instantly

at that very place. Vir Bhadra caused so furious a battle that ghosts and

witches in cremation grounds also got up u 24 ii

Dohara
Arrows, spears, bichhue, and many other kinds of weapons were used.

All the warriors laid down their lives, and not a single one

survived n 25 it
•

Chaupai
The slain bodies of kings lay on the ground like the trees felled down
the high velocity wind. When Shiva, with trident in hand, caused havoc,

it presented a strange sight n 26 n

These kings now began to flee. They forgot the yajna and became

concerned for their countries. Shiva in a frightening form chased them,

and none ofthe fleeing kings could save his life ii 27n
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Then the (remaining) kings got inspired by heroism. Numerous kinds of

instruments began to be played. A furious battle ensued again, and the

house of the god of death began to fill with the dead n 28 n

The kings returned to battle. They had bows and other weapons in

hands. They ran to strike with strength as the huge bell was beaten to

ring ii 29 n

The strong warriors fell down slain into pieces. All the nine realms, the

entire universe trembled. The kings fell down dead and their swords

also fell down. The battle was furious enough to look like a

swaiyambarw 30 n

Naraj Chhand
The warriors rode their horse with weapons in hand. The arrows were

shot and bows twitched n 31 n

Swords fell off hands. Dust rose up from the ground. On the one hand,

sharp arrows are being shot, and on the other there are repeated cries

for water ii 32 n

The kites fly down sharp on to the dead. Equally strong warriors are

fighting. Durga laughs at this, and the swords shine as they are

swung ii 33 ii

Bridh Naraj Chand
The warriors left with the cries of 'kill ! kill !\ and the disciples of

Shiva killed hordes of warriors. Just as dark clouds overcast the sky and

pour down heavy rain, arrows were showered in plenty by the"enraged

soldiers n 34 n

Naraj Chhand
Innumerable warriors move ahead. They cry 'kill ! kill !' and injure the

enemy. Some of the injured get up again and begin shooting

arrows n 35 n

Equipped with many a weapon, the soldiers set out roaring. They use

their weapons fearlessly as they cry out 'kill ! kill !' n 36 n

Just as dark clouds come up on the sky, the warriors move up

majestically. They are valiant and weapons adorn them. Looking at

them even the fairies feel enchanted n 37 u

They 'marry' the warriors by choice. All the kings move about in the

field. Those among the kings who are given to fear are ditched by these

supernatural maids n 38 n
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Bridh Naraj Chhand
The warriors set out to attack roaring loud and well armed. Looking at

the frightening form of Shiva, they gathered together their armies. The

soldiers moved in strength like the rising dark clouds during the rainy

season. They danced and seemed to have captured unto themselves the

glory of sky n 39 n

Taking the sword in hand and making their horses pace up fast, these

warriors moved up to where stood Shiva. They attacked him with

numerous arrows and other weapons. They pushed one another ahead

and retracted not a step u 40 n

The sound of spears shot and swords struck is heard. The warriors

attack and injure one another just like wolves. Getting injured, they fall

down but retract not their steps ti 41 n

Chaupai
Thus all companions (of Daksh) fell down fighting. He remained alone,

hapless. He summoned all the surviving soldiers. He put on the armour

and blew the trumpet ii 42 n

Daksh himself set out for the battle. He was followed by a huge horde

of soldiers. Innumerable arrows began to be shot from his bow. They

covered the sky and darkness prevailed even during daytime n 43 n

Ghosts, witches and evil spirits began crying. Drums were sounded on

both the sides. A furious battle began as if it were a war between Rama
and Ravan in Lanka n 44 n

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
Shiva was highly enraged and he held the trident in hand. He killed

many warriors, thus emptying the saddle of many horses. Now on one

side was Daksh atone and on the other Shiva alone. They fought

furiously using many methods u 45 u

Shiva slew off Daksh's head with his trident and his slain head fell

down as a tree falls after getting uprooted. Daksh, the king of kings,

was badly injured and fell down like a mountain whose wings had been

clipped offby Shiva n 46 n

All pride of Daksh was gone and the warrior Shiva badly mauled it.

Now Shiva felt depressed and he hastened towards inner places. There

all greeted him with bowed heads. They sought Shiva's grace and

wanted him to help them n 47 ii
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Chaupai
O Shiva ! We had failed to realize your grandeur and might. You are a

great sage and mighty warrior. On hearing this, Shiva became

compassionate. He re-united Daksh's head and he was alive

again n 48 n

Then Shiva contemplated upon God and revived other kings as well.

The husbands of all princesses were restored to life. Seeing this, all the

saints felt highly pleased h 49 n

The widower Shiva was now highly tortured by lust. Shiva suffered a

lot on this count. Once when highly upset, Shiva burnt to ashes the god

of lust himself. Since then the latter has also been called Anang or

bodiless n 50 n

Thus concludes the section dealing with the killing of Daksh and

the death of Parvati. Eleven chapters conclude

Now begins the discription of Jalandhar incarnation.

May Sri Bhagautihelp me
Chaupai
The wife of Shiva, who had burnt herself to death, took rebirth in the

house of Himalaya. When her childhood was over and she came of age,

she again met Lord Shiva if 1 n

Just as Sita is one with Rama, the ideology of the Gita is one with the

Vedic one, the Ganga becomes one with the ocean as it reaches there,

she met with Shiva in the same manner n 2 n

When Shiva brought her to his home after marrying her, a demon,

called Jalandhar felt enchanted by her beauty. He sent a messenger with

the instruction that he should charm Shiva's wife and bring her

here n 3 n

Jalandhar' s saying

:

Dohara
Tell Shiva that he should send his wife, after her make up, to me or

failing that he should take up his trident and fight with me n 4 n

Chaupai
This episode happened this way. Now I narrate the story of Vishnu's

wife as related to it. One day she cooked brinjals. That very day a

message arrived from the court of demons inviting Vishnu there ti 5 n
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At that time Narad came to their house. He was highly hungry as he

reached there. Seeing the vegetable of brinjals, his desire for food

aggravated further. He even asked for it, but got nothing h 6 n

(Vishnu's wife said :) I have cooked this food for my husband. I have

sent someone to bring him home. If Narad is given food, it might

become impure, and her husband will get annoyed at this n 7 n

Thus spoke Narad :

Muni Narad got tired of asking food again and again, but nothing was

given to him, he felt rather angry. He said : you will take the form of

Vrinda and live with Jalandhar as his wife n 8 n

Narad muni thus cursed her and went out. At that very moment, Vishnu

entered his house. He felt rather pained on learning of the curse. His

wife also repeated the same to her husband n 9 n

Dohara
Vishnu took the shadow of his wife and transformed it into Vrinda and

she took birth on the earth in the house of demon Dhumraketu n 10 n

Chaupai
Just as lotus remained in water yet unaffected by it, similarly Vrinda

lived in Jalandhar's house. For her, Vishnu also incarnated himself as

Jalandhar, thus taking to a uniquely beautiful form n 1 1 n

Thus, the story took this turn. Now the story comes to Shiva. Shiva

refused to give over his wife to Jalandhar at which the demon-king felt

rather enraged n 12 n

On all sides were sounded drums and trumpets were also sounded on

both sides. Iron ferociously struck iron and the shine of swords was

seen everywhere it 13 n

Warriors began to fall down dead in the field. Ghosts and witches got

up and ran around. Innumerable soldiers on elephants, chariots, horses

and on foot were falling down fighting n 14 n

Totak Chhand
The warriors wandered in the field enraged. A furious battle began.

Listening to the neighing of horses and cries of elephants even the

clouds of rainy season felt ashamed u 15 u

In the battle, full use of swords and arrows was made. Thus a furious s

battle took place in the world. The warriors fall down but they are so

valiant that they shout challenges even then. Thus hordes of enemy

troops gathered from all sides n 16 u
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Surrounded from all sides, Shiva took up his bow. He was highly

enraged on the demons. Arrows were shot at such a fast pace from both

the sides as the sky got overcast and the earth was covered with

shadow ii 17 ii

The helmets fell down in the field just as blood-drenched flowers had

fallen. Unfathomable and unparalleled Shiva contemplated upon thus in

the field of battle n 18 n

Shiva looked into his heart with amazement and then invaded the army

of demons. He took hold of the trident and made the attack. Listening to

the sound of his blows, both the gods and demons got

frigthened n 19 n

Totak Chhand
Now Shiva set his mind on God who felt instantly pleased. He decreed

Vishnu to take birth as Jalandhar and thus annihilate the enemy

king ii 20 ii

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
God decreed and Vishnu transformed himself as Jalandhar. Equipped in

all respects, he looked like a king . Vishnu took to this form for the

amelioration of his wife. Thus he deflowered Vrinda n 21 n

Giving up the form of demoness, she again became Lakshmi, i.e.

Vishnu's wife. Thus Vishnu incarnated himself for the twelfth time as

Jalandhar demon. Again, the fighting began and the warriors held

weapons in hand. Warriors began to fall to ground and they were

instantly transported to heaven n 22 ii

As soon as the maiden was deflowered, the entire army got annihilated.

Pride of Jalandhar was also shattered. The determined but majesty-less

king continued the fight. All of his companions deserted him in the

field ii 23 ii

Chaupai

Both Shiva and Jalandhar clashed in the field. There was no third

person. The battle continued for many months. And, Jalandhar felt

highly enraged on Shiva n 24 ii

The Shiva concentrated on Shakti who showered her grace on him. This

added to Shiva's might and he engaged in fighting through various

ways ii 25 n
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On the one hand, Vishnu had deflowered the maiden and on the other

Shiva became much stronger as a result of the blessing of the goddess.

He now killed the demon in an instant. Looking at this sight, everybody

felt rather pleased 11 26 n

AH those who worship Chandi know that since that day she is known as

Jalandhari as well. (It is said that) remembering her makes one as pure

as does bathing in the waters ofthe Ganga n 27 n

I have not narrated the entire story of Shiva as I was afraid it might

make the volume bulky. The story has been retold in brief. The poets

may not laugh at me on this count n 28 n

Thus concludes the account of Jalandhar, the twelfth incarnation

ofVishnu

Now begins the discription of Vishnu-incarnation

May Sri Bhagauti Ji help me
Chaupai

Now I count the incarnations ofVishnu as well as tell as to which forms

Vishnu took. When the earth gets disquiet with the burden of sins, it

expresses its pain before the Timeless Lord h 1 n

Chaupai
When the demons cause the gods to flee and usurp from them the

suzerainty of earth, the earth burdened with sins makes an appeal and

the Lord shows mercy to it n 2 ti

Dohara
Then taking in the partial essence of all gods and placing Himself

primarily therein, Vishnu assumes various forms and takes birth in the

house ofAditya n 3 n

Chaupai

Thus incarnating Himself, Vishnu unburdens the earth and annihilates

the demons in diverse ways. After unburdening the earth, he once again

leaves for his heavenly abode and there absorbs himself in the Timeless

Lord ii 4 ii

If I narrate all these episodes in deatil, it will be mistaken as an account

ofVishnu alone. That is why I narrate the story in brief. O God! protect

me from malady and sorrow ii 5 n

Thus concludes the thirteenth incarnation ofVishnu

•
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May Sri Bhagauti Ji help me
Dohara
In the all-pervasive body of the Lord reside millions of Vishnus and

Shivas. Millions of Indras, Suns, Moons and Varuns are also present in

his body n 1 11

Chaupai
Tired with exertion, Vishnu remains occupied with it. As to how many
oceans and streams are in His body cannot be counted. There are

millions of other Sheshnags where he sleeps making Sheshnag's

bed ii 2 ii

He has thousands of heads, bodies and thighs. The indivisible Lord has

thousands of hands and feet. He has thousands of eyes and the majesty

of each kind falls at his feet n 3 n

Dohara
The day Vishnu incarnated himself with the aim of slaying Madhu and

Kaitabh demons, the poet Shyam knows him to be the fourteenth

incarnation n 4 n

Chaupai
The demons were born of the ear-wax and began to be acknowledged as

majestic as Sun and Moon. With the order of Timeless Lord when

Vishnu discarded maya and incarnated himself, the demons began

creating much mischief n 5 n

Vishnu fought furiously against them for few thousand years. Then the

Timeless Lord helped Vishnu and in an enraged mood both the demons

were slain ii 6 n

Dohara
Vishnu takes form as the fourteenth incarnation, and annihilates both

these demons so as to provide comfort to the saintly ones u 7 n

Thus concludes the (account of) fourteenth incarnation in

Bachitra Natak

Now begins the account of Arihant Dev

May Sri Bhagauti Ji help me
Chaupai

As the demons spread their sway, Vishnu annihilates them (by taking

different forms). Once all the demons got together at one place. Seeing

them all the gods and preceptors went to their respective abodes n 1 u
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All the demons got together and discussed that Vishnu always kills

them. Now they should attack in such a way as our majesty and honour

remain in tact n 2 u

The guru of demons, Shukracharya, said : "O demons ! you have not

comprehended this mystery so far. These gods jointly perform different

kids ofyajnas as a result of which they are always safe" n 3 n

"You should also begin performing yajnas. You will see that hence

victory will be yours." The demons began the yajna. Listening to it, the

entire kingdom of gods was filled with fear n 4 n

All the gods went to Vishnu and said : "O killer of demons ! now make

some remedy." Vishnu replied that he will be born in a new body and

disturb the yajna ofdemons n 5 h

Vishnu bathed at innumerable pilgrimage centres and gaye away
immense wealth in charity to brahmins. The lotus-born Brahma infused

knowledge in Vishnu and the latter set his mind on the Timeless

Lord ii 6 h

Then the Lord showed His grace and addressed His slave Vishnu with

sweet words : "O Vishnu ! You take the form of Arihant and annihilate

the chiefs of demons u 7 n

Vishnu received this decree from Divine and sang His eulogies. Vishnu

incarnated himself in this world in the form of Arihant, and the latter

started a new panth or tradition n 8 n

When he became the preceptor of the demons, he started several new
faiths. One of these new faiths was Jainism. Thus he provided comfort

to all the saints n 9 n

He made all hold pluckers in hand and thus made innumerable demons

devoid of knowledge. To these demons without knowledge did not

recite a mantra, one suffered the opposite effect u 10 ti

Then he put an end to the tradition of holding yajna. He made all give

up violence towards all beings. Since no yajna was possible without

sacrifice of an animal, no yajna was organized ii 1 1 n

Thus yajnas were put to an end. Whosoever killed a being was derided.

No yajna was possible without violence to an animal. Moreover, if one

did perform a yajna, he achieved nothing ii 12 n

Thus Arihant preached in such a way as no king could perform a yajna.

All were put on the wrong path, nobody did any religious deed u 13 n
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Dohara
Just as grains are heaped of grains sown, and just as grass cause the

growth of further grass, similarly human is born of another human
(implying that there was no Creator-God) 11 14 11

Chaupai
He gave this kind of knowledge to all and consequently no one was

doing any religious deeds. All got engrossed in such thinking and thus

the demons began getting weak n 15 n

Such principles were determined that no one could even bathe, and

none could become pious without bathing. Without becoming pious,

recitation of mantras was not possible. Thus all activities became

fruitless n 16 ti

Thus Arihant ruled for about ten thousand years, and spread his faith

throughout the world. Religion became absent from the earth and thus

the demons got weakened it 17 u

The king Indra liked this very much in his heart that Vishnu had done a

very vital job for them. All (of the gods) gave up sorrow and became

joyous. Songs ofjoy began to be sung in all houses ii 18 u

Dohara
Vishnu, as a result of his preaching, caused all to give up religious

activities. Thereafter he again returned to his heavenly abode n 19 n

Thus Vishnu incarnated himself for the fifteenth time as the supreme

preceptor oiJains and with a view to putting the demons on the wrong

track it 20 ii

Thus concludes the account of the fifteenth incarnation in the

Bachitra Natak

Now begins the account ofKing Manu
May Sri Bhagauti Ji help me
Chaupai

The entire populace got converted to Jainism and they all gave up all

religious deeds. All of them discarded the service of God, and none

had faith in the Timeless Lord m 1 n

The saints became unsaintly, and ail discarded religious activities. Then

God decreed and Vishnu acted as per the command of the Timeless

Lord ii 2 ii
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Vishnu incarnated himself in the form of King Manu. He preached

Manusmriti throughout the world. All those who had gone astray were

brought back to the right track. Thus he freed them of all their sins 11 3 11

Vishnu incarnated himself in the form of King Manu and graced again

all religious deeds. He who sinned was killed. Thus, the king did the

good deed of bringing the entire mankind on the right track n 4 n

The sinner was instantly killed. The entire populace was given the

education of remembering Divine Name and of giving in charity. Thus

the king made people discard Jainism n 5 ti

Only those who fled away from Manu's kingdom could keep their Jain

faith. The others followed the path of righteousness. They discarded the

wrong track and followed the path of religion, n 6 n

King Manu was Vishnu's incarnation, and he popularized the deeds of

religion throughout the world. All those who had gone astray were

brought back to the right path. Those freed from sins were put on the

path of religion ii 7 n

Dohara
Those going astray returned to the right path and thus Jainism got away

from the masses. For this job done, King Manu received eulogies

throughout the world n 8 il

Thus concludes (the account of) the sixteenth incarnation of

Vishnu

Now begins the narrative of Dhanvantri Vaid

May Sri Bhagauti Ji help me.

Chaupai

All people of the world became rich and they had no stress or strain on

their body or mind. They relished varied recipes in consequence of

which numerous maladies were born in their bodies ii 1 n

All mankind was disquiet with these maladies. They all sang eulogies of

God and He showered his grace on all n 2 n

Timeless One summoned Vishnu and ordered him to take birth in the

form of Dhanvantri ( Vaid). He was also told to spread the knowledge of

Ayurveda and annihilate the maladies of the people n 3 n

Dohara
Then all gods got together. They churned the ocean. They got

Dhanvantri from the ocean for the welfare of mankind and for the

remedy of their maladies ii 4 n
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Chaupai
He popularized Ayurveda and annihilated all diseases from the world.

He brought Ayurvedic texts to light, put them before people and made

mention of different kinds of medicines n 5 n

Dohara
Providing medicine to the entire mankind, he made the world disease-

free. With the passage of time and after having been bitten by a snake,

he returned to his heavenly abode n 6 n

Thus concludes (the account of) the seventeenth incarnation of

Dhanvantri Vaid

Now begins the account of Suraj (Sun).

May Sri Bhagauti Ji help me.

Chaupai
The power of demons, sons of Diti, increased very much and they

trampled under their feet many enemies on earth and water. Following

the directive of Timeless Lord, Vishnu incarnated himself as Sun n 1 n

Whenever the demons got powerful, Sun killed them in various ways.

Sun eradicated darkness from earth and would wander hither and thither

so as to provide comfort to the people n 2 n

Naraj Chhand
Looking at Sun, people would give up their lethargy and wake up early

morning. They would concentrate on all-pervasive God and variously

remembered His name. Performing difficult deeds, they would place in

their hearts the Lord who otherwise cannot be put up anywhere. They

would also recite Gayatri mantras in the evening n 3 n

All the people recited Divine Name in the morning and did noble deeds.

They performed yajnas, havan, horn, etc, besides discoursing on the

Vedas and their grammar. They would also perform as per their

capability duties towards their ancestors. They would also recite

Shastras and Smritis and perform religious deeds ii 4 n

Ardh Naraj Chhand
Smoke arising from yajnas was seen all around. Everybody slept on

earth. People concentrated on God in diverse ways and realized the far-

off places m 5 ii
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Reciting mantras of innumerable kinds, people performed yogic

exercise and meditations. They concentrated on the Immaculate Being

and ultimately achieved the biman, the heavenly vehicle (to reach

heaven) w 6 u

Dohara
Thus a long time passed by performing rigtheousness and giving

charity. Then appeared on the scene a demon, huge-bodied, powerful

and majestic n 7 m

Chaupai
His body increased by one arrow (about one yard) daily and he killed

gods and brahmins day and night. With the birth of such a huge-bodied

animal even the chariot of Sun hesitated to move n 8 ii

Aril

When the chariot came to a halt, Sun got highly enraged and moved
ahead arming himself and taking his army along. He began the battle in

various ways, looking at which both the gods and demons were at a

loss n 9 ii

Taking swords in hand, people from both sides entered the field of

battle and clashed. They began falling down in pieces but they refused

to retract. The wounds caused on their bodies added to their glamour

and they looked like members of a marriage party showing their

(coloured) clothes n 10 u

Anubhav Chhand
The clouds felt ashamed listening to the beating of drums.The armies

moved ahead from all directions like the oncoming clouds. It seemed as

if a huge horde of peacocks had gathered in the forest n 1 1 n

MadhwDhun Chhand
The shine of the shields looks like red roses. The rustle of the moving

soldiers and the sound of the arrows shot were also heard n 12 n

The sound like the thunder of clouds is heard in the field of battle. The

sound of the beating drums and the empty quivers is also heard ii 13 u

The warriors' bodies vibrate, and they think of God seeing the ferocity

of battle. All are engrossed in the battle and they are dyed in the hue of

battle ii 14 ii

The warriors move hither and thither, and the fairies look at them with

intent. The warriors make supreme sacrificies. They become headless

and breathe their last ii 15 n
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The arrows shine and flags flutter. Warriors gather in front of one

another. Blood flows out of the wounds on their chests n 16 ii

Armed with arrows, the warriors roar about. They have put on armours

and are ready to leave for heaven it 17 »

As soon as the five arrows are shot, the chest of the enemy is pierced

through. The shields are getting broken and the armours torn if 18 u

Naraj Chhand
Sun, with arrow in hand, moved towards the huge-bodied demon. In an

enraged state, he began a ferocious battle. Many people fled to seek

shelter with the gods. Sun, the eradicator of darkness, overcame many

an enemy n 19 ii

Warriors come face to face, get hold of the spear and attack. They roar

like the lion and challenge the opponent. The well-proportioned limbs

fall down in the battlefield. Handsome and brave soldiers face the

enemy fearlessly n 20 n

Ardh Naraj Chhand
The clouds get ashamed at the loud sound of the drums. The drums are

beaten and hearing their sound, the warriors roar about m 21 n

The gods and their kings move about the field as they fight ferociously.

They move about aboard their bimans (Celestial vehicles) and both

gods and demons feel enchanted looking at them if 22 ii

Beli Bindram Chhand
The sound of the witches and the cries of yoginis is heard. The spears

shine brightly and the elephants and horses jump about in the field of

battle ii 23 n

The beating of drums is heard and the shine of swords dazzles. Shiva,

with loose hair, dances there, too. A ferocious battle goes on

there n 24 n

Totak Chhand
In the field, the beautiful horses of warriors jumped about. Swords in

the hands of warriors shine like lightning in the clouds. Arrows pierced

the chests of warriors are seen. Thus they shed blood of each

other ii 25 ii \

Flags flutter and the soldiers seem to have got frigthened. The shine of

swords and arrows puts to. shame even the lightning in dark clouds. The

entire scene looks as if it ligthened in the dark clouds of the rainy

season n 26 n
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Dohara
How long can I go apprehending the narrative to become rather lengthy.

Ultimately, an arrow from Sun caused death of that demon n 27 n

Thus concludes the (account of the) eigtheenth incarnation Sun

in the Bachitra Natak

Now begins the account ofMoon
May Sri Bhagauti Ji help me
Dodhak Chhand
Now I think of another incarnation Moon, as to how Vishnu incarnated

himself as Moon. I narrate a hoary story listening to which all the poets

will be pleased H 1 n

At that time there was no cultivation at all and people died of hunger.

The nights were pitch darkness and the Sun was burning hot during the

days. Consequently, nothing grew anywhere ii 2 n

As a result of this, all beings were upset, and were dying the way old

leaves do. All performed worship and service in various ways which

pleased the Timeless Lord h 3 n

The wife would not (at that time) serve her husband and was ever

displeased with him. Women were never pricked by lust, and in the

absence of any desire for sex the entire process of procreation came to a

stop n 4 ii

Tomar Chhand
No wife worshipped her spouse, rather she was full of pride in herself.

She had no suffering, nor was she ever desirous of sex. Consequently,

she lacked the sense ofhumility u 5 n

She served neither her husband nor the spiritual preceptors. They did

not meditate on God, nor did they bathe daily n 6 u

Then the Timeless Lord summoned Vishnu and advised him thus: You
incarnate yourself as Moon without bringing any second thought to

mind n 7 n

Vishnu bowed his head and said with folded hands; I incarnate as Moon
so that beauty increases in the world n 8 u

Then the highly majestic Vishnu took the form of Moon and he shot

arrows of lust on women n 9 n

As a result of this,women became humble by nature. Their ego was

gone. They again started"serving their spouses. Consequently, all gods

also got pleased ii 10 u
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Seeing the moon, the work of cultivation went on in full swing. All the

deeds under consideration came to fruition. Thus was moon, the

Vishnu-incarnate, born n 1 1 n

Chaupai

Thus Vishnu incarnated himself as Moon, but he also became proud of

his beauty. He also stopped reflecting on anyone else. Consequently, he

also got a slur n 12 n

He got infatuated with the wife of Gautam rishi which made the rishi

enraged. He attacked him with his deer-skin which caused a slur on

him [i 13 ii

He suffered the rishi 's curse as a result of which he daily increases or

decreases. This process made him rather shameful and all its ego got

shattered n 14 n

Then he again meditated for a long time as a result of which

Lord was again pleased with him. His malady was gone and as a

result of Divine grace he got a place in sky higher than even sun

Thus concludes the (account of the) nineteenth incarnation,

moon.
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One Oankar

Rama Avtar

Victory be to the Wondrous Lord

Now begins the account of twentieth incarnation Rama
Chaupai
Now I narrate (the story of ) Rama as he lived his life in this world.

After the passage of a long time, the family of demons began to

increase n 1 n

The demons began to make much mischief and none could set them

right soon. Then all the gods got together and from there went to

kshirasagar, the ocean of milk n 2 11

They lived there for quite long. Vishnu and Brahma were also there

with them. In their agony they made repeated prayers which ultimately

reached the ear of Akalpurakh. n 3 n

Totak Chhand
When Akalpurakh saw Vishnu and other gods in a mood of depression,

He first smiled and then uttered aloud :
" O Vishnu ! you go to the

mundane worlds in the form of Rama and there rule in Avadh for quite

a long time n 4 n

Vishnu heard this command from the lips of Brahma (and accepted it).

Now begins the story proper of Rama's family. If the poet wanted to

narrate details of the story, it would require a full volume n 5 u

Thus the story is being narrated in brief and selectively as has emerged

in my intellect by your might. For my ommisions I am responsible and

O God, bless me to say this story through the medium of a fine

language n 6 n

King Raghu has been the pre-eminent name in the Raghu dynasty. He
ruled for long in Avadhpuri (Ayodhya). When death overcame Raghu,

he was succeeded by King Aj to rule there n 7 n

When the great king Aj was also overcome by death, crown was put on

the head of Dasharath, He also ruled over Avadh (Ayodhya) in peace.

He also used to go (unchallenged) deep into the beautiful forests

chasing animals u 8 it

Since kingship came to Dasharath, the husband of Sumitra, religious

ceremonies increased. The king would roam in the forests hunting lion,

elephant and deer n 9 ii
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Things went on thus in Avadh and we come to the story of Rama's

mother. There was a warrior king known as Kaushalraj in a town named

Ghuram n 10 u

In his house was born a daughter, named Kaushalya. She seemed to

excel the moon-beam in beauty. A swayambar was arranged as she

came of age and she chose Dasharath, the ruler of Avadh, as her

husband u 1 1 if

There was a great warrior King, named Sumitar, who has overrun Madr
Desh. In his house was born a daughter, Sumitra. She was so beautiful

that she seemed to excel both Sun and Moon n 12 h

When Sumitra was past her childhood and became of age, she also

chose Avadh-king as her husband. The same happened to the king of

Kaikeya in whose palace was born a charming and beautiful daughter,

Kaikeyi n 13 n

His earlier wives had not yet given birth to a son (when King Dasharath

married Kaikeyi). The king of Kakeya held a conference with her

daughter who excelled Sun and Moon in beauty so as to think of the

status of the son who might be born to her n 14 n

Soon after the marriage, she secured two promises from the king. These

later on caused the king's death. The king failed to comprehend the

mystery (of seeking two promises) and gave the word n 15 ii

There took place a war between gods and demons. The king himslf took

part in this ferocious battle. When the king's charioteer got killed in the

battle, Kakei herself acted as one. On seeing this miracle, the king was

wonderstruck ii 16 ii

The king was so pleased that he again made two promises without any

serious reflection or apprehension. The story as to how did the king

help Indra secure victory is narrated in the "Hanuman Natak" as well as

in (the Guru's own) "Charitra- Pakhayan" u 17 ii

The king fulfilled all his worldly desires by overpowering the enemies

in various ways. The king spent his days and nights in the forest

(enjoying himself)- There once Shravan, a brahmin, went to fetch

water ii 18 ii

He left his blind parents behind sitting on ground. He took up a pitcher

and set out to fetch water. The brahmin went in that direction as guided

by death itself. The king sat there in a tempory hutment (waiting for a

prey to hunt) ii 19 n
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As he put pitcher in water to be filled, the air pushed out by water gave

a gurgling sound. The king put arrow on the bow, stretched it and shot

the arrow at the brahmin mistaking him for a deer. The brahmin got

killed there H 20 n

Muni Shravan Kumar fell down as soon as hit by the arrow. A cry came
out of his tips. The king also went in that direction to see his hunted

deer but was surprised and grief-stricken to see the brahmin it 21 n

Shravan' s Utterences

Totak Chhand
Shravan had some life still left in him. As he was about to breath his

last, he said to the king : "My mother and father are blind and they sit

thither. Please go and give water to them who are half-dead with

thirst" ii 22 ii

Padhari Chhand
O king ! my parents are blind. Listen to me and give them water. Do not

tell them of what has happened to me. The news of son's death will

cause them much suffering and death u 23 n

When the brahmin said these words and the king learnt of the need for

water, his eyes became flooded with water. "Damn me, the doer of this

wicked deed. I have failed in my kingly duty, and I am devoid of

dharma" it 24 ii

When the king brought Shravan out of the pond, the benevolent muni
(Sharvan) breathed his last. At this the king became sad and gave up all

hope ofreturning home n 25 ii

Padhari Chhand
An idea came to him to become an ascetic, to renounce household and

reside in forests. 'To me all kingly comforts are futile since I have done

the wicked deed ofkilling a brahmin' n 26 n

The king again said that he has overpowered everything that is there in

time and space "Now", he said, "I should do something so that his

parents are saved" n 27 n

He filled the pitcher with water and placed it on his head. He went

where his parents sat. When the king approached them, they heard the

sound of somebody's footsteps ii 28 n
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Brahmin's Address to the King
Tell us son, how did you get so late ? On hearing this the benevolent

king kept quiet. He again said : "why don't you respond, son ?" The

king still remained silent apprehending the worst 11 29 m

The king went near and gave water in their hands. As they touched his

hand, they got startled. In a fury, they said "who are you?" On hearing

this, the king started weeping u 30 n

King's Address to the brahmin

"O great brahmin, I am the killer of your son-the one who has killed

your good son, Sharvan. I, King Dasharath, seek your protection. You
can do to me whatever you wish ii 3 1 n

You may either absolve me or kill me. I submit myself to your

protection. Then they said : "King Dasharath, send for huge quantity of

wood" ii 32 ii

The king arranged for huge quantity of wood. They made a pyre of

them and sat over them. Fire was lit on all four sides. Thus, both of

them ended their physical sojourn n 33 ii

Then they produced with their yogic fire from their bodies : they thus

planned to end their lives. Both of them burnt themselves to ashes.

Before they died, they gave a curse to the king ii 34 n

Address to the King

Padhari Chhand
"As we have Jost our lives in separation of our son, we curse you suffer

the same." Saying this the /who/burnt along with his wife. They gave up

their bodies and went over to heaven n 35 n

Utterence of the King
Then the king desired :

"
I will either burn myself to death or denounce

royalty to become an ascetic. What will I say on reaching home-that I

have killed a brahmin with my own hands, n 36 h

Divine Voice

Then a revelatory voice was heard : "O Dasharath, do not feel

aggrieved. Vishnu will be born to you as your son. Through him will be

wiped off the sin you have committed today n 37 ii

He will be known as Rama, an incarnation. He will ameliorate the entire

world. He will annihilate the wicked in a moment. Thus his fame will

spread far and wide n 38 ii
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Naraj Chhand
O king, give up all worry and g& home. Rama will be born in your

home. He will overcome the wicked and receive from them the victory-

letter. Those who are full of ego will have their egos vanquished. Royal

umbrella will be above his head, and he will be provider to all kings of

the earth u 39 n

Killing the mighty, he will punish those whom no one so far has been

able to punish. He will overpower the so far invincible and thus add to

his kingdom. He will wash off all blemishes and certainly overcome

Lanka. He will subdue 20-armed Ravana and thus erase the pride of

Shiva (whose blessings Ravana had) ii 40 n
T

< \\

O king, forget about this grief and go home. Send for the brahmins and

make preparations for the yajna. On hearing, this the king returned to

his capital town. He sent for Vasishat muni and began preparations for

the rajsuyayajna n 41 n

King and emperors ofmany countries were invited. Brahmins belonging

to different traditions also came to the town of Dasharath. The king

expressed honours for them in his durbar. Thus began the rajsuya

yajna w 42 n

The king expressed his sense of respect towards them by touching and

washing their feet, offering fragrance and especially circumambulating

them. Crores of coins were given in offering to each brahmin. Thus

began from that day the rajsuya yajna n 43 h

Players and singers from different regions came and sang songs. They

all felt especially honoured haying received different kinds of gifts. It is

not possible to express the extent of happiness of the people. The fly

vehicle of gods from heaven were so numerous that they could not be

identified n 44 ii

:

1 -r

The nymphs left their abode in heaven and danced there giving diverse

expression on faces and twisting their limbs. Numerous kings were

immensely pleased and they got a lot in gifts^ Looking at the extremely

beautiful queens even the nymphs felt ashamed D 45 n
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^The king also invited many warriors and gave them offerings and

expressed his respect. He provided them with army and sent them out in

all the ten directions. They overpowered kings of many countries and

made them captive before Dasharath. Thus vanquishing all the kings

they made them fall on the feet ofroyal King Dasharath u 46 n

Ruamal Chhand
Having vanquished kings and emperors, he sent for all friends and foes,

very well known sage Vasishtha and the not-so-known saints (and

persuaded them to side with him). Those who did not side with him

were annihilated by the furious king in the field of battle. Thus, all the

kings on this earth submitted to him if 47 n

All the kings were honoured in various ways and they were given

horses, elephants and other things worth billions of coins. Robes and

jewels, the gem-studded horse-saddles thus offered could not be

counted. The jewels could not be fully appreciated even by

Brahma II 48 n

The king gave in offering both woollen and silken robes. The beauty of

all the assemblage excelled even Indra who looked ugly before them.

All the wicked felt frightened and even the Sumer trembled fearing that

king Dasharath might not slay them and distribute their slain bodies

amongst the assembled u 49 ii

Reciting the Vedic hymns, the brahmins started the yajna. The

innumerable priests invited for the purpose began reciting different

hymns. When the munis duly performed the yajna, the Lord of the

world emerged from the fire of the yajna n 50 n

He had a bowl of khir (milk and rice pudding) with Him which He
made over to the king. The king felt pleased receiving this as a poor

fellow feels having got something in charity. He divided the khir in

form of equal shares and gave one share to each of the two queens and

the remaining two to the third queen n 51 ii

After partaking the khir, the three queens became pregnant and

remained so for twelve months. When the thirteenth month started,

Rama, the killer of Ravan and the ameliorator of the saintly, was

born ii 52 n
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Thereafter were born three princes-Bharat, Lakshman and Shatrughan.

Different kinds of instruments began to be played at the door-steps of

Dasharath's palace. The king touched the feet of the brahmins and gave

them immense wealth in charity. Everybody felt that now all the wicked

will get destroyed and all the saints will enjoy peace n 53 11

The rishis, wearing precious rubies, added to the grandeur of the royal

court. The king offers to the brahmins many gifts in salvers of silver

and gold. Religious leaders from different countries expressed their

joy. Everybody danced with joy as if it were spring today n 54 n

There are many elephants and horses on which are placed trumpets.

These decorated animals are being presented by the king to King

Dashratha of Ayodhya. Such grand celebrations have been observed in

Ayodhya at the time of Rama's birth as even the beggers have become

affluent having got so much in charity n 55 ii

Sound of trumpets and pipes can be heard. Also heard is the sound of

flutes and stringed veena. Sound of tr'mk\et$,jaltarang and bheriais also

audible. These sounds are so charming that even the planes of gods get

attracted to earth n 56 if ..... .

Joyous celebrations were made everywhere within the country and

without. All the savants sitting there began discussions on Vedas. The

grandeur of the king's palace looked so great because of the lamps and

the incense that all gods and king of gods happily hovered around

it ii 57 M

Everybody says that his desires have been fulfilled. Entire earth echoes

with the shouts ofjoy and the musical instruments are played in the sky.

Flags fluttered on all housetops and gates were erected on pathways. All

shops and bazars have been painted with sandal u 58 ii

Horses decorated with gold are being given in charity. Many an

elephant, as enchanting as Airavat of Indra, is also doled out. Chariots

decorated with chains of small bells are also given. It seems as if

enjoyment itself were coming to the village of bands n 59 n
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The king gave in charity so many horses and elephants that they cannot

be counted. Rama, the incarnated who never loses patience in the battle

field, also grew up. He was given good and thorough education in

scriptures as well as in the use of arms. The prince Rama acquired all

knowledge in just eight days 11 60 11

He used to wander on the banks of the Saryu with bow and arrows in

hands The four brother princes used to put yellow scarfs on their

shoulders. Seeing the princes wander on its banks, the waves of the

Saryu also began adopting numerous colours n 61 n

When things went on this way on this side, Vishvamitra on the other

arranged a yajna for the worship of his ancestors. Smelling the

fragrance of the incensed material meant for use, the cruel demons

would come to the place and loot the materials and beat the

priests it 62 n

Seeing the material meant for use in the yajna being thus looted and

finding himselfhelpless in the face of this situation, Vishvamitra left for

Ayodhya. He requested the King: "Lend me [the services of] your son,

Rama, for a few days or I will burn you to ashes this very

moment n 63 n

Finding the rishi engrossed in such anger, the king bade his son

accompany him. The rishi took him along and set out to complete the

yajna. The rishi asked Rama : "There are twopaths-one longer and the

other shortcut, but on the latter path resides a female demon called

Taraka, who kills the travellers" n 64 n

Rama replied : "Let us today follow the shorter path and you give up all

anxiety. To kill the demons is the duty of the gods." They went on their

way. Then came the demons and they unhesitatingly bade them halt

saying, "Where will you now go, Rama ?" ii 65 ii

When Rama saw Taraka, he put his hand on the bow, stretched it and

shot the arrow at her forehead. As soon the arrow hit her, her heavy

body fell down. Thus, the sinner got killed at the hands ofRama n 66 n
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When the yajna was started after thus killing her, there appeared two

huge-bodied demons. On seeing them all the rishis fled and only Rama
remained there adament. Rama fought them continuously for sixteen

pahars (two days and two nights) n 67 n

The demons took up their arms and weapons and cried "kill ! kill !".

They held in their hands axes, bows and arrows. Many warriors reached

there from all the directions and began fighting against the lone

Rama ii 68 ii

Rasaval Chhand
The demons saw Rama in the battlefield : he fluttered the flag of

dharma. They came from all the directions and made loud

shouts ii 69 ii

Loud instruments were played upon. Their deep sound put to shame the

thunder of clouds. The demons fixed their flags and started a ferocious

fight u 70 ii

The bows clicked and swords swung. The sounds of bang caused when

shields were hit. The swords bowed to hit the shields as if kissing them

with love ii 71 li

All the warriors were as thoroughly engrossed in the battle as the

wrestlers are in a bout. Arrows were rained and sound of twang caused

by bows was also heard u 72 n

Listening to the songs of victory, the demons rained arrows. Both the

demons, Subahu and Marich, set out unmindful of death hovering over

them ii 73 ii
;

They together fell on Rama like hawk. They besieged Rama as Kama
god had besieged moon if 74 n

Rama was surrounded by the demon army as Rudra had been by the

army of Kama god. Just like the Ganga which acquires the strength of

sea as it merges with it in all patience, Rama kept his cool and kept on

fighting ii 75 ii

In the battlefield Rama gave so loud a roar that put to shame even the

clouds. The slain soldiers fell dead on dust. Many great warriors fell

down dead n 76i i
\

Twisting their moustache, (Marich and Subahu) demons began

searching for Rama saying, "He will fall in our hands as he cannot

escape us" ii 77 ii
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On seeing his enemies, Rama became more cool and adament. The eyes

of knower ofthe art of archery were red with rage n 78 n

Rama twang his huge bow and rained arrows. The annihilation of the

army of enemies began. On seeing this, the gods in the sky

smiled n 79 ji

Marich saw his army fleeing from the field. He addressed his soldiers as

if the snake was being teased n 80 n

Rama shot an arrow towards the direction of Marich. He fled towards

the sea. Renouncing his kingdom he adopted the garb of an

ascetic n 81 n

Discarding his beautiful vesture, he put on ocre robes of an ascetic. He
gave up all ill intentions and made a hut in Lanka his abode u 82 n

Subhahu felt enraged and moved ahead with his army. He began a

ferocious fight as deep trumpets were sounded n 83 n

The army was well-equipped. The fast-paced horses ran hither and

thither. The elephants screamed which excelled even the thunder of

clouds ii 84 !i

The shields were hit by the swords and the yellow and red shields

looked beautifully decorative. The warriors got up with weapons in

hand and the arrows were shot in a consistent stream u 85 h

Fire producing (missile-like) weapons were fired and the weapons in

hand began falling. The warriors were so drenched with blood that they

seemed to be wearing red robes for a marriage feast n 86 n

Many wounded roam about like the drunkard. The warriors have so

engaged each other as a flower meets another and feels pleased n 87 ti

The demon-chief was killed, and he came out in his real appearance.

The trumpets were sounded putting the clouds [thundering] to

shame u 88 ii

Many charioteers lost their lives and the masterless horses roamed

about. The battle was so ferocious that it disturbed even the

concentration of Shiva n 89 n

Bells rang and trumpets were beaten. Sound of the tabor was also heard.

Drums were beaten and the horses neighed u 90 n

Different sounds rose up from the field caused by the hitting of the

helmet, breaking of the armour, etc. The warriors fulfilled the duty of a

kshatriyaw 91 n

Finding the battle getting ferocious, Rama felt enraged. He slayed the

arms of Subhahu and then killed him n 92 H
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The frightened demons fled. Rama roared in the field. He unburdened

the earth and saved the great sages n 93 11

All the saints got pleased. Songs of victory began to be sung. Worship

of gods and discourse ofVedas began n 94 11

The yajna [of Vishvamitra] was completed. Sins were annihilated. All

the gods were pleased and they rained blessings n 95 u

This concludes the episode of killing Marich and Subhahu and

completion of yajna from the story of Rama in the Bachitra

Natak

Now begins the account of Sita's Swayambar (marriage)

Rasaval Chhand
The swayambarof Sita was arranged. Sita is as pious as a spontaneous

lyric. Her voice is melodoius like nightangale's and her eyes are wide

and beautiful like deer's u 96 n

The great sage [Vishvamitra] heard [of Sita's swayambar] and of the

arrival of great kings from all sides. Rama had won battle. So they left

for Sita's place ii 97 h

"Listen to me, dear Rama. You come with me, Sita's swayambar is

scheduled and king has sent for us" ii 98 n

"Let us go to that country and win Sita. You should heed to my advice.

It will be to your advantage" ii 99 ii

"You have powerful hand and with them you break the bow. You thus

win Sita and annihilate all the demons" n 100 n

Adorned with quiver Rama accompanied the sage. They reached the

destination and this added to the joy of the people there n 1 0 1 u

The ladies of the town looked at Rama and took him to be god Kama.

The contending kings are also aware of the purpose of his arrival, and

the sages feel pleased at king n 102 n

The king saw his child like innocent form and was pleased. The sages

were pleased but the kings became anxious ii 103 n v* .

Some compare him with moon at night and others with sun during day.

Ganas, companions of Rudra see Rudra in him and the gods take him

for Indraii 104 ii • ,

The knower of shrutis take him for Brahman and the brahmins for Vyas.

People were pleased to see in him both Vishnu and Shiva. [During this

while] Sita also saw Rama u 105 n
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Beholding Rama Sita was struck by the arrows of love god. She fell

down on the ground as if someone were drunk 11 106 n

She regained consciousness and got up, as do the great warriors in the

battlefield. She continued staring at Rama as the Chakori (female

partridge) looks at moon n 107 n

Both felt charmed by eachother's presence, and neither stepped aside.

They stood opposing each other like two warriors in the

battlefield n 108 ii

The King sent his messenger to the fort. They rushed fast like

Hanuman. They brought the bow and the king showed it to all the

present princes n 109 n

Rama held this bow in hand. Other kings [present there] got jealous of

him. Rama smilingly stretched the bow and broke it into two n 1 10 n

All the gods were pleased and they showered flowers profusely. Other

kings felt ashamed and left for their respective kingdoms n 111 n

Then came Sita. She was the most beautiful in the three worlds. She had

a garland of flowers which she put around Rama's neck and chose him

to be her husband n 1 12 n

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
Sita looked as if she were either a daughter of a god, or Shakti of Shiva,

Yakshini, Kinnarani or daughter of serpent god. She seemed to be

Gandharavi, daughter of demon or god. She seemed daughter of sun

and the pious nectar-like light ofmoon u 113 n

She seemed to be musical tone or a complete musical measure. She

appears to be an image of god and the grandeur of the arrows of love-

god I! 1 14 II

She seems to be the perfect image of a painting and also appears to be a

woman with three different kinds of temper. She seems to be the tone of

all measures. Such Sita, the young lass, was married by Rama
today ii 115 ii

Enchanted they look into each other's eyes as if two love-charmed deer

look at each other. Her voice is sweet like nightingale's and her waist is

thin. Dyed in the colour of Rama's love her eyes look beautiful and

charming n 1 16 n

Parashu Ram heard that Rama has won Sita [and broke the bow]. He
immediately put on arms and challenged Rama : "Where are you going?

I shall also see what kind of a warrior you are" n 1 17 n
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Bhakha PingalKi : Sundari Chhand
The warriors challenged and the drums produced tightening sound. The

trumpets were also sounded. The field of battle presents a sight of chaos

and tumult. The warriors are pleased and they pick up weapons u 118 u

Warriors with twisted moustaches got ready for war. Shooting arrows

ferociously, they were engaged in fighting. Blood-drenched bodies of

warriors fell down dead. The horses with well proportioned bodies were

trampled in the field 11 1 19 n

The trumpets of the yoginis were blown and the double-edged swords

shone. The warriors roared and fought. Those with armours on also fell

down dead n 120 ii

The valiant soldiers roared and danced with their armours on. The huge

drums (mounted and chained on elephants) were beaten. Those with

twisted moustaches were engaged in the field n 121 n

The quality bred warriors of Kachchh jump so high that they look like

mountains flying with wings. The warriors twist their moustaches to

fight and the bodies of the brave ones in armour are seen lying in

dust ii 122 n

Beat of drums was heard far and wide. Horses ran and the warriors

fought. The nymphs moved about in the sky. They have put collyrium

in eyes [make-up] and have come to see the battle n 123 n

Heavy drums were beaten and the warriors roared. Warriors took up

spears in hand and attacked. Weapons of different kind were hurled in

all directions n 124 n

Many wounded soldiers fell down and many more were slain. Soldiers

thundered and drums were beaten. The agile horses in the field

neighed ii 125 u

Kites were heard in all the four directions and they began shearing

further into pieces the already broken dead bodies of soldiers. The

vultures were seen flying in the sky. The realized yogis and siddhas

prayed for [Rama's] victory n 126 n

As the flowers blossom in spring, the strong warriors are seen fighting

in the field. Both the elephants and their riders have fallen down dead.

The entire ground was filled with slain heads n 127 ii

MadhurDhun Chhand
Devoid of woldly desires Parashu Ram created a stampede there. He

with full attention began shooting arrows ii 128 it
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The enlightened ones concentrated on God. They trembled and recited

Divine Name n 129 n

Fully consumed by anger Parashu Ram lost all sense of discrimination

and shot arrows in abundance u 130 n

The warriors, full of pride, hold arrows and shoot. They shoot arrows

[in enemy's body] as a gardener sows the plants into the earth n 131 n

Because of the anger of the warriors all began trembling. Warriors are

fiill of pride, and they have destroyed many family heads n 132 ii

Weapons were used to slay bodies of enemies, cutting through the

armour. Parashu Ram fought against Rama in an enraged mood n 133 n

The earth may stop movement, feet may get transfixed and shields may
come down, but none gets away safe from the death (caused by Parashu

Ram) n 134 ii

The great warriors were being killed. The brave met with death. The

valiant soldiers remain cool and shoot arrows n 135 h

Great human beings were being annihilated. There was tumult. Many
recited Divine Name as chaos was caused in the battlefield n 136 n

The axe-wielder Parashuram was a great archer, capable of tearing

apart armours and the shields. He possessed long arms and was thus

called ajanubahuw 137 ii

The brave ones struck blows and the head-garland adorned the neck of

Shiva. Rama stood firm and caused chaos even in the palaces n 138 n

Charpat Chhiga Chhand
Expert in using sword and knowledgeable are beholden in the battle

field. Knower of shastras and wielder of swords and armour wearing

braves are looking like paintings it 139 ii

Knower of scriptures and known as the fighters are furiously engaged

in fighting n 140 n

Killer of great warriors and awe-inspirer among the enemy are

annihilating the enemies ii 141 n

The armours are being torn apart and bodies wounded and the

umbrellas of kings are falling as the expert wielders use their

weapons it 142 ii

The enlightened, known wielders of weapons and arms set out for the

field to fight ii 143 ii
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The warriors move in the field and prune the reputation of the brave

ones as the gardener prunes his plants. In that field stands Rama, the

beauteous one and the embodiment of dharma n 144 n

He is the most cool, great killer of enemies, victor of the battle and

expert wielder ofweapons n 145 n

He moves like the elephants, and is embodiment of dharma, master of

the flame ofyoga and the light effulgent ii 146 ii

Utterance of Parashuram

Savaiya

Wielder of the quiver and bow Parashuram in a great fury said to

Rama: "Tell me who are you to break Shiva's bow and take Sita home ?

You will not be able to save your life without telling the truth. Or you

will have to bear the blow of my axe on your neck. It will be of good to

you, O Rama, if you give up the field and go home. A moment's delay

here would mean your death in this very field" n 147 u

"You know that no might one can stand up to me. How can they fight

against me whose ancestors had surrendered to me ? Howsoever fierce

the battle might be, they dare not put on weapons and come to fight.

Where on earth, sky or underworld will you, O Rama, hide yourself to

protect against me ?" n 148 n

Poet's Utterances

On listening to these words of enemy, Rama started looking like a

mighty warrior. Finding Rama as calm as the seven seas, the earth, sky

and mountains trembled. The yaksJha, bhujang, gods and demons

everywhere felt frightened. Rama took his bow in hand and asked

Parashuram as to on whom has he aimed his bow in such a

fury ? ii 149 n

Parashu Ram's Address to Rama
"Whatever you have said is said; any more will cause your ceratin

death. The bow already in your hand is all right; any attempt to put your

hand on another weapon will be futile." The enraged Parashuram asked

Rama as to where he will run from the field to save his life. Having

broken Shiva's bow and married Sita, you would not now reach

home ii 150 ii
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"O brahmin, whatever you have said is all right, any further utterance

would imply your loosing life. Why do you speak so arrogantly ? You
will soon return home defeated. I look at you in all patience. In case the

need be, I shall have to shoot a single arrow. So talk with sense or you

will reap the fruit just now n 151 u

Parashu Ram's Utterence

Savaiya

In case you consider yourself a Divine incarnation, you should show me
your strength as you have shown in breaking Shiva's bow. Also show

me the mace and bow and the scar of the kick given by Bhrigu. At the

same time you should also pick up my bow and first unfasten and then

fasten it with its thread, ifyou can n 152 ii

Poet's Utterance

The greatest warrior, Rama smilingly took up the bow in hand and soon

stretched it to shoot the arrow but the bow broke into six pieces. As
soon as the bow got broken, the sound was so terrible as if the arrow

has pierced and fragmented the sky. As the acrobat jumps on the rope,

the whole universe trembles and got struck into the pieces of

bow ii 153n

Now begins the account of entry into Avadh

Savaiya

Rama's eyes were filled with tears ofjoy as he embraced members of

his family (as he entered Ayodhya along with Sita). The black bee

hovered around the cheeks of Sita (red cheeks looked like flowers to

them) and the curls hung on her face as snakes hang on clove-flowers.

Lotus flower, deer, moon, lion and cuckoo felt surprised (as they were

excelled by Sita's pretty, wide eyes, beauty, moral strength and sweet

voice, respectively). The young lasses look at her beauty and fall back

on the cot and the passengers forgetful of their journey ahead stop and

continue looking at her n 154 n

Sita felt a bit distressed in her mind thinking whether Rama will or will

not accede to her wishes. Maybe, he marries some other woman as well

as he had married me after breaking Shiva's bow. In case he had a

desire for second marriage, he will certainly become forgetful of me.

Let us see what Almighty has written in my fate and how does he

behave with me now ii 155 n
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At that very moment the group of brahmins came ahead and

congratualted Rama, the victor of Parashuram. Everybody ran hither

and thither in the joy of Rama's victory. When king Dasharath heard

that Rama had won the battle as well as won Sita in marriage, his joy

knew no bounds. He showered lot of money on his subjects as cloud

showers rain on earth n 156 11

Every door (in Ayodhya) was decorated and sandal was sprinkled

within the houses. Saffron was sprinkled on all accompanying Rama. It

seemed as if Indra was to visit this town. The lutes were played and

tambourines sounded. Many dancers danced different styles. Everybody

came forward to meet Rama. Father Dasharath took his son to the

palace ii 157 n

Chaupai
Everybody felt joyous. Marriages of other three sons were also

arranged. Congratulatory messages from within and outside the country

arrived after Rama's marriage with Sita and their arrival home n 158 n

There was an environment of immense joy all around. Preparations and

plans~fbr4he marriages of the other three sons were in progress. Music

was played and dances of many groups went on ii 159 n

Many warriors dressed themselves and set out (for Dasharath's palace).

They were all young, fine soldiers. They went and stood at the king's

portals. There were many expert charioteers and archers among
them ii 160 n

Numerous kinds of instruments such as flutes, bells etc. were played.

Large drums were sounded and two faced drums were played upon.

Many sportive women sang songs and they gave a mischievous look as

they clapped n 161 n

Even the beggers now had no more desire for money. Donations in the

form of gold flowed like a stream. He who came asking for one thing

went back having received twenty u 162 n

Wandering in the forests Rama looked like fully blossomed flowers in

spring. Skffron sprinkled on the body is seen as ifjoy poured itself out

of body if. 163 n

He has been arranging his chaturangini (fox block) army in such a way

as if it were the Ganga flowing instead of army. The princes

accompanying their armies look like billions of suns in the sky n 164 h
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All the brothers, along with Bharat, occupy their seats. The splendour

of the moment is beyond words. The handsome princes are looking

charming to their mothers as if both Sun and Moon had added to the

glory of the house having taken birth in Diti's house n 165 n

Thus appeared the marriage party. Its grandeurs cannot be put in

words. Any attempts to do so will result in the increase of the book size.

All the sons went to the palace to seek their father* s permission before

setting out n 166 n

They went to their father and bowed before him. They stood with

folded hands. Seeing his sons, the king was full of joy and he

distributed a lot of wealth in charity among the brahmins u 167 II

The parents embraced their sons and felt as pleased as a poor man does

on getting jewels. Seeking leave from there, they went to Rama's place

and bowed their heads on his feet n 168 n

Kabitt

Rama bade them good-bye happily, patting them on back and

presenting with beetle leaves. Music was played and the brothers set out

as if billions of suns and moons had been born in the world. Saffron-

sprinkled robes so grand as if Beauty itself appeared in person. King

Dasharath's sons are so handsome that god of love seemed to have

taken difffernt forms n 169 n

They left Ayodhya accompanied by warriors who never retreat from the

battle. The princes are handsome and garlands around- their necks look

splendid. Ladies of the three worlds are charmed by their presence.

They, the brothers of Rama are the beloved of God's Name, victors of

the three worlds and killers of the wicked. They are liberal in outlook,

beauty incarnate, epitome of benevolence and are identical with

Raman 170 it

An Account of Horses

They (the horses) are agile like the eyes of a wanton woman, fast like

the talk of a clever man, mercurial like wind, alert and playful like a

dancer's feet or a gambler's gameplan. They are so fast-paced that they

look like a"phantasy. As the warriors ride them, they run fast like an

arrrow. They are fast and powerful like Hanuman. They move like the

unfurled flag, fast like a thought, or Ganga's wave. They are beautiful

like the god of love and they never stand still n 171 n
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They (the prince) are taken to|be moon by the night and sun by the day.

For the beggars they are knoWn to be benevolent. The ailment takes

them to be medicine. When they are close by there is ever apprehension

of separation from them. They are highly self-respecting like Shiva.

They are known expert swordsmen, child-like for mothers, all-knowing

for the enlightened, just like God Himself. All the ganas consider them

Ganesh and all gods Indra. In fact, they appear to the onlooker as he

looks at them to be n 172 n

Bathed in nectar, they look resplendent. The prinees look so handsome

that they might have, been shaped in a special mould. Maybe, the

Almighty made especially to charm a charming dame. These warriors

look like precious jewels that gods and demons, forgetting their mutual

conflicts, might have churned out of ocean. Or, may be God created

these beautiful faces for Himself to look on. Otherwise there have been

no other such beauties n 173 n

They crossed the boundary of their country and passing through some

other countries, they reached Janakpuri. On reaching there they played

numerous musical instruments loudly. The king came forward and

embraced the three brothers. All ceremonies were performed according

to Vedic requirements. Immense wealth was donated. Having received

these donations, the beggars became kings h 174 n

Flags fluttered and flutes were palyed. The warriors roared close by

Janakpuri. Some swayed whisk and the bards sang eulogies in fine

poetry. Pipes and flutes were played and drums beaten. Seeing this even

the god of love felt ashamed and the beggars feel overwhelmed. The

paupers have become princes and they shower innumerable blessings.

Having received this much in charity, they will have no more need to

beg n 175 ii
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King Janak came, embraced them and gave them due honour and

respect. AH Vedic rituals were observed and the chanters recited Vedic

hymns. King gave gold in charity to each one of the brahmins. Princes

were also given gifts, and jewels were showered. White elephants and

agile horses of Sindh were gifted to the princes. Thus the three princes

returned after their marriages 11 176 n

Dodhak Chhand
Having married the daughters of King Janak, the princes soon sought

leave from the king. Hie princes left with elephants and horses as well

as many desires in heart 11 1 77 n

Dowry given was so much even Brahma could not manage to gather it

at one place. Horses of different breed and elephants also left n 178 n

Music was played. Brave and powerful warriors roared (as they

returned). As they approached Avadh, Rama was there (to receive

them) ii 179n

The mothers threw water over their sons heads and drank it. The king

felt pleased at heart on seeing this splendid sight. He immediately took

them in embrace. The entire city echoed with songs and dances n 180 n

When the princes returned marrying princes, music flowed in

congratulatory tones. The king invited kins, ministers and many
sages n 181 n

At that moment deep dark clouds were seen and soon everyone saw

flames all around. Friends and ministers got worried at this and

petitioned the king thus ii 182 n

O king ! there is much chaos all around. Call a meeting of sages for

consultation. Send for the brahmins without delay. Start immediately

the asavmedhyajnaw 183 ii

O king ! immediately issue instructions. Friends and intelligentsia all be

invited. Asavamedhyajnabe immediately started n 184 ii

He invited great sages and brahmins, including the priests who were to

perform the yajna. The earth was dug up for fire. A piller symbolic of

dharma was also planted there ii 185 ii

A horse was let loose from the stable. The horse has black ears and his

body is of peacock colours. Kings of different countries were sent with

it. All these added to the grandeur ofthe occasion n 186 n
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Samanaka Chhand
The kings sent with the horses were chosen for their valour. They were

all well armed and they left after the horses n 1 87 if

They passed through several countries. They subdued all those

kingdoms which had not already yielded. The horse was made to

wander all around. Thus, additions were made to Dasharath's

kingdom ii 188 ii

Numerous kings yielded to Dasharath and he ameliorated their

sufferings. The king completed the yajna and the difficulties of the

subjects were removed n 189 n

The brahmins left after receiving unlimited charity. They left reciting

Vedic hymns and giving innumerable blessings n 190 n

The kings of different countries, adoring differnt robes, sat in splendid

style. Looking at the splendour of these valiant people even the most

morally conscious women felt charmed by them n 191 n

Millions of instruments were played. All were seated reflecting love.

Images of gods were being installed. Everybody respectfully made

obeisence to them n 192 n

All fell prostrate at the feet of gods and sought fulfilment of some

special desires. Hymns were recited and images installed n 193 n

Beautiful dames dance as if they were nymphs. There was shortage of

nothing as a result of Rama's reign n 194 n

Sarasvati Chhand
On one side brahmins teach ceremonies of differnt countries and on the

other training in archery is imparted to many. Women are being

educated in the way of their make-up. Study of Koksastra, poetry,

grammar and Vedas is also made simultaneously ii 195 n

Rama, the most pious, is an incarnation of the Divine. He is the killer

of the wicked and support of the saintly. He has overpowered many

kings and subdued them. Here, there and everywhere flag of Ayodhya

flutters n 196 n

Dasharath had a conference with Vasishtha and made over to his three

younger sons 'the region on three different directions, and the capital

town to Rama. In the palaces of Dasharath lived one demoness (in the

form of a woman). She presented red powder, the sacred water and

many flowers for the job n 197 h
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Four salvers, filled with saffron, sandal, etc. were presented to the king

for the fulfilment of this job. At that time Brahma sent there a

gandharva woman called Manthra. She was equipped with powerful arts

and wearing white robes she instantly set out for the palace n 198 n

She listened in amazement to the sound of flutes, lyres and drums. She

also heard the loud sound on earth of the victory of Rama. She went

straight to Kaikeyi and asked her for whom will she seek fulfilment of

boons once the proper time is passed ti 199 n

When Kaikeyi heard this, she felt deeply anguished. She fell down on

the ground unconscious as a deer falls dead when hit by an arrow, She

went to the king and asked him plainly : 'Fulfil now those two boons

you had given me' n 200 h

Rama be exiled to forest and my son be made the king. Give political

authority, property, fly whisk and royal umbrella to Bharat. Give me the

authority to rule all countries (subordinate to Ayodhya). Only then shall

I take you to be given to truth, fidelity and nobility n 201 n

O sinner ! what will you gain in reputation by sending Rama to forests.

Your words have made me perspire and with this has gone down my
powers . The enraged king took up bow in hand and asked that he

could slay her just then but since she was a woman her life was

spared u 202 n

Nag Sarupi Chhand
The best among men and gods is Rama who is the basis of dharma. 6
foolish woman, why do you utter such unbecoming things it 203 n

He is a god, unfathomable and immeasurable. He is splendid and

beyond time. He is benevolent and cause of all creation. He is

compassionate and liberator u 204 n

He is the one who has to liberate numerous saints. He is the cause of all

gods and demons. He has the form of Indra and is the treasure of all

sidhisu 205 n

The queen repeated that the king had given her two words which he

should now fulfil. Discard any dilemma and fulfil the words

given li 206 n

Nag Sarupi Adha Chhand
Do not feel shy. Don't get away from the promise. Send Rama to the

forest-exile u 207 n
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Bid farewell (to Rama). Take back the territory you have declared to be

his. Do not run away from the promise and sit calmly u 208 n

Send for Vasishtha and court-priest and brahmins. Send Rama to the

forest ii 209 u

The king heaved a deep sigh. He felt dizzy and fell down on the

ground n 210 u

The king regained consciousness. In a mood of depression, he heaved

deep sigh n 21 1 n

Ugadh Chhand
Eyes filled with tears and in a sad tone, the king said : 'O wicked

woman ! why do you perform this evil deed ?' n 212 n
/

You are the slur on the name of womankind, a treasure of evil

tendencies. There is no modesty in your eyes and you speak

evil ii 213 ii

You do evil deed, usurper of kingdom and wealth. You do wicked

deeds and shamelessness is your dharma n 214n

You are the abode of immodesty. You are shameless. You are doer of

evil and annihilator of good ii 215 n

Shameless woman. Doer of evil. Embodiment of immorality and

treasure of wickedness n 21 6 u

Basket of sins. Doer of evil. Given to evil even beyond death. Doer of

unworthy deeds n 217 n

Utterances of Kaikeyi

O King ! Heed me. Remember your promise. As promised, fulfil two

words you gave me n 218 n

Remember carefully. Give me what you promised. Don't lose your

dharma. Don't evade me with your dilemma n 219 n

Send for Vasishtha, make practical the word you gave and exile

Rama n 220 u

Heed me and make not delay. Make Rama wear robes of an ascetic and

exile him u 221 n

The childish woman did not see reason. She got crazy. She refused to

be silent and spoke evil n 222 ii

Damn be her birth as woman. Embodiment of wickedness. Speaker of

evil words and killer of king n 223 u

She succeeded in exiling Rama. She was the embodiment of adharma.

She killed her husband-king-a wicked deed u 224 n
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Ugatha Chhand
(Kaikeyi) won the invincible; destroyed the indestructible; divided the

indivisible and burnt into ashes that never melted; damned the

indamnable; pricked whom non could prick; deceived who could not be

deceived; and divided what was indivisible ii 225 n

Involved the detached into attachment; could see the invisible;

misshaped the proportioned; annihilated the invincible; fathomed the

unfathomable; slurred the pious; broke the unbreakable; and used the

immovable as her vehicle 11 226 n

Dyed (in her colour) not subject to any colour; burnt (in her fire) that

was not flammable; destroyed the indestructible; moved the

immovable; turned into particles the single whole; punished the

unpunishable; did what could not be done; and subdued the

invincible n 227 ii

Put blames and blemishes on the blameless and blemishless; turned into

thieves and cheats not given to these vices; pierced through who could

not be pierced; broke the unbreakable; covered the naked; and united

the misfit n 228 ii

Burnt what was not flammable; shaped the mishaped; pulled what could

not be pulled; united the misfit; tamed that could not be tamed;

wounded those not liable to injury; chained who could not be

chained ii 229 n

Did, not worth doing; clothed the naked; broke into particles a single

whole; broke the unbreakable; teased the most calm; traced the

untraceable; won the invincible, and killed the unconquerable n 230 n

Sawed the stone-hard and chided the unrebukable; established that

could not be established and tore open the untearable; pushed the

stationery and handicaps the healthy; fights the valiant warriors, and

makes the valour of the warriors rusty n 23 1 n

Beat the unbeatable and wounded those who could not be injured;

powered (subdued) the hardest and cheated the cleverest; turned the

brave into cowards and annihilated the invincible; slayed those who
could nort be slayed and turned those wearing armour into

armourless n 232 n
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Turned sad the uncomfortable and subdued the invincible; broke the

unbreakable and rode the mighty and made them her slaves; turns the

celibates into sensual; and there can be no happiness in a house where a

woman dominates n 233 n

Dohara
Thus, Kaikeyi remained adamant seeking fulfilment of the two words

given. The king was full of anguish but could do nothing since his lust

had made him a slave unto her n 234 n

The king fell on her feet and tried in diverse ways to put her off. But

she remained adamant and did not heed any of his words n 235 n

I shall not be put off until you fulfil your promises however you may
try. Kingdom should be given to my son and exile in forest to

Rama u 236 n

Hearing her words the king fell unconscious on the ground like a deer

in forest hit by an arrow of a hunter n 237 n

Hearing of the exile in forests for Rama, he fell on the ground and

writhed like fish out of water. He died instantly as such the fish dies in a

desert n 238 ti

As he again heard Rama's name, he regained consciousness and got up

just as an injured soldier who falls unconscious but gets up suddenly

with sword in hand on regaining consciouness ii 239 u

The king preferred to discard life rather than give up dharma. He kept

his promises by laying down his life ii 240 n

Utterances of kaikeyi and of king to Vasishtha

Dohara
"Send Rama to exile and confer kingship on Bharat. After spending

fourteen years in forest, Rama will become the king" n 241 ii

Vasishtha conveyed the same to Rama with some euphemism. "For

fourteen years Bharat will be the king, and thereafter Rama will take

over" ii 242 u

Hearing Vasishtha, Rama felt sad and left. On the other side Dasharath

died fearing separation from Rama n 243 n

Soratha

Rama donated all his wealth on way to his palace. Only a quiver

remained tied on waist. He addressed Sita thus : n 244 n
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"O worthy, intelligent Sita ! listen to me. You should reside with mother

Kaushalya. After the exile in forest, I shall come back to you and rule

here 11 245 it

Sita's address to Rama
Soratha

"I cannot give up the company of my lover-husband howsoever

hardships I may have to bear. Even if my body is cut into pieces, I will

not budge or grudge suffering 11 246 n

Rama's Address to Sita

Manohar Chhand
0 dear with a thin waist ! If you do not want to live at your in-law's

place, I could send you to your parents. O beautiful faced ! I could

make any arrangements that you wish. If you desire for money, tell me
frankly and I can arrange for as much money as you desire. O my
beautiful-eyed darling ! It is not a very long duration, and if you please

1 could sacrifice all the wealth among the poor n 247 n

O Sita ! you are still young and the forests are deep and frightening.

How will you live with me ? The lions roar, the wild boar frigthen and

the Bhils are so ferocious that one is full of fear just looking at them.

The snakes hiss, tigers roar, ghosts give frightening cries and cause you

much suffering. God has made you a tender, a delicate being. Please do

think over as to why should you go to the forests ? ii 248 ii

Sita's Address to Rama
Manohar Chhand
Thorns may prick, body may get starved, but I shall make no

complaints and bear all the suffering (willingly). Tigers may roar and

hissing snakes may fall on my head, but I shall have no complaints.

Residence in forests is better than that in palaces. I fall upon your feet;

please do not laugh at me in this serious situation. I shall not live alone

in palaces as living with you I shall always have the hope of returning

home ii 249 if
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Rama's reply to Sita

1 tell you the right thing. You should stay back home and serve your

mother-in-law. Listen to me, O my wide-eyed darlings time in forests

will pass off quickly and I shall be back to rule here in your company.

O beautiful faced ! if you do not feel at home in Avadh, you may go to

your father's. My father's order is deep-rooted in my mind. It is a

matter of principle for me. Now you may allow me (to go) u 250 n

Lakshman's Utterances

This dialogue was going on when listening to it, the younger brother,

Lakshman, came there holding bow in hand. Who is that unworthy of

our family who has asked Rama to go in forest-exile ? It is one's lustful

temper resulting in submission to the unworthy, foolish woman. He
dances to the tune of this unworthy woman as does the monkey to the

stick of a juggler ti 25 1 n

Holding the stick of lust in hand, Kaikeyi makes the king dance like

monkey. The proud and adamant woman has got hold of the king and

makes him recite her wishes like a parrot. She dominates over other co-

wives and (like a king for a few moments) issues coins of leather. This

wicked, outcaste, immoral and evil woman has not only annoyed the

people here but also lost the other world n 252 n

People have started speaking ill of them (king and queen). How can I

live away from the feet of my Lord (Rama) ? I must also go along to

forest. In case I live back at home it will be matter of shame for the

family. If I waste time waiting for an opportunity to serve Rama, Time
will overtake and overpower me. I tell you the truth, I shall not stay

back home. Once I lose this opportunity, it will not present itself to

me ii 253 n

Holding bows in hand, quivers tightened on the ba6k and a few arrows

in hand, both the brothers look splendid. They left straight for that part

of the palace where resided the queens. They bowed to their mothers

with tear-filled eyes. The mothers duly embraced them and said : 'You

come this side of the palace with diffidence "even when invited and how

do you come here ofyour own ?' h 254n
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Rama's Address to Mother

Father has asked me to go exile in forests. Now you may give your

permission so that I go. For fourteen years I have to live in forests with

thorns and then come back. God willing, we shall meet again, mother; if

not, please forgive me for any lapse. I have to go to forests to free the

king from his promises. ' After that I shall return to

rule n 255 n

Mother's Address to Rama
Manohar Chhand
When the mother heard this, she began to weep and embraced him. 0
supreme being of the family ! why do you go leaving me ? Without you,

my condition will be like that offish Without water. All my hunger and

thirst has gone. She felt shocked and fell down with a thud. Her heart

burnt with the fire of separation n 256 ii

O Son ! I remain alive seeing your face. Sita also felt pleased looking at

you. She also forgets all her sorrows looking at Kaikeyi. Now leaving

this mother weeping you are going to forest : She will, O Son, become

an orphan without you if 257 u

There were several other people who insisted on Rama not going to

exile in forests, but he did not heed to the suggestions of anyone.

Lakshman also went to his mother to say good bye as he had resolved to

go with Ram#. He said that the earth has become full of sins, and it was

apt opportunity to be in service of Rama. On hearing this she fell down

as does a great warrior when hit by a spear n 258 n i

Who is the wicked person to say this (to go to forests) to Rama ? She

has thought of acquiring joy by sacrificing both the worlds and killing

the king. Faith and rigtheousness have fled and immorality reigns in this

world. This wickled woman has dishonoured the family and she is not a

bit aggrieved at the death of her husband n 259 n

Sumitra's Address to Lakshman
You shall always live (with them) like a servant and ever consider Sita

mother and Rama your father. You must follow this. The sufferings in

forests be borne as joy. Always keep close to Rama's feet. Consider

forest your home and your home a forest n 260 n
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The lotus-eyed prince, Rama, left for the forest, accompanied by his

brother. Seeing this the gods felt wonderstruck, demons were surprised

and Indra felt pleased (seeing the end of demons so near). The moon
was also pleased and reflected its joy on earth. Since its abode has been

in the midst of sky, it has been called mayankw 261 n

Dohara
Rama, following his father's command left home for the forest. Sita, the

wide-eyed beauty, was with him ; her beauty was unsurpassable n 262 ii

Thus concludes the account of Rama's departure for forests

Now begins the account of their exile in the forest

Comments on Sita's person

Bijan Chhand
She looked like moon-beam to the female partridge and lightning in

cloud to the peacock. She seemed strength to the enchanted elephants

and beauty of rising sun to the morning. She appeared ameliorator of

sufferings and performer of all duties to gods, sea to earth, all-pervasive

to all directions and pious like Ganga to the yogis n 263 n

Dohara
On the one hand, Rama along with Sita left home to go to the forest and

on the other what happened back in Ayodhya let all sages hear ii 264 n

Mother's Utterances

Kabitt

They have taken along all joys and left behind only sorrows including

that of Dasharath's death. Rama does not melt even on seeing or

hearing all this. O Rama ! at least heed to my request now. Who else is

here to patronise me. You take the reigns of kingdom and do whatever

is required of you. Why do you go to the forest ? You have put on an

ascetic's garb and also taken along Sita. Why do you leave me back to

suffer in sadness n 265 n
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I shall also wear black, leave this country and accompany you as an

ascetic. I shall discard all family traditions,,give up all pomp and show

of royalty but I shall never entertain the idea of not living with you. I

shall wear rings in the ears (like yogis) and besmear my body with ashes

(like yogis). I shall give up all royalty and am determined on being with

you. I shall go with Rama putting on a yogi's garb and leaving the

country 11 266 n

Apurab Chhand
Rama, the basis of dharrna, left along with Lakshman and Sita n 267 u

The father breathed his last, gods boarded their vehicles (and went to

heaven) and many ministers assembled to have a conference n 268 n

Everybody acceded to what Vasishtha, the highest among the brahmins,

said. A letter was written and dispatched through the magadh-a

courier n 269 n

Discussions were held in brief. And the message was sent through a

messenger who went as fast as wind n 270 n

Ten messengers who were skilled in their art were chosen. They were

sent to where resided Bharat n 271 n

They gave the message that king Dasharath is dead. Bharat read the

letter and accompanied them back home u 272 n

He was very angry and in consequence all considerations of dharma,

respect, etc. were wiped off his heart. He left Kashmir (for Ayodhya)

reciting Rama's name ii 273 n

Valiant Bharat reached Ayodhya and saw the dead body of king

Dasharath it 274 n

Bharat' s Address to his Mother
When you saw that you had done a wicked deed, you sent for your son.

You be damned. I feel ashamed n 275 n

How did you become so shameless as to do such a wicked deed ? I shall

go where Rama is gone n 276 n
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Kusum Bachitra Chhand
Residents of the forest know Rama and they consider his joy or sorrow

as their own. I shall also adorn an ascetic's robes, go to the forest and

live on fruits as does Rama n 277 u

Saying this Bharat left the palace. He discarded all ornaments and wore

ocre. He performed the cremation of Dasharath, left Ayodhya, and

resolved to make home in the feet ofRama n 278 n

The residents of the forest saw Bharat in this dress. Accompanied by

many sages and savants he reached where Rama camped. At first Rama
thought (Bharat's entourage) was an army of demons. Thus, he held his

bow and arrow in hand ii 279 n

Rama had taken up the bow and was about to shoot an arrow. At this

Indra, Sun and others trembled with fear. Those in the forest felt

pleased in their hearts. But the gods in heaven felt apprehensive at the

posssibility of a war n 280 it

Then a thought came to Bharat's mind that Rama is getting ready for a

war. Thus, he left behind his entourage and moved ahead alone. As
soon as he saw Rama, all his sorrows were gone n 281 n

As Bharat saw the mighty powerful Rama, he discarded all his desires

and put his forehead on the earth in obeisance to Rama. On seeing this,

Rama realized that it was Bharat who has come leaving his

kingdom n 282 li

On recognizing Bharat and Shatrughana, both Rama nad Lakshman put

off their bows, gave up all complaints against them and climbed down
the mountain ii 283 n

Leaving others aside, they embraced one another and wept. How God
has robbed them of all theirjoys and gave them only sufferings. (Bharat

said :) O Ram ! please give up your stubbornness as we all fall on your

feet ti 284 n

Rama's Address to Bharat

Kanth Abhukhan Chhand
O Prince Bharat ! You may not insist much and go home, rather than

cause me pain (by staying here). I have done what I have been

commanded to do. I shall spend thirteen years in dense forest (and come

back in the fourteenth year) ii 285 n
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I shall spend thirteen years thus and return home and claim crown in the

fourteenth year. Heed my advice and go home. Your mother might be

weeping there u 286 II

Bharat' s Address to Rama
Kanth Abhukhan Chhand
O Ram ! where should I go now having touched your feet ? Will I not

be ashamed (if I go back) ? I am very helpless, sinner and bonded. You
may keep the crown, and me in your feet ii 287 n

Just as a bird falls down when it loses eyes, Bharat fell on Rama's feet.

Rama immediately took him in arms. All the brothers, like Lakshman

began weeping n 288 n

Valiant Bharat was given water to drink, and he regained

consciousness. Rama then smilingly told him that he will come back

after thirteen years. Now he should go home since Rama had some

work in hand in the forest n 289 n

When Rama said this, all intelligent people followed the meaning.

Bharat accepted his command and got his wooden sandals (so that they

could rule by proxy). He himself forgot Ayodhya town and lived

outside it n 290 II

He grew long matted hair and all responsibilities of the crown were

bestowed on the sandals. During the day Bharat ruled through these

sandals and looked after them during the night n 291 n

Bharat became very weak and thin, but he ever kept his mind

concentrated on Rama. At the same time, he continued subduing

enemies. Instead of ornaments, he wore rosary around his

neck ii 292 ii

Jhula Chhand
Rama was doing the god's duty in the forest. He, with arrow in hand,

appeared to be a great warrior ii 293 u

Where there were ponds with trees on their banks, the sight was as

beautiful as heavens ancijt wiped off one's sorrow ii 294 n

Rama halted at one such place and placed himself like a great warrior.

Sita who was like a melodious song was also with him ii 295 n

She spoke sweet, and her eyes were (wide and beautiful) like a deer's.

Her waist was thin. She was like Padmini n 296 n
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Jhulana Chhand
Sharp-edged arrows became the hands of Rama and sharp eyes became

his queen, Sita. She remained engrosed in her thoughts in the company

of Rama as if Indra wandered losing his kingdom. Her curls excelled

the beauty of snakes and appeared to be looking at Rama. Deer are

enchanted and fish get jealous of her beauty ; whoseoever saw her

sacrificed his life on her n 297 n

The cuckoo is enraged feeling jealous of her melodious voice and moon
blushes to look at her face. The fish is charmed looking into her eyes

and her beauty appears to be the reflection of sun. Seeing her eyes it

looked as if lotus flowers have blossomed. Every resident of the forest

feels captivated by her beauty. Rama also finds himself pierced by her

arrows of her eyes u 298 u

Her eyes dyed in the colour of love are intoxicating as if they were red

roses. Jasmine flowers also feel jealous of her beauty and the deer also

feel humiilated seeing her. Even wine cannot cause so much of

enchantment (as Sita has) even if it uses all its powers. Her brows are

beautiful like bow and with it she shoots the arrows of (her

sight) ii 299 n

Kabitt

Who is the person meditating at the place. There are tall trees, groves

of plants and large ponds. Looking at the place, the beauty of the

Khandav forest looks to be dim. Beings of heaven also deem it better to

keep quiet looking at its beauty. At that place the shade ofthe trees is so

dense that sun or moon cannot reach there. Not to speak of stars, even

sky is not visible. No god or demon ever visits there. Not even a bird or

an ant dare reach there n 300 n

Apurb Chhand
A demon, named Viradh, saw some aliens as a good food for himself

and moved toward them, thus creating trouble (in their otherwise

peaceful existence) ii 301 n

Rama saw him. He took up arms and moved thither. Both the warriors,

well armed, engaged in fighting n 302 ii

Kites were pleased and warriors stood facing each other. They were

well armed and enjoyed unending inspiration ii 303 n

There were horses and elephants covered with armour. One could hear

vulture's voice and see the warriors fighting n 304 ii
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Roars of elephants otherwise sober like ocean and sound of drums were

heard. Warriors with long arms stood there full of inspiration it 305 u

Invincible warriors began falling, and getting up again. There were

attacks made with pride from all four directions. Warriors felt hot like

burning coal n 306 n

The warriors balanced themselves and weapons seemed to slip their

hands like a snake. Warriors were getting killed in the battle n 307 ii

Anup Naraj Chhand
Horses ran past, elephants shrieked and there was chaos all around.

Trumpets were blown and the single tone of continuous shooting arrows

was heard. Horses paced and halted. Blood oozed out of the wounds.

In the tumult of the battle, the dust-laden dead bodies scattered hither

and thither n 308 it

Warriors fell dead as soon as the swords hit at their waist. With

difficulty, soldiers began striking, with their heavy-edged awords. The

witches cried with joy and drank blood with both hands. Bhairavas also

roamed in the field of battle and the flame of fighting got

ablaze n 309 ii

Jackals and large vultures were seen around. Witches belched (having

taken enough blood) and ghosts cried. The kshatriyas held two-edged

sword which became them as lightning becomes to a dark

cloud n 310 ii

The witches drink blood with vessels and the vultures eat flesh.

Wairiors with double-edged swords guide their men into battle. They

cry kill ! kill ! and carry the heavy load for heaven whereas some others

slay the enemy n 311 n

Warriors feel enchanted as they hit the enemy just as an ascetic feels

charmed meditating near the fire. Weapons are freely used and limbs

are falling cut off from bodies. Desires of victory sprout within as flesh

is being cut from outside u 3 12 n

The Aghoris are pleased eating the cut off limbs and the man-eater

siddhas and Ravalpanthi sit in a posture. Warriors cry kill ! kill ! and

fall down dead, having earlier lost one or the other limb. They are being

saluted for their valour ii 3 1 3 n
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A sound of thud caused by weapons hitting the shields is heard. The

confluence of sounds, ofplaying of pipes, flutes, drums and kettledrums

is heard and it creates a terrifying atmosphere. Breaking this sound is

another rising sound that is pure and soothing. Somewhere people pray

and at some places poets recite their poems u 3 14 n

Sound from the shields saving a strike and from swords making one are

heard. Arrows which cause death of men are also shot. Spears are

hurled and slain heads and headless bodies lie dust-laden : the soldiers

die giving a fierce fight h 315 n

Arrows are shot and paint beautiful signs in the field. Swords strike

against the shields. Enemies are getting killed and the earth has become

hot with the blood being shed. A terrifying sound of music is

continuously heard from all directions n 316 n

Sixty-four yoginis cry aloud and fill their vessels with blood. Houris

from heaven desend on earth to sing eulogies of warriors. The soldiers

are well equipped, wearing even protective gloves on hands. Witches

eat flesh and belch around the field of battle n 317 n

Cry of goddess Kali who drinks blood and sound of her tabor are heard.

Terrifying laughter is also heard from the field. The armours are

covered with dust. Elephants and horses shriek as struck by swords and

flee away from field shedding all shame n 318 ii

The warriors are well armed and engaged in fighting. Saving

themselves from any possible shame, they indulge in fighting furiously.

Limbs of warriors and pieces of their flesh are scattered as if Krishna

was playing with a ball amid the gopis ii 3 19 u

The tabor sound and ferocious looks of the witches are obvious.

Kettledrums and trumpets are sounded furiously. The deep sound of

kettle drum, ringing of bells and playing of flute produce a terrifying

effect ii 320 n

The horses move at fast pace as if dancing and create round signs on the

earth. The dust raised by their feet has overcast the sky. The entire

scene looks like in the water n 321 ii
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The most patient of warriors also fled the field saving their lives. Rows
of elephants were completely destroyed. The demons opposing Rama
have taken grass blades under their teeth and cry 'Save ! Save !\ Thus

the demon called Viradh was killed at the hands ofRama 11 322 it

This concludes the account of Viradh's killing in the "Rama
Avatar" in the Bachitra Natak.

Now begins the account of entry into the forest.

Dohara
Thus, after killing Viradh, (Rama and others) entered the forest without

any fear. The above account of the battle has been presented by Shyam,

the poet n 323 ii

Sukhda Chhand
Rama went to the ashram of Agastya rishi. Accompanying this fount of

dharma was his wife, Sita u 324 n

The sage saw Rama and advised him to kill all the wicked demons and

thus ameliorate the sufferings of all it 325 n

The sage bade him farewell by showering blessings on him after he

recognized the grandeur, beauty and powers ofRama ii 326 n

Rama was accompanied by his brother and wife, Sita. He discarded all

worries and went deep into the forest ii 327 h

Swords dangling from the waist and arrows held in hand, the long-

armed warriors went to pay respects at different centres of

pilgrimage ti 328 u

Along with his brother, Rama reached the bank of Godavari. Rama took

off his robes and bathed in the river to cleanse his body n 329 n

Rama had an excellent form. When Rama came out off the river, the

servant-king there went to Surpanakha and his mistress of the

region, ii 330 n

The messenger told the empress : 'Listen to us, O mistress. Two aliens

with beautiful figures have arrived within our territory u 331 n

Sundari Chhand
When Surpanakha heard this, she left for that place with her womanly
pride. Immediately on arrival, she imagined them to be incarnations of

god of love. She thought to herself that none other in the three worlds is

as handsome as they are ii 332 n
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She went straight to Rama and said without any feeling of shame : *I

have been enchanted by your personality. My heart is lost in your

intoxicating eyes' n 333 h

Rama's Reply

You go where my brother is. He will certainly be charmed by your

beautiful eyes. You can see I have with me beautiful Sita, with thin

waist. In such a situation how can I make you my spouse n 334 11

She has given up all attachments for her parents and is now wandering

with me in the forests; O beautiful woman ! fyow can I discard her ?

You may go where my brother sits u 335 u

On hearing this, the woman called Surpanakha's went where sat the

celibate Lakshman. When he also refused to accept her as his spouse,

Surpanakha was highly enraged. She went back home getting her nose

chopped off ii 336 u

Now concludes the section dealing with chopping off of

Surpanakha's nose in the "Rama Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak.

Now begins the account of battle against demons, Khar and

Dushan.

Sundari Chhand
When Surpanakha went weeping to Ravan, the entire demon family got

highly enraged. Ravan, the king of Lanka, summoned his ministers,

held a conference with them, and sent demons, Khar and Dushan (to kill

Rama) n 337 n

Those long-armed warriors equipped themselves with armour and

weapons. They set out as the trumpets were blown and the elephants

shrieked. The noise of 'kill ! kill !' was heard from all sides. The army

moved ahead as the oncoming dark cloud in the rainy season n 338 n

The powerful warriors thundered and they took up firm positions in the

ground. There were pools tilled with blood all over. The warriors cried

ferociously n 339 ii

'

Taraka Chhand
Now the princes will begin the fight. Spears and arrows will dance in

the battlefield. Looking at the opponents, the valiant soldiers shall roar

and Rama shall add to the grandeur of the field by participating in the

battle ii 340 n

Hordes of arrows will be shot. Soldiers will remain in the field fearless.

Tridents and arrows will be shot and the sons of demons will die n 341 u
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They will shoot arrows with fixed mind and annihilate the enemy army.

Dead bodies will be scattered all over the ground. The warriors will

uproot complete trees and throw them on the enemy n 342 n

Trumpets were sounded and the adamant warriors entered the field of

battle. Arrows began coming out of quivers and struck the target as

messengers of death n 343 n

The warriors shoot arrows fearlessly and they challenge one another.

They shoot arrows and throw rocks. They cultivate great wrath and

tumult in their hearts n 344 ii

The valiant soldiers are face to face with each other in the field. They

clench the teeth to show their angers as they fight. Both gods and

demons look at the fighting and shout slogans of victory n 345 n

Huge vultures and kites fly overhead in the sky. The witches cry aloud

and the ghosts laugh roaringly. Both Rama and Lakshman look at the

fighting ii 346 u

Both Khar and Dushan were killed and thrown into the river of death.

There were loud shouts ofjoy from all around. Flowers were showered

by gods and they had a glimpse of both the warriors (Rama and

Lakshman). n 347 n

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the killing of Khar and

Dushan, two demons, in "Ram Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak.

Now begins the account of Sita's Kidnapping.

Manohar Chhand
Having heard of the death of Khar and Dushan, Ravan called on

degenerate Mareech. He held weapon in all his twenty hands and shook

all his ten heads in anguish. He then told that those who have chopped

off Surpanakha's nose, this very deed of theirs has pained him a lot.

Wearing the garb of an ascetic I shall take you along and kidnap his

wife, Sita. n 348 n

Mareech's Reply

Manohar Chhand
O Master ! you have been kind enough to call me. Your arrival has

filled my treasures and added to the grandeur ofmy house. O Master ! I

make a request with folded hands : you should not mind it. My
submission is that Rama in reality is a divine incarnation. You must not

mistake him for an ordinary mortal n 349 n
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On hearing this Ravan was outside with rage; his body burnt, his face

got red and his eyes widened. He said : 'O fool ! what do you say on my
face ? Consider them among divine incarnations ? Their father sent

them to exile in the forest simply on only one asking of their (step-

mother). They are both helpless and hapless. How will,they be able to

fight against me u 350 n

Had I not come to ask you to go there, I would have pulled your matted

hair and thrown you out of this golden palace into the sea and drowned

there. Listening this, Mareech felt anguished at heart but he set out from

there, thinking, it was not the right time (to say anything more). He felt

that destiny might have willed Ravan's humiliation and death at Rama's

hands n 351 n

Transforming himself into a gold deer he left for the place where put up

Rama and Sita. On the other hand, Ravan put on a yogi's garb and set

out to take Sita as if death pushed him ahead. Sita saw the golden deer,

went nearer Rama and said : O king of Ayodhya and killer of demons !

please get this deer for me n 352 n

Rama's Reply

O Sita ! a deer of golden has neither been heard of nor been ever

created by the Lord. It is certainly a deception by some demon who has

put you in delusion. Finding Sita so keen, Rama could not put her off.

He took the bow, fastened the quiver and, asking Lakshman to take

care of her, left to fetch the deer n 353 ii

Mareech (in the form of deer) at last got tired and finally Rama killed

him.
lO Brother, save me,' he managed to utter these words in the voice

of Rama before breathing his last. When Janaki (Sita) heard these

words of ill-omen, she went up to Sumitra's son, Lakshman, who
marked a line with his bow (asking her not to step out of it). As

Lakshman went away, Ravan came over there n 354 n

Wearing the robes of a yogi and seeking alms, Ravan went up to Sita as

a swindler goes to a rich man on seeing him. He asked Sita to give him

some alms by coming this side of the line (drawn by Lakshman). As

soon as Sita stepped ahead of the line, Ravan got hold of her and flew

into the sky n 355 n,
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This concludes the chapter on Sita's kidnapping in the "Ram
Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak.

Now begins the account of Searching for Sita.

TotakChhand
When Rama found that Sita has been kidnapped, he sat on a white rock

with bow and arrow in hand. Once again he saw all around, but at last in

disappointment Rama fell on the ground 11 356 u

The younger brother picked him up by taking him in arms and wiping

his face said : 'Don't be impatient, and have patience. Instead find out

as to where Sita is gone' n 357 n

Rama got up but again fell on the ground and he regained consciousness

after about one pahar (about three hours). Rama got up from the earth

as unconscious warrior slowly gets up after becoming conscious n 358 n

He got tired shouting (for her) in all directions. The younger brother felt

rather embarassed. He went for a bath early next morning, but the heat

of his suffering caused the death of all animate beings in the

water u 359 n

'

In whichever direction the desperate Rama looked, the heat of anguish

in his look burnt all tress, flowers, fruit and even the sky. Whenever he

touched the earth with his hand, it would burst like a vessel of raw

clay ii 360 u

Wherever Rama wandered, the trees there got burnt like dry grass. The

tears from his eyes fell on the earth and evaporated soon like a water-

drop falling on hot iron-plate n 361 w

The cool breeze became burning hot after touching Rama's body and

losing all patience merged itself with the water of a pond. At that place

there remained no petalled lotus, no water animals, grass and

leaves n 362 ii

On this side, Rama wandered in the forest looking for Sita, on the other,

Ravan was surrounded by Jatayu. The stubborn bird did not retract a

single step from the fight. All his feather were cut off, but he did not

stop fighting in favour of Sita u 363 n

Gita Malati Chhand
Ravan killed Jatayu, the king of birds, and took Sita home. Jatayu gave

this message to Rama as he looked at the sky. At this Rama felt sure

that Sita has been kidnapped by Ravan. Rama met Hanuman on the way

and made friends with him n 364 ii
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Hanuman brought Sugriv, the king of monkeys, and put him on Rama's

feet. They all sat together and discussed the matter. AH the ministers

and courtiers patiently made their suggestions following which Rama
killed Bali, another monkey warrior, and owned Sugriv n 365 n

Thus concludes the chapter on the killing of Bali.

Now begins the account of sending Hanuman to search out Sita

Gita Malati Chhand
The entire army was divided into four sections and they were sent in

four different directions: Hanuman went to Lanka. Taking the ring

along, Hanuman crossed the ocean and reached where Sita was

detained. He burnt down Lanka, killed Akshay and molested Ashok
vatika. Thereafter he presented before Rama all the misdeeds of

Ravan ii 366 u

Now they assembled an army of tens of millions and they all left for

Lanka. This army included warriors like Rama, Sugriv, Lakshman,

Sushen, Neel, Hanuman, Angad, et ah Hordes of monkeys left jumping

about on both sides n 367 ii

They parted the sea, prepared the passage and went ahead. The

messengers of Ravan ran to him to make the petition that they should

get ready for war so as to protect their beautiful land since Rama and

others have already arrived n 368 n

Ravan sent for Dhumaraksh and Jambumali and asked them to take up

the field. These warriors created much tumult as they reached where

Rama had placed himself. In a rage, Hanuman strongly transfixed his

one foot on the ground and swung the other on Dhumaraksh.

Consequently, he fell on the ground and died u 369 n

Thereafter Jambumali came to fight. He was also similarly killed. The

demons fled back into Lanka and gave the news to Ravan that both

Dhumaraksh and Jambumali have been killed by Rama. O Master! now
do whatever other arrangement you wish to make n 370 n

Ravan saw Akampan nearby and made him leave with a contingent of

army. Different kinds of instruments were played as he left. This sound

echoed throughout Lanka. Prahast and other courtiers held a conference

and felt that Ravan should restore Sita to Rama and must not incite him

into further rage u 371 n
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Chhapai Chhand
There was sound of instruments as well as of swords. The terrifying

sound of the battle disturbed the concentration of sages. Warriors

moved ahead one by one and began the fighting. There was so fierce a

fighting that it was difficult to recognize anyone. Before Lankan army

stood Angad and his soldiers. On seeing them slogans of victory began

to be shouted in the sky n 372 n

On this side Angad shoots arrows and on the other Akampan, and they

both seem to be untiring. Soldiers came quite close to one another (as

the fighting went on). Dead bodies lay scattered. The warriors turn

about, challenge and kill the opponents. The gods fly about in their air-

borne crafts and feel amazed. They declare that they have never

witnessed such a ferocious fight 11 373 n

At places lies scattered the slain heads and at others the headless

bodies. At some places writhe the cut off thighs and at others witches

fill their vessels with blood and at others vultures make a lot of noise.

At places beta! (ghosts) cry aloud and at other the Bhairavs laugh aloud.

Thus victory came to Angad and Ravan's son, Akampan, was

killed u 374 n

The messengers went to Ravan and gave him the news of the death of

his son. On this side, the monkey-chief Angad was sent to Ravan as

Rama's messenger. Angad was sent to tell everything and facts to

Ravan and to advise him that he should either send back Sita or accept

the reality that his death was imminent. Angad, son of Bali, touched the

feet of Rama before leaving and Rama patted him and then embraced

him while showering many blessings on him n 375 fi
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Question-Answer : Dialogue

0 Ravan! You give away Sita. You will not be able to see her shadow.

Nobody can overpower me even if I lose Lanka.

Anger has destroyed your intelligence : how will you be able to give me
a fight?

1 shall feed the jackals and other animals on the monkey-army including

Rama.

Do not feel so proud since pride has destroyed many homes.

I am proud that I have overpowered all with my prowess. Where do

these two humans stand? n 376 11

Ravan's Reply to Angad
The fire god dines at my place and the air god sweeps my house. The

moon sways the whisk-fly over my head and the sun makes me take the

royal umbrella. Lakshmi gives me a drink of wine and Brahma recites

Vedas ftD me. Varun fetches water for me and pays obeisance to my
family god. I have told you of my prowess. Besides, I have a strong

demon army with me as a result of which yaksh and others willingly

pay me money and other gifts u 377 n

The monkey-chief Angad made several attempts to make Ravan see

reason, but to no avail. When Angad got up (to leave), he proudly put

his foot in the midst of the court (and challenged all to move his foot).

All demons tried but they fell unconscious. The mud-coloured Angad

took along J/ibhushan and left. When the demons tried to stop them, he

defeated them all and winning the battle in favour of Rama reached

him i! 378 ii

Angad, on return, said, "O lotus-eyed Rama! Ravan has challenged you

for war. At that time some curls of his hair seemed to look at and

appreciate the beauty of the face ofRama, the annihilator of pain. When
the monkeys who had earlier tasted victory in the first battle heard this

from Angad's lips felt rather enraged. They left southwards to move

ahead towards Lanka. On the other side, when Mandodari, Ravan's

wife, heard that Rama wants to enthrone Vibhishan, she fell down on

the ground unconscious u 379 ti
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Mandodari's Utterance

Utangan Chhand
Warriors are getting ready, trumpets are being blown. O my husband !

You should run for safety since Rama has come: Why did you earn

enmity with him who has killed Viradh and Jambhasur and is now
manifested in the form of Rama. You should return Sita and then meet

him. It is wise not to be autocratic n 380 n

Ravan's Reply

Even if I am surrounded by the army from all sides, trumpets are blown,

tens of millions of warriors thunder around me, still you will see I shall

put on my armour and destroy them all. I shall overpoewr Indra, loot

Yaksha and dethrone them. Thereafter I shall marry Sita. When even

the sky, nether-land heaven get burnt in the fire of my wrath, how. can

Rama save himself 11 381 ii

Mandodari's Utterance

He who killed Taraka, Subahu and Mareech; who killed Viradh, Khar

Dushan and then great Bali in a single shot; who annihilated

Dhumaraksh and Jambumali in the battlefield; such a one will

overpower Lanka and destroy you as lion kills a jackal, n 382 n

Ravan's Reply

Moon sways whisk-fly above my head, Sun holds in hand the royal

umbrella and Brahma recites Vedas on my portal. The fire god prepares

my food and Varun fetches water for me and Yaksh teaches me. I have

enjoyed all the joys of all the realms. You will see, how I kill the

enemy. I shall give such a ferocious fight as the vultures will feel

overjoyed, witches will wander around and ghosts shall dance ii 383 n

Mandodari's Utterance

See thither swinging spears are visible, trumpets are being blown :

Rama has arrived with his army. All around is heard the sound of 'kill!

kill!' by the monkey-army. O Ravan! Before the drums are sounded (to

signify the start of war) and the warriors begin shooting arrows, you

should assess the opportunity and heed my advice for your

safety if 384 ii
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Stop the armies on the sea-shore and other paths from moving ahead

because now Rama has arrived. Remove the bandage of delusion from

your eyes and then make your moves. Don't be an autocrat. You will be

in trouble and your family will be destroyed. You are safe only until the

monkey-army begins its roar. After that all the demons will jump out of

the forts with twigs under teeth and flee away n 385 n

,

Ravan's Reply

0 wanton woman! What nonsense do you talk? Stop singing eulogies of

Rama. Rama will shoot at me arrows (which will be) as small as incense

sticks (for my huge body). I shall see this game today. I have twenty

arms, ten heads and the entire army is with me. Rama will find no place

to flee, and I shall kill him as hawk kills a quail n 386 n

1 shall kill each one of them and they shall fall down hearing my roar. I

shall follow them to wherever they flee. I shall equip myself, get hold of

them and my entire job will be done by my subordinates. Monkey-army

will get destroyed. Rama and Lakshman will be killed and by

overpowering them will undo your pride as well n 387 n

Many things were said, but Ravan listened to none of them. Highly

enraged, he sent his sons to the field of battle. The two to go to war

were Narantak and Devantak. They were great warriors thatJhe earth

trembled on seeing them. Iron stench iron, and blood sprinkled as

arrows were rained. Headless bodies writhed. Blood oozed out of

wounds and dead bodies lay scattered hither and thither u 388 h

The yoginis began filling their vessels with blood, and they invited Kali

goddess. Bhairavas sang song in frightening tone. Ghosts, evil spirits

and other flesh eater spirits clapped. Yaksh, gandharav and gods

proficient in all arts began wandering in the sky. Dead bodies lay

scattered around. The atmosphere around was full of tumultuous

sounds. Thus, the ferocious fighting went on unabated n 389 n
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Sangit Chhapai Chhand f

The monkey-army was enraged, and frightening instruments were

played. The swords shone and the warriors blew the conch-shell and

roared. When Narad saw the warriors enraged in war, he felt elated and

danced.

The pace of ghosts became fast and at the same time increased the pace

of war as well The warriors danced, and blood came out the body of

soldiers as poison is spit by the hundreds of hoods of Sheshnag. The

warriors sometimes retracted like the serpent's hood and at others

moved ahead to attack h 390 n

On all sides is being sprinkled the blood. It seems as if colour is

splashed during holt Vultures are also seen in the field. Dead bodies lie

scattered and blood oozes out of the bodies of warriors. Arrows are

being shot like rain-shower and swords shine. The swords strike the

enemy as fast as lightning in the sky n 391 n

As soon as Narantak fell down dead, Devantak came ahead instantly.

He began fighting and died. On seeing this, the gods were pleased and

the enemy camp was plunged in sorrow. The sidhas and sages also

came out of their meditation and began to dance. The demon hordes

were destroyed. The gods showered flowers, and all men and women in

heaven shouted in joy n 392 n

Ravan also learnt that his sons and a huge army of warriors have died

fighting in the field. Dead bodies lie scattered in the battlefield.

Vultures pick up the flesh and create noise. Blood flows in small

streamlets in the field and goddess Kali laughs aloud. There has been a

ferocious fight and the yoginis get together to drink blood and they

shriek aloud n 393 n

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the killing of Devantak

and Narantak.
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Now begins the account of the battle with Prahast

Sangit Chhapai Chhand
Then Ravan sent Prahast, along with innumerable soldiers, to the battle-

field. The earth trembled under the horses' feet. Neel engaged him in

fighting and threw him on the ground in consequence of which there

was chaos among the demon ranks. The wounds were visible in plenty

and blood flowed. The hordes of yoginis began recitations and the

crowing of crows was also heard 11 394 n

Prahast continued fighting and cruised ahead along with his contingent.

There was tumult on the earth as well as on water as he moved.

Ferocious sound of music was heard; so was the sound of kettle-drums.

Spears shone and swung. Arrows were shot. Swords struck against one

another. Sparkles arose as swords hit the shields. There came a

continuous sound of 'thak! thak!' as if a pot maker were making some

vessels n 395 ii

Shields were raised up. Warriors challenged one another. Weapons

were being used at a consistent pace: they were raised up and brought

down (to strike the target).Tfseemed as if lyre and tanpura were played

in melody. Sound of the blowing of conch-shell also echoed all around.

The earth's heart fluttered. Even the gods felt startled on seeing the

ferociousness of the battle. Yaksh and Gandharva began showering

flowers ii 396 ii

As the fighting soldiers fell down, they still shouted 'kill ! kill !.'

Wearing armours of iron-net, they looked like dark clouds floating.

Maces were struck and arrows shot. The nymphs came to the field,

recited hymns so as to marry the noblest warriros. The soldiers

remembered Shiva and fought and died. As soon as they fell dead, the

nymphs hastened there to marry them n 397 n

BhujangPrayat Chhand
On one side goes on dialouge between Rama and Ravan and, on the

other, gods riding their chariots in the sky look at the scene. All the

warriors who are fighting in the field cain be described singly n 398 n
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Vibhushan's Address to Rama
O Master, the one who holds a circular bow and above whose head

shines the white umbrella and who sits fearless in the chariot is the

stubborn Indrajeet n 399 n

The one whose chariot is led by brown horses and whose huge body

causes fear even among the gods and who has humiliated all the gods is

the warrior known by the name of Mahakaya (Kumbhkaran) n 400 n

The one whose chariot is led by peacock coloured horses and who
shoots arrows like rain crying 'kill ! kill !' is, O Rama, Mahodar, and he

should also be considered a great warrior u 401 n

The one whose chariot is led by white horses which laugh at the wind

for their fast pace and who, with arrows in hand, looks like death itself

should, O Rama, be taken as king of demons, Ravan n 402 n

He over whose head is swayed the fly-whisk of peacock feathers and in

front ofwhom stand numerous people to pay their obeisance and whose

chariot is decorated with golden bells and looking at whom daughters of

gods feel enchanted (is Ravan) n 403 n

He whose flag carries the image of lion is demon - king, Ravan, with

jealousy for Rama in his heart. He on whose crown are sun and moon,

O Rama, should be recognized as Ravan n 404 n

From both the sides were sounded innumerable trumpets. Warriors

began hurling weapons. As the weapons were used, valiant soldiers

began to fall u 405 ii

*

Slain heads, headless bodies and slain trunks of elephants began to fall.

Different limbs of warriors lay dust-laden and in the battlefield were

heard many frightening cries. The warriors wandered seemingly under

intoxication u 406 n

The warriors are wounded, feel dizzy and fall to the ground. They get

up again and strike with their maces with double the excitement. The

valiant soldiers have begun fighting in a variety of ways. Limbs get

slayed and fall down, but still they cry 'kill ! kill V n 407 n

Frightening sound is caused as the arrows leave the bow. The huge

bodied soldiers move in a circle and fall down dead. Everybody in the

battle seems to be dancing on the musical tune of battle. Some become

devoid of weapons when hit by the arrows, and they wander

about ii 408 u
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Spears that kill the warriors are hurled. Unconscious headless bodies

are dancing in the field. Sixty-four yoginis have filled their vessel with

blood. All those flesh-eater (animals) wander about in bliss H 409 n

Handsome warriors and quality-bred horses fall down. On the other side

lie dead the drivers of elephants, with their hair loose. Warriors attack

the enemy with full force. Consequently, a stream of blood

flows ii 410 11

The arrows pierce through bodies, seemingly making beautiful

paintings. At the same time they make the warriors board the chariots of

death. As the arrows began to be shot, soldiers lay dead in heaps and

doors of heaven have been opened for these warriors n 41 1 ii

Dohara
Thus was annihilated the army that fought against Rama. On hearing

this, Ravan, who sat within the beautiful fort of Lanka became

furious ii 412 ii

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
At that moment Ravan concentrated in thought, speech and action on

Shiva and sent his messengers (to Kumbhkaran). They were all devoid

of any supernatural power and apprehending their end so imminent,

they recited the name of benevolent One n 413 n

Armoured warriors set out on foot, on horses, on elephants and on

chariots. All ofthem entered into the ears and nostrils of Kumbhkaran.

They began beating tabors and other drums n 414 n

Many instruments were played and many drums were beaten; they

shouted to wake him up. They felt distressed and fled away. Valiant

Kumbhkaran did not wake up n 415 n

Finding themselves unable to wake him up, they left him in

disappointment. Everybody was sad at (Ravan' s) brother not waking up.

Then many nymphs sang melodies. At this the enemy of gods got up

and took up a mace in hand n 416 ii

The valiant warrior entered Lanka where was seated the 20-armed

Ravan, fiilly armed. They together held a conference and discussed the

war situation ii 417 n

Seven hundered urns of waterx were fiilly consumed by cruel

Kumbhkaran to wash his face. He drank a lot of liquor and ate meat.

Then the proud warrior got up, took mace in hand and left ii 418 n
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Seeing him the huge monkey army fled and hordes of gods frightened.

Innumerable warriors got up and made loud thunder. Bodies badly

bruised by arrows were seen wandering it 419 11

The trunks of elephants are getting slain and they fall down. Both

humans and flags have their tops slain. Well-bred horses die and

powerful soldiers leave sighs. Throughout the field there is complete

chaos ii 420 n

The shining swords sparkle and strike and it seems as if it were

lightening in the month of Bhadon (August-September). Horses neigh

for their warriors-riders : they have shields dangling down and are

bruised by arrows n 421 h

Biraj Chhand
The goddess Kali is invoked. Bhairav is also called for. The vultures

cause noise and dakinis belch (as they drank blood to their

fill): ii 422 ii

The yoginis filled (with blood) their bowls (made of skull). Dead

bodies lie scattered. Hordes are being slaughtered. There are cries and

chaos all around n 423 ii

Nymphs began to dance. So began intoxicated elephants with

verimillion pasted on foreheads. Trumpets began to be blown. Sounds

of arrows and of 'kill ! kill !' were heard n 424 h

The warriors are engaged (in fighting). Valiant soldiers die fighting.

Tabors are sounded and tamburas (guitars) were played n 425 n

Rasaval Chhand
Weapons were struck. Many were slain. Many shouted 'kill ! kill !'.

Edges of swords became blunt n 426 u

Blood got sprinkled and flowed in a current. The meat-eating animals

laughed. Jackals drank blood n 427 n

Beautiful fly-whisks fell down. Many fled concedig defeat. On the other

side, sounds of 'kill ! kill !' continued to rise up and many warriors

horsemen fell dead n 428 n

On the other side many horsemen set out together and made the attack.

They took up their weapons and gave a ferocious fight u 429 n

When the swords are raised to strike a blow, their edges shine

beautifully. Sparkles arose as swords hit each other and it seemed as if

gods from heaven looked down n 430 ii
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Whosoever the warriors attack is killed by the sharp edge of the

weapons. Cries of *kill ! kill !' go on and the valiant soldiers challenge

one another n 431 if

Warriors strike at one another, and armours are broken apart. Arrows

are shot at a fast pace and this caused a swishing sound n 432 n

Arrows are rained; it seems as if both the worlds were engaged in

fighting. In the field, soldiers fume at and slay one another h 433 u

The fallen shields are being picked and the enemy army is getting thin.

Spears are thrust and swayed and cause miracles n 434 n

Many have fallen on ground. Many of the fallen are getting up and

engage themselves in the battle and strike the swords ii 435 n

Each warrior is fighting a duel with the other. Soldiers are being slain.

Weapons are falling and many are being injured n 436 ti

This side arrows are being shot, and on the other Kumbhkaran is doing

his jobs. At last Ravan's brother (Kumbhkaran) was felled like the sal

tree" n 437 H

Both of his thighs were wounded, and blood sprinkled out. Rama saw

him falling. Many other demons were also seen as dead n 438 ii

Rama rained arrows and the monkey-army felt elated. He shot one

arrow with full strength that killed Kumbhkaran n 439 n

The gods were pleased and they showered flowers. When the king of

Lanka (Ravan) heard this, he crashed his forehead on the

ground ii 440 n

Thus concludes the chapter on the killing of Kumbhkaran in

"Rama Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak.

Now begins the account of battle with Trimund.

Ras$val Chhand
Now Ravan summoned Trimund who (follwing royal instructions) left

with his army. He was as handsome as a painting and highly

wrathfiill ii 441 ii •

They cried 'kill ! kill V and shot arrows continuously. Hanuman was

enraged and he transfixed his foot in the field n 442 it

Hanuman snatched Trimund's sword and cut his head off. Thus was

killed ther demon with six eyes. The gods in heaven laughed n 443 ii

Thus concludes the chapter on killing of Trimund in "Rama

Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak.
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Now begins the account of battle with Mahodar, the Minister

Rasaval Chhand
When the king of Lanka heard this (the route of his warrior), he shook

all his ten heads in agony. He drank liquor and felt full ofpride n 444 n

The sound of stretching ofbows was heard. Arrows were shot like rain-

fall. Mahodar and other warriors also took the field with swords in

hand n 445 n

Mohani Chhand
Shields were struck and sounded like drums. The tumult of the battle

was heard. Trumpets were blown and different kinds of cymbals were

also sounded n 446 n

Kettle-drums were sounded as the peacocks during the months of Savan

(June-July) and Bhadon (July-August) sing aloud. Horses covered in

armours jumped in the field and warriors got engaged in

fighting ii 447 n

Elephants with long trunks and teeth wandered intoxicated. Warriors

with heavy moustaches danced. There was tumult throughout the forces

and gods in the sky looked at them n 448 n

The seemingly invincible warriors are now falling down. Drenched in

blood they get up again (to fight). The wounded soldiers feel dizzy and

circle around and finally fall prostrate on the ground n 449 n

They shot arrows repeatedly. They stretch bows with determination and

a smile. In rage they kill the warriors and in consequence enrage other

warriors n 450 ii

Warriors equipped with arms thunder in the field. They stretch bows
and shoot arrows like rainfall. They swing the weapons and kill the

opponents. They are thus engaged in the field n 451 n

Warriors are being killed breaking their armours. They lie dead on

ground along with their shields and fly-whisks. Warriors move with

raised long spears as yogis with matted hair, belonging to Raval sect,

move in a herd n 452 ii

The proud soldiers holding swords are adamant. The enemies of gods

cause much tumult. The warriors standing on toes look splendid. Their

bodies covered under iron armour look beautiful n 453 n

»
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NavNamak Chhand
Arrows are being shot quickly. Both humans and gods see this. The

entire sky is covered with arrows. All are seeing it n 454 n

Arrows are showered. Bows are stretched and arrows shot with full

strength. All see this U 455 it

The best of arrows are taken in hand and shot by stretching the bow
fall strength. These arrows test the human chests and pierce through

them ii 456 u

Warriors fight and (finally) fall down. They fight and feel happy (for

not missing the target). Meat-eater birds and animals are happy. Arrows

are shot and pass over the heads u 457 n

They fight, sway the weapons and kill the opponents. They hold the

best sword in hand and set out to fight in the field n 458 n

Poeple appreciate as the swords pierce through the bodies of enemies.

The killer-swords shake in their hands and many a time strike the

ground n 459 n

Tilakaria Chhand
Swords strike and shields bear it. The weapons get clanked and struck

on target u 460 ti

Houris wander in the field and 'marry' the warriors. They look at the

sight, and the warriors fight with added rage n 461 n

Skull-bowls (of yoginis) are filled with blood. Weapons (strike against

one another and) are broken. As a result sparks of fire rise, and the

entire world is burnt in this fire n 462 u

Warriors fight. Armours are broken. Swords strike the shields, and

sparks of fire rise ii 463 n

Arrows are shot in all directions. Weapons are swung and struck by

both the sides u 464 n

The kshatris engage in fighting and clash weapons. Arrows are shot.

Swords strike n 465 ii

Dohara
In this battle between Ram and Ravan dead bodies lay scattered in the

field. Seeing Mahodar falling dead, Indra's enemy (Meghnath) became

enraged n 466 ii

Thus concludes the chapter on the killing of Mahodar, the

Minister, in "Rama Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak.
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Now begins the account of battle with Indrajeet

Sirkhindi Chhand
Drums were beaten and the warriors came face to face with each other.

After the inspection of forces, trumpets were blown aloud. The warriors

got engaged in the battle. Arrows are shot in plenty and they seem to

look like frightening dark clouds in the sky n 467 n

Huge drums were sounded and the armies clashed against each other.

Arrows capable of causing catastrophe were shot in the field. Soldiers

fell dead with painful cries. Many others also cry challenges as if they

were intoxicated 11 468 u

Proud soldiers sounded drums and moved up front. They swayed

swords strongly. Blood spouts like water in a rain-water pipe (from the

wounds) caused by arrows. This battle between Rama and Ravan

became known far and wide u 469 n

The mace-bearers beat the drums and the fight ensued. Soldiers on fast-

paced horses move hither and thither. The houris got together aspiring

to 'marry' the warriors : they covered the entire sky. They approached

the field to see the warriors fighting it 470 n

Padhari Chhand
Valiant Indrajeet got enraged, took up his huge bow and began shooting

arrows. The warriors' biceps fluttered and many lay dead. The warriors

fought and the houris felt pleased if 471 ti

The chakras shone and the spears sparkled. (The soldiers move) as if

yogis with matted hair were going to the Kumbh fair. Many warriors

were wounded and many killed. Warriors shot arrows with inspiration

multiplied four times u 472 n

Warriors get alert and engage in fighting. Arrows are shot and act like

poisonous snakes. Arrows have overcast the sky. All differences ofhigh

and low have vanished (since bodies of all lie in the same

ground) ii 473 n .

All the soldiers are expert in weaponry and they select opponent

generals as their target to shoot arrows at them. Rama, looking at whom
warriors felt charmed, also fell down unconscious along with many of

his army it 474 n

Then the messengers went up to Ravan to tell him that they have routed

the monkey army. Since Indrajeet had killed Rama in the battle Ravan

may, they told him, go and enjoy Sita without any apprehension n 475 n
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Ravan sent for demoness called Trijati and told her : "You go and show

Sita the dead body of Rama." She took Sita where her husband lay

unconscious as a lion enjoys a deep sleep having killed (and enjoyed) a

deer n 476 n

Sita felt anguished finding Rama in this state since Rama mastered the

fourteen branches of knowledge. Sita went up to that place reciting nag-

mantra and felt pleased on bringing her husband and his brother back to

consciousness it 477 n

As soon as Sita left there, Rama stretched his limbs and soon Rama, the

embodiment of dharma and his men regained consciousness. Trumpets

were sounded and the warriors roared. They took up arms and made

many a valiant soldier flee the field n 478 n

The warriors propped themselves up and shot arrows incessantly. So

ferocious was the fighting that even many trees were also destroyed. At

that moment Indrajeet left the field of battle and went to perform a

yajna (to propitiate goddess Bhadrakali, in the west of Lanka) n 479 h

The brother of Ravan (Vibhishan) came to Lakshman and whispered in

his ear. Now your bitterest enemy, Indrajeet, is a soft target for you to

kill him n 480 n

He is performing the yajna and offering flesh of his own body. The

entire earth trembled and sky startled at this. Lakshman went there

without hesitation, holding bow in his hand and quiver with arrows tied

on the back ii 481 n

Indrajeet remembered the mighty goddess, and Lakshman shot an arrow

at him, slaying him into two. Lakshman returned with his army blowing

trumpets. The demons, learning of the death of their marshal, fled the

field ii 482 ii

This concludes the chapter on the killing of Indrajeet.

Now begins the account of battle with Atikai demon
SangitPadhisataka Chhand
The king of Lanka was full of wrath and he made preparations for the

battle. Innumerable warriors were sent for. All were enraged u 483 n

Highly brisk horses arrived and neighed. They jumped like an acrobat

dancing. They brought out terrible weapons. The warriors came to the/

field to fight ii 484 ii
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On this side, Rama army was also full of wrath. They took up the field

to fight. Even the foolish Makraksh roared as he moved ahead with his

army and its new flag n 485 n

Among the demons was also a warrior, named Atikai. He sounded his

drum to express his annoyance. Arrows were shot so quickly that one

looked many. Believe it, the earth and the ocean were both within

reach n 486 ii

Innumerable arrows were shot and fell like numerous drops of rain. The

enemy army was billions in number and they looked like ants n 487 n

Innumerable warriors reached the field to have a first-hand look at the

fight given by Atikai. The gods shouted slogans ofvictory and the kings

felt wonder-struck ii 488 n

The goddess Kali laughed aloud and yoginis in large numbers roamed

about the field. Many ghosts and Bhairavas also drank blood u 489 n

The tabors ofwitches are sounded. Crows are crowing. Vultures make a

lot of noise. The ghosts dance about n 490 n

Hoha Chhand
The warriors fell on the army and they do not retreat. They are enraged

and hold swords in hand n 491 ii

Arrows were shot. Even Shiva felt surprised. Arrow split through all

directions. The monkeys were vexed n 492 n

Arrows are shot (by warriors) in rage. Enemies fall down on the ground

like the fall of tall palaces n 493 ii

The wounded warriors feel dizzy ; they are frightened. Those lying dead

on ground are being swept away n 494 n

Warriors recite repeatedly (the name of) Shiva, with jealousy in heart.

They fight and the wounded walk haphazard it 495 n

As demons fall dead on ground, men feel pleased. Badly bruised by

arrows, they die on ground n 496 n

The wounded wander haphazardly in the ground. They shall be

ashamed to flee. With girded loins they fight n 497 n

Confused by pushes and injured by blows, the arrows are shot. Being so

many in the air, they seem to be still n 498 n
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Chhapai Chhand
Soldiers face one to one and look at each other. One handles one and

shout at each other. Arrows are shot like rain and bows stretched in.

rage; some writhe in pain and others have crossed the world-ocean

(died). Warriors, each more valiant than the other, fight and meet

death. Soldiers are all alike and weapons are many and diverse. They

overcome the seemingly invincible soldiers n 499 n

Some have fallen dead in the field, others thunder about. Some have left

for heaven, others have fled the field having been wounded. Some stand

firm in the field, others get killed with the sword. Some bear the

numerous wounds, others stretch bow and shoot arrows. The huge -

bodied Atikai and mighty Lakshman have arranged placement of their

soldiers after going through the entire field. Both of them are as firm as

the deep forest or the mountain and Pole Star in the north n 500 n

Ajaba Chhand
Warriors are engaged. Arrows are shot. Shields protect them from

blows. The death -like soldiers kill the enemy in rage n 501 ii

Drums were beaten and the swords struck. Weapons looked splendid as

they were used n 502 ii

AH are engaged. Enemies are annihilated to a plan. Warriors roar.

Arrows are shot n 503 n

Eyes (of warriors) are red (with anger) they challenge in inspired tone.

Warriors are engaged (in fighting) and houris look at them n 504 n

The arrows strike and many flee the field. Many feel enraged and take

up weapons to fight w 505 n

Warriors are inspired. Houris wander around them. They are startled as

the warriors cry 'kill ! kill V ii 506 n

Armours got pierced and holes appeared in shields. Swords break as

they strike and produce sparks n 507 n

Horses dance while warriors roar. Some of them fall down dead and

arrows in their hands have also fallen n 508 n

Warriors are inspired. Houris wander around them. They are full of

pride as they shoot arrows n 509 n

Padhari Chhand
Thus there took place a very ferocious battle and many a warrior got

killed therein. On one side is Rama's brother and on the other Atikai.

Both the princes ferociously fought in the battle n 510 n
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Rama's brother added to his rage and inspiration as feels the fire when

ghee is added to it. He shot incessant arrows like the fiery rays of sun in

the month of Jeth (May-June) u 5 1 1 n

Though himself wounded, he shot so many arrows that could not be

counted. These two warriors are engaged in the field, and gods above

shout slogans of victory it 5 12 n

Proficient in the use of many kinds of weapons, Lakshman at last

disarmed his opponent of all his arms. That fool was now without his

crown, horse or charioteer, and he tried to hide himself like a plucky

thief ii 513 ii

Lakshman shot fatal arrows which were as destructive as the fire of

death. At this Atikai got furious like the clouds on the Doom's

day ii 514 n

He began to boast (and his boasting was not up to his performance) like

an impotent man who happens to be embracing a woman. His condition

was like that of a toothless dog who seizes a hare (but can't kill) or a

semenless and impotent person in love with a woman u 515 n

Atikai's condition was like that of a trader with no money or a warrior

with no weapon in the field, a prostitute without beauty or a chariot

without horses n 516 u

Then the benevolent Lakshman swayed his shining sword, cut off his

head and transformed him into two pieces. Thus Atikai fell down dead

on the ground. Seeing him dead, many soldiers fled the field n 517 n

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the killing of Atikai in

"Rama Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak.

Now begins the account of battle with Makraksh.

Padhari Chhand
Then appeared amidst the army Makraksh, and he said : O Rama ! you

cannot leave the field. He who has killed my father in the battle should

come and fight a furious battle with me n 518 u

Rama, the incarnation (of Vishnu) , heard these bitter words. He felt

enraged and took up weapons. He stretched his bow and shot several

arrows and thus killed Makraksh without any doubt n 519 ii

When this warrior, along with most of his forces, was killed, many
soldiers fled the field leaving behind their weapons. Then came up to

the front Kumbh and Anakumbh and they halted the advance of Rama's

army u 520 n
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Ajaba Chhand
Horses neighed. Warriors thundered. They took up weapons. .They

started killing with arms n 521 n

Many became helpless last when hit by arrows shot. Warriors set their

feet firm and shot arrows n 522 n

Wounded soldiers circle around in dizziness. Others feel more inspired.

They feel enraged, thus losing their sense ofdiscrimination ii 523 ii

Warriors, covered with armour, move about in the field. They fight and

die in the battlefield n 524 n

The brave monkeys besieged Lanka. The demon-army fled, with

downcast eyes n 525 n

Many lie dead. Their faces are still resplendent. Houris married them

and fulfilled their aspirations n 526 n

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the killing of

Makraksh, Kumbh and Anakumbh in the "Rama Avtar" in the

Bachitra Natak.

Now begins the account of battle with Ravan

Hoha Chhand
Ravan learnt as to who won the battle. He was enraged and agonized.

He cried aloud n 527 it

His fort was besieged and this made him angry. Women fled in fear and

disillusionment it 528 ii

Women fled in delusion. He stopped them, holding them by the

hair u 529 n

They all cried, seeking mercy of God. They played for forgiveness of

their sins n 530 n

He heard such noises and sounds. The stubborn king got up who
seemed to be the burning oven ii 53 1 n

Soldiers are killed by the arrows shot. These arrows covered all the

directions u 532 ti

Trinin Chhand
Arrows began to be shot. Men started falling. Shields were struck and

sparks of fire arose ii 533 n

Helmets were struck and wounds caused. Warriors got angry. This

caused increase in their inspiration n 534 n

Fast-paced horses began to run quick. Soldiers fought and fell

fighting n 535 n
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Elephants fled like deer. Warriors sought protection with their

companions. Enemies fled. They felt shy of fighting n 536 n

Armours were broken and bodies were injured. Both eyes and ears

were wounded n 537 n

Warriors died and swam across the world-ocean. Some burnt in the fire

of rage, while others yielded n 538 u

The gods flew in their aircraft and saw the scene. Houris wandered

about and 'married' the warriors n 539 n

Different kinds of instruments were blown. Elephants shrieked. Many
died and many more engaged in fighting n 540 h

Trigata Chhand
The sharp arrows hit and killed the warriors. Shields, when hit,

produced sparks of fire n 541 n

Horses ran and warriors roared. They killed one another and crossed the

world-ocean n 542 n

Enemies were overcome and brought over to this side. Warriors were

killed and (those who surrendered) pardoned n 543 it

King Ravan roared and moved ahead. He set out

enthusiastically n 544 n

Soldiers fell dead drenched in blood. Blood flowed like water n 545 u

Targets were fixed and shots made. Limbs of soldiers were being slain

in the battlefield n 546 II

Warriors are angry. They injure - the enemy and run about the

field ii 547 ii

Houris have come. They have covered the entire sky ii 548 n

Warriors put arrows on the bow. They stretch the bow with full strength

and shoot arrows ii 549 n

Trumpets are blown. Warriors roar. They wander (as they fight) and fall

down dead ii 550 n

Anad Chhand
The arrows shot (by warriors) pierce through the sky. Warriors are

enchanted and their eyes are red with rage. Drums are sounded and

shields hit. Arrows are shot and they cause sparks (as they hit

shields) m 551 n

Blood-drenched warriors fall down dead on the ground. They are dazed

as they fall. Conch-shell and lyres are blown and kettle-drums beaten

Houris cover the entire sky ii 552 n
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Armours are broken and limbs injured as the warriors engage

themselves in fighting. They fight and houris dance. The battle has

become known all over the earth u 553 n

Soldiers with throats half slain get up and try to loosen their armour.

The lion-like warriors are full of rage and they have their hair

loosened u 554 u

Helmets (of many) have got broken. Several kings have fled the field..

Wounded soldiers feel dizzy and move in a circle and fall down into a

thud it 555 ii

Numerous trumpets are blown. Many warrior soldiers are full equipped

to fight. They die in the field having been slain into pieces and enjoy a

deep slumber in the field n 556 u

Numerous arms and weapons are used and a long stretch of earth has

been sprinkled with blood. Weapons are struck in quick succession and

the frightening warriors now cry in pain ii 557 n

Dead bodies lie scattered. On the one side, soldiers are engaged in

fighting whereas a few, on the other side, flee the field. Ghosts and

witches laugh in this crematorium and at the same time warriors fight

facing the blows of swords if 558 ii

Bahara Chhand
The demon warriors, wearing armour, move ahead. But as soon as they

confront Rama's army, they become attuned to Rama and begin

shouting 'Rama ! Rama !'. They fall down fighting and being killed by

Rama, they swim across the world-ocean n 559 u

They get together, hold spears and begin fighting. They fall down dead

in pieces, and return not home. Even a little touch of the sword's edge

slays them into many pieces and they fall dead u 560 n

Sangit Bahara Chhand
In the field warriors raise up their spears and make them dance. They

dance around, fight, fall down and go over to heaven. With broken and

torn limbs warriors fall down in the field. The bodies of these soldiers

are badly drenched in blood n 561 n

King ofLanka, Ravan, attacked Lakshman in rage. He moved as fast as

wind towards him. He injured Lakshman near the heart and made him

fall down. Thus, he semed to have avenged his son's death n 562 n

*
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Vultures made deep noise; witches belched (satiated with blood). In this

field burning in the fire of rage, ghosts felt rather pleased. Lakshman

while fighting fell down unconscious. Rama mistook him for dead and

felt very disheartened n 563 u

Thus concludes the chapter on Lakshman becoming unconscious

in "Rama Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak.

SangitBahara Chhand
As soon as Lakshman fell down unconscious, the monkey-army fled.

Rama felt rather enraged and took up weapons in hand. The earth shook

as the (mythological) bull supporting it trembled 11 564 u

Ardh Naraj Chhand
Rama took out his double-edged sword; this made him look even more

splendid. Kettle-drums were sounded and the prisoners of war

cried n 565 n

It was a strange sight. Both human and monkeys attacked the enemy

with sharp weapons and sharp nails, respectively; they looked like a

dark cloud moving up during die month of Savan n 566 n

Warriors, the annihilators of sin, move around and challenge one

another. They lay down their lives and gods express their sentiments of

gratefulness and surprise ii 567 ii

Sharp arrows are shot. Lyres are blown sharp. From all sides comes the

sound that enchants all n 568 n

Shiva and his disciples (ganas) dance. It seems as if the witches bowed

their heads before Parvati as they danced n 569 u

Anup Naraj Chhand
The witches wander about. Horses pace about in circles. Some are

being taken prisoners. Others shout slogans ofvictory u 570 n

The shining swords hit the shields. Kings shoot arrows which kill

humans as well monkeys ii 571 n

The demons flee and the monkeys shriek aloud. Arrows and cannon

cause a frightening sound n 572 h

Even ghosts are fearful and surprised. Armoured horses and shrieking

elephants move about n 573 n
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So ferocious has been the battle that even gods feel frightened looking

at it. Shining swords are struck and sharp arrows shot 11 574 u

SangitBhujang Prayat Chhand
Brother (Lakshman) fought in the field. Rama saw him fighting. He shot

arrows which touched the sky u 575 n

These arrows hit the horsemen and charioteers. Warriors still stood

ground. Ramalcilled the warriors when the houris married n 576 n

Thus was won the field. Many soldiers fled. Wherever one warrior met

the other, one had to pay the price by laying down one's life ii 577 n

Thinking of possible defeat, the army felt ashamed. Sugriva and others

all felt rather angry n 578 ii

Hanuman also got rather enraged. He put his foot firm on the field. All

those who came to fight with him were defeated. That is why he is

called the subduer of all ii 579 it

Then Hanuman asked Rama that he should bless him by patting his

back. I shall go and fetch all heavenly realms as your subjects n 580 ii

Having said this, Hanuman flew in the sky and seemed to have

coalesced with the sky. Rama sat in a pensive but hopeful mood n 581 n

Whosoever came in Hanuman's way was killed. Thus killing many, he

reached the bank of a pool n 582 if

A demon, in a frightening form, was hidden t|iere. There Hanuman saw

a herb, connected with other similar herb ii 583 u

The great warrior and powerful Hanuman was startled. He pulled the

entire mountain and carried it along with the required herb n 584 n

He arrived with the mountain in the field where the valiant Lakshman

lay unconscious. The physician, named Sushen, put that herb in

Lakshman's mouth n 585 n

The valiant soldiers regained consciousness. The houris turned back to

go. Many instruments were then sounded in the battlefield n 586 n

Arrows were shot. Soldiers engaged themselves in fighting. Some fell

dead in the field. They were true martyrs n 587 ii
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9

Kalas

True warriors clashed. Ghosts, witches and evil spirits danced. The

sound ofjhamjham came from numerous hands which swayed swords

the sharp edges of which shone bright n 588 ii

Tribhangi Chhand
The sharp edges of swords shine and add to the splendour. They kill the

enemies and look like saws. They are bestower of victory, intoxicated

in blood bathing, the annihilator of the hordes of the wicked, and

destroyer of all evils ii 589 n

Kalas

There was tumult and the valiant soldiers fled. Their bodies covered

with iron armour trembled. Drums were sounded aloud, and looking at

the powerful warriors the houris once again turned towards

them ii 590 ii

Tribhangi Chhand
The houris in the field looked back, walked towards the valiant soldiers,

looked at them and tried to enchant them. The bodies of warriors

pierced with arrows looked splendid : they were unique in beauty.

Colyrium in eyes, each limb of the houris was beauty incarnate. Even

the god of Love felt coy looking at them. These houris who 'married'

the best of warriors had wide eyes like those of deer, were destroyers of

wickedness and owners ofwisdom n 591 ii

Kalas
Body like lotus, eyes sharp like deer's, embodiment of beauty, voice

sweet like cuckoo's, waist thin like lion's, gait proud like elephant's and

the look sharp enough to enchant anyone-so were the

houris n 592 ii

Tribhangi Chhand
Beautiful and with wide eyes; sweet voiced liked cuckoo, and with

proud gait like elephant's, the houris captivate any heart. Sweet

tempered and beautiful like moon are they. They own the best of

intellect, destroy the wicked, and possess a fine figure. They have

perfect curves, agile like a juggler and wear the best anklets. They wear

nose trinklets, bracelets, and armlets and have curly hair beautifully

made n 593 n
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Kalas !

Perfectly curved chins add to the beauty of their faces. They wear

garlands of pearls on all limbs. Bangles on their wrists make their hands

look beautiful. Then beauty excels even the beauty of the god of

love ii 594 ii

Tribhangi Chhand
They look splendid with their black curly hair and sweet voice. They

have beautifully put on bracelets and armlets. They wear garlands of

pearls round their neck and lying on the breast. Made up with

collyrium, their eyes look charming. These eyes are shy, sharp and fatal

like an arrow steeped in poison, more beautiful than the lotus and even

the moon 11 595 n

Kalas

The foolish Ravan was rather enraged in the field of battle. When the

tumult was heard, all the warriors dedicated themselves to the furious

fighting. They made loud challenges before making a thrust into the

enemy ranks ii 596 n

Tribhangi Chhand
The wicked demon in an enraged mood moved ahead with an arrow in

hand. He fought fiercely. In between the stretched bows on either side

the headless bodies (kabandh) were dancing; they made attacks and

injured many. Warriors' bodies were profusely wounded, but they

retraced not even two steps. They have their feet firm in the field and

roar like the lion n 597 n

Kalas
Wrath further increased and soldiers clashed more fiercely. Their

helmets and armours were all broken. As the arrows are shot, they take

away pieces of flesh (from the bodies) as does the hawk when it

preys n 598 n

Tribhangi Chhand
As the arrows are shot, the fighting becomes more fierce. Armours and

wrist-protectors are broken. The soldiers move ahead with raised and

waiving weapons as does a hungry meat -eating animal (on seeing its

prey). They shout in front of one another. No one flees the field. Seeing

them engaged in battle even the gods feel ashamed. They shout slogans

of victory, shower flowers and recite ominous things for victory in the

battle ii 599 n
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Kalas
Ravan has betel leaves in his mouth, and his body is also red. He
wanders fearless in the field of battle. He has sandal pasted all over his

body. He is resplendent like Sun and has fast pace n 600 it

Tribhangi Chhand
Looking at his well-proportioned figure, finely chiselled features and

limbs and sharp eyes, even the god of love feels shy. His hair are black

and curly and his words are sweet. His face is resplendent that looks

like Sun (that provides light to all) and is beautiful like Moon.

Everybody, living up or below, is pleased to look at him; even the gods

in heaven fail to resist the desire to have a look at him n 601 ii

Kalas

In one hand he held his sword Chandrahas, in the second a thin, sharp

sword called dhqp, in the third a dirk, in the fourth a shining saihathi

and in the fifth and sixth hands, he held a mace and a gofan ii 602 n

Tribhangi Chhand
In the seventh hand, Ravan held another heavy mace and in the

remaining ones a trident, a swivel, a dagger, a bow, arrows and a heavy

unparalleled shield. In the fifteenth hand he held a pellet bow, and in

the others a precious axe, a screw-sword, a rapier, etc. This huge-

bodied demon looked like death-god as he walked n 603 it

Kalas
From one mouth, he repeatedly recited the name of Shiva. His second

face (is turned towards Sita and) appreciates her beauty. With the third,

he glances at his forces and cries 'kill ! kill !' with the fourth it 604 n

Tribhangi Chhand
His fifth face is turned towards Hanuman with which he recites a

mantra at a quick pace and tries to take away his strength. His sixth face

glances at his brother Kumbhkaran, and (looking at his dead body) his

heart burns with rage. With his seventh face, he looks at Rama,

monkeys and other powerful warriors. He nods the eighth head and

surveys the entire scene with the ninth. His tenth face reflects the

extreme anger within it 60S ii
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Chabola Chhand
Looking at checking their white arrows, the powerful warriors set out;

they looked splendid in their coloured armours. Their horses are quick

of feet, and move at a fast pace in the field. They fight this side now,

cry challenges on the other then, but wherever they go, they make the

enemy flee. They look as if some people, under the intoxication of

poppy husk influence, moved hither and tither n 606 11

Warriors roared and houris wandered in the sky to see them in clash.

They prayed that the warriors, who have caused this clash, may live for

long and enjoy their royal powers fully. O warriors ! you may give up

Lanka and marry us so that you could come over to heaven 11 607 n

Savaiya - Anant Tuka

The demon -king became rather angry and discarded all wisdom : in

this mood, he attacked Rama. On the other side, Rama would neutralize

his arrows midway. Then he became angry and began destroying the

monkey ranks. He began using dangerous weapons of different

categories n 608 n

Chabola Savaiya

Rama took his bow in hand and shot numerous arrows at a quick pace.

Killing the target they went up and ultimately fell down from the above

like hailstorms falling from sky. Elephants, horses and chariots all fell

to ground and they looked like leaves that fall during Autumn ii 609 n

Savaiya Chhaiid

Rama felt very angry and he shot many arrows at Ravan in the field.

These arrows hit him and drenched in a little blood went through his

i body to the other side. In the field elephants, horses, chariots and

charioteers fell dead like the banana plants felled by strong wind during

last days of spring season n 610 n

The monkey army was also enraged and they attacked the enemy. They

cried, never retreated, rather moved ahead from all directions. On the

other side, Ravana's army also went up taking arrows, bows, maces,

swords, etc. in hand. The warriors clashed with one another and fell

down in a way that put even moon in delusion : Shiva's meditation was

also disturbed ii 611 n
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Heavy and numerous wounds made the warriors feel dizzy and they fell

down dead. Jackals, vultures, ghosts, meat-eating animals and others

felt pleased. Looking at ferocity of the battle, all directions as well as

keepers of directions trembled apprehending dissolution of creation.

Both the earth and sky felt sad. Gods as well as demons frightened to

find that the fighting was so ferocious n 612 n

Ravan, in rage, began shooting arrows in multiples. These arrows split

through earth, sky and all the directions were filled with them. On the

other side, Rama also felt enraged for a moment and neutralized all

those arrows. Consequently, the darkness caused by the arrows (which

had overcast the sky) ended and there was light all around n 613 n

The enraged Rama shot numerous arrows and felied elephants, horses

and charioteers. Rama apparently did all that was necessary to rescue

Sita after ameliorating all her woes. The lotus-eyed Rama fought so

ferociously that many houses were emptied (of male

members) n 614 h

Ravan roared in rage. He ran ahead with his army, challenged, took up

weapons in hand and clashed with Rama directly. He wripped his

horses and fearlessly roamed in the field. He got down from his chariot

so as to go ahead and kill Rama with his arrows u 615 n

When arrows began to be shot by Rama, it became difficult to

recognize one direction from other, the earth from sky and so on. These

arrows split through armour of warriors and went through their bodies.

When these arrows, that had pierced through bodies having split the

armour, fell on earth, Sita felt sure they were Rama's n 616 n

Whosoever was hit by an arrow of Rama could neither flee nor remain

fit to fight in the field, but dead. Rama's arrows began to split through

the armour and the powerful warriors began falling down dead without

uttering a single cry n 617 n

Ravan again summoned his warriors, but the survivors preferred to flee.

The vanquisher of gods and demons, Ravan killed billions, but it made

no material difference in the field. Seeing the exertion of Rama,

everybody felt frightened. They jumped over the walls of fort and fled

across the sea ii 618 ii
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The enraged Ravan made another attack with weapons in all of his

twenty hands. This made earth, sky and all directions invisible, Rama
cut the bodies of enemy soldiers into twos and threw them on the

ground just as a fruit is easily sliced. The umbrella, banner, horses and

charioteer ofRavan were all slain by Rama u 619 it

When Ravan saw his chariot robbed of its horses, he walked quickly

ahead. He clashed with Rama holding shield, trident, mace, dagger etc.

in his hands. The stubborn Ravan was not all afraid of the monkey-

army, challenged and moved ahead. There were numerous warriors

among them, including Angad and Hanuman, but he felt afraid of none

ofthem n 620 n

When Rama saw Ravan advancing in the field, he took out twenty

arrows and shot them simultaneously in his chest. These arrows pierced

through his soft flesh and he got drenched in the flood of blood. Ravan

fell down, but he continued to crawl ahead; he seemed to forget his

home ii 621 n

Rama was enraged. He retracted five steps, took bow in his hand and

slayed all his twenty arms. He shot ten arrows which slayed and sent to'

heaven his ten heads. After winning the battle, Rama received Sita as if

he were winning her in the svayambarw 622 ii

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the killing of Ravan in

"Rama Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak.

Now begins the account of bestowing knowledge on Mandodari

and crown on Vibhishan. Also includes account of meeting with

Sita.

Savaiya Chhand
From whom Indfa felt afraid and sun and moon felt frightened; who had

robbed the entire wealth of Kuber and before whom Brahma could not

break his silence; against whom fought many kings like Indra but none

could overcome him; he has been today defeated by Rama in the

battlefield: the latter has thereafter won over Sita as if in a

svayambarw 623 ii

Alaka Chhand
The army immediately ran in confusion: it was the same army which

had engaged in fighting in the presence of its king. Now these warriors

flee in chaos. They became forgetful of their homes, robes and the

houris ii 624 ii
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The handsome soldiers, well equipped with arms, ran into Lanka. Their

eyes were flooded with tears. With palpitation, they narrated everything

in one breath 11 625 n

The great Rama has annihilated our entire army. He cut off their arms

and then killed. (Hearing this) all fled saving their lives. Those fleeing

were attacked by shooting arrows on them n 626 n

The queens of Ravan wept profusely and all of them ran to and

embarrassingly fell at Rama's feet. Rama looked at them in

amazement n 627 n

The queens rolled over on the ground and Ravan's duly-wed wives

wept bitterly. They pulled their tangled hair. Robed in dull and dingy

dress they cried like one robbed on his way n 628 it

They tore off their robes awkwardly and took up dust in hand and put it

on their heads. They fall down on ground and roll over (in pain).

Having lost their home (husband), they feel pained n 629 ii

Rasaval Chhand
When the queens looked at Rama who looked splendid, they all stood

there with bowed heads n 630 n

As they looked at Rama, they were charmed by his presence. Rama's

sway ran throughout; They all gave Lanka to him as willingly as

taxpayer pays the tax n 63 1 n

Rama closed his compassionate eyes. All eyes became wet. They all

shed tears of happiness as clouds shower rain n 632 n

The lustful among queens felt pleased by Rama's personality. They

were enchanted by the beauty of Rama, the embodiment of

dharma II 633 n

They have given up all their love for Ravan. Now their heart is at Rama.

They have set their heart on Rama and speak words ofromance n 634 ii

Sita's husband, Rama, is handsome and is charmer of hearts. He
enchants others' hearts as a thief steals away one's wealth n 635 u

The queens were advised to touch Rama's feet and not to be infidel to

their husband. AH of them came rushing and fell at his feet n 636 n

Rama was highly handsome and enchanter of hearts. He dwelt in others'

.

hearts as a sharp arrow pierces the body ii 637 n

Rama was looking as bright as the gold. He was the king of kings. All

eyes were dyed in his love. Even the gods felt pleased looking at

him ii 638 fi
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Any woman who had a glimpse of Ravan's killer was charmed by his

personality. She was enchanted n 639 11

They looked lavishly at Rama and forgot their homes. The great

warrior, Rama gave them a discourse n 640 ii

Rama's Address to Mandodari

Rasaval Chhand
0 Queen! Tell me if I am at fault. Think deeply of all circumstances

(leading to Ravan's death) and then lay blames n 641 n

1 should get back my Sita so that the songs of dharma continue. (Saying

this), Rama sent forward Hanuman as his emissary u 642 n

Looking for Sita, he set out his journey and reached a garden where Sita

sat under the shade of a tree n 643 n

He bowed at Sita's feet and said: 'Listen, O Mother, Rama has killed

the king (of Lanka) and he now stands at your doorsteps n 644 u

O Sita! You should immediately reach the place where Rama having

killed all the enemies stands as victor, and thus has unburdened the

earth ii 645 II

Sita was pleased and she accompanied Hanuman. Sita looked at Rama
and found him as handsome as ever it 646 n

She touched Rama's feet. He looked at her, and she addressed the lotus-

eyed and cuckoo-voiced as follows n 647 n

You should pass through fire. Only then will you be purified. She

accepted the command and a bonfire was raised ii 648 ti

She entered the fire and coalesced with it as lightning pervades the

clouds and as shrutis are one with the Gita n 649 n

She entered the fire and came out purified like pure gold. Thereafter

Rama took her in arms. The poets sang songs in his eulogy n 650 n

Everybody accepted Sita as pure. All the three realms acknowledged

her purity. Drums were sounded to celebrate victory. Rama also roared

(in joy) ii 651 if

Thus Rama won Sita who was like a peace giving lyric. All the gods

were pleased and they showered flowers u 652 n

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the bestowal of crown

on Vibhishan, providing gian to Mandodari and meeting with

Sita in "Rama Avtara" in the Bachitra Natak

9
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Now begins the account of departure for Ayodhya

Rasaval Chhand
The war has been won. Garlands of victory were put on. The warriors

roared and songs of victory were sung n 653 n

They left in a joyous mood along with monkey army. They looked at

Ayodhya (as they reached there) which has been described as heaven in

the Vedas 11 654 u

Makara Chhand
Rama has come to town along with Sita. Songs of joy are sung.

Everybody in the town ofAyodhya is highly pleased at heart n 655 n

Women come running. There is limitless crowd. All stand eager and ask

for whereabouts ofRama it 656 u

Where is that beloved (Rama) whose hair are unique and black like she-

serpent and whose behaviour is strange ii 657 n

Where is that (Rama) who remains joyous like garden in bloom, who
ever remembers his motherland and who has 'stolen our hearts' n 658 n

Where is that flower -like face who has stolen our heart and cruelly left

us in separation n 659 n

Where is the enchanter of hearts who has charmed our hearts - let

anyone tell us, and in return ask for anything of us n 660 n

Where is that rose-like face (of Rama) who obeyed his father as any

addict accepts whatever another addict says and left his state and who is

the beauty of the entire world n 661 n

Where is he (Rama) with flower-like body who is envied by even the

(khanjan^L bird famous for beautiful eyes) and who has enchanted our

heart and whose face is beautiful like a fully blossomed flower n 662 n

Where is he with a flower like face whose behaviour was like that of an

intoxicated person, and whose sway ran throughout the

world ii 663 n

Where is he with a flower-like face whose face reflected intellect and

etiquettes, whoseliekrt was like a wine-filled bowl ii 664 n

The beloved has come back home after conquering the tryants. Where

is he who has been a perfect being with a flower-like face ii 665 u

His qualities are known all over the world and he is famous through-

out the seven realms on the earth. Where is he whose writ runs

everywhere and his face is beautiful like a flower n 666 n
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Where is he who wandered along with Sita, subdued the tryants with the

power of his arrow and who came on board the plane named

Pushpak ii 667 n

Where is that flower-like face who sacrificed thousands ofjoys so as to

please his mother. Mother Sita deserves congratulations today. But let

someone tell us where he is n 668 n

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the arrival of Rama and

Sita in Ayodhya.

Now begins the acount of Rama's meeting with his mother

Rasaval Chhand
When people learnt that Rama has come back, they all ran to him and

fell at his feet. Rama met them all u 669 n

One began flying the whisk and the other offered him betel leaves.

Rama bowed at the feet of his mother and she took him in her

arms n 670 n

Rama wept so bitterly when in the embrace of his mother that it seems

as if he were washing off all his sorrows. The brave Rama began

sharing many things and his mother and step mothers listened to

him ii 671 h

Then Rama met Lakshman's mother His brothers (Shatrugan and

Bharat) touched his feet. It was not possible to count or measure the

alms given in charity on the occassion of this union n 672 ii

Then Rama met Bharat's mother and shared with her everything. Rama
also expressed his thankfulness to her saying that it was because of her

that he could repay the debt n 673 u

You are not at all at fault in this because it was so destined. Whatever is

written in one's fate must happen. Nobody can give a rational

explanation for this ii 674 ii

He consoled his mother this way and then met his brother, Bharat. In

fact, when Bharat learnt ofRama's arrival, he came running and put his

head on his feet n 675 it

Rama embraced him, and cleared all misgivings. Then he met

Shatrughan, expert in weaponry and knowledgeable in

scriptures n 676 n

The brothers cleansed the dust off Rama's feet and matted hair.

Ceremonies connected with worship were performed in royal style, i I

brahmins recited Vedic hymns ii 677 n
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All the brothers, swayed by the sentiments of love, began singing

jointly. Rama was given back the kingdom, and all the jobs were thus

completed u 678 n

Sages and brahmins were called in, and amidst recitation of Vedic

hymns Rama was anointed King. Trumpets were blown in all directions

to express the feeling of victory u 679 n

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
The great emperors from all directions were invited and they all

presented themselves at Ayodhya. They all bowed at Rama's feet

making a show of great love and making huge offers n 680 ti

These emperors presents to Rama sovereigns from their respective

states as well as beautiful women-slaves. They also offered rarest of

rare pearls, jewels and robes n 681 n

Quality horses, pearls, jewels and elephants were given as offering.

Also given among presented were chariots, rubies, robes and invaluable

jewels H 682 ti

At places stand as an offering elephants decorated with white pearls and

at others horses with embroidered coverings; these horses dance as if

they were enacting a scene of war n 683 n

At places are elephant-riders wearing armours, and at others fine quality

horses are being given in present. The kings who gave presents of red

rubies and blue jewels had had a glimpse of Rama, fully armed n 684 n

At one place a king presents him with silken robes of golden hue and

diverse kinds of ornaments. At another place are being sent vestures

shining like the Sun towards the residence of Sita n 685 n

Someone is sending ornaments for Sita shining like the Sun. Many
ornaments are also being sent to the mothers of Rama. Many feel

envious looking at these ornaments n 686 n

Proclamations were made an all the four directions about having been

Rama made the king. Sita also sat by his side and she looked like a

bloomed garden. The invitee kings were sent to far off places with

Rama's royal umbrella. These kings observed great festivities by

humiliating many n 687 n

Thus a long time passed under the reign of Rama. Rama ruled with

great pride. Epistles of victory were despatched to all sides. Rama used

to sit under a white royal umbrella and looked splendid it 688 n
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1

Everybody was given wealth through different kinds of gifts. Now
people saw the real image of Rama. Rama came to be known to

everyone as the annihilator of those who revolted against *Vishnu and

other gods as well as the master of Sita n 689 n

Everybody accepted Rama as an incarnation of Vishnu and many took

him as a great giver to mankind. This splendour of Rama spread far and

wide. Rama, the enemy of Ravan, was acknowledged as a Chakravarti

(Universal) king n 690 ii

He was the perfect Yogi among the Yogis, a great god among the gods

and the greatest king among the kings. He was a bitter enemy of the

enemies and a perfect saint among the saints. He was a great being

capable of destroying all maladies and evils n 691n

He was a god for women and king for men. He was a great warrior

among the soldiers and a great user of weapons for his companions. He

was creator of Vedas and Shiva for his devotees (ganas). Among yogis

he was great yogi and of the kings, the great king u 692 n

He was a liberator, ameliorator, image of a sidha, bestower of

knowledge and treasure-house of material and spiritual gifts. Rama
appeared to one in the image as the devotee conceived him n 693 u

All armed warriors saw him as adept in weapons. All enemies of gods.

i.e. demons hid themselves as they saw him as their killer. In whatever

image one thought of Rama, the latter appeared to one in the same

form ii 694 n

Anant Tuka BhujangPrayat Chhand
A long time of Rama's reign passed and the great vanquisher won many

wars. Rama's sway ran in all four directions. That is why he came to be

known as a chakravarti king n 695 n

BhujangPrayat Chhand
All the sages, beginning with the earliest Angustya and through Bhring.

Angira, Vyas and Vasishat and upto Visvamitra, Valmiki, Aitreya,

Durvasa and Kashyap, came n 696 it

When Rama saw all these sages having come over, the lord of Sita and

of the world rushed to touch their feet. He offered seats to them and

washed their feet. These great sages were pleased and blessed

him ii 697 H

t
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A serious dialogue took place between Rama and the sages. If I narrtae

the entire account, it will increase the volume of the book. He bid

goodbye to the sages with huge presents. They were pleased and left for

their places 11 698 u

In the meantime there came a brahmin whose son had just died. 'My

son should get back life today or I shall curse you,' (said he). Rama
thought of the matter in his heart and immediately left towards west in

his aircraft n 699 n

In the north-western direction, a Shudra hung upside down in a well : he

was meditating on God. Rama killed him with his own hands n 700 ii

The brahmin's son came to life, and the brahmin's sorrow ended.

Rama's grandeur spread all around. He ruled over Ayodhya for a

thousand years and his writ ran everywhere ii 701 ii

Rama subdued kings of various countries and he came to be known as

great vanquisher throughout the three worlds. He appointed Bharat a

minister and the sons of Sumitra, Lakshman and Shatrughana,

commanders of army u 702 u

Mritgat Chhand
At the doorsteps of the wise great sage Rama are blown the trumpets.

His eulogies are sung in each home on the earth and in heaven n 703 u

The well-built great Rama, the master of the world, is the object of

obeisance for all sages. He chose people from the earth to provide them

joy and remove their suffering n 704 n

People acknowledged him as anihilator of enemies and remover of

sorrows. Everybody in the town of Ayodhya lived in peace because of

the blessings of the uniquely handsome Rama n 705 n

Anaka Chhand
He is God; is free from transmigration; is invincible; and

fearless m 706 ii

He is beyond birth; absorbs all unto himself and is

unconquerable n 707 u

BhujangPrayat Chhand
One day Rama sent for Sumitra's son, Shatrughana; the Ravan's enemy,

Rama, made him Mathura's king. There lived a mighty demon, named

Lavanasur, who had been blessed by Shiva with his trident u 708 n
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Rama gave him an arrow incanted with a mantra. It was enough as it

was given by the embodiment of dharma. Rama also told him to fight

with that demon only when you find him without that trident 11 709 11

Shatrughana bowed his head and left with the incanted arrow. He
walked like Shiva, the victor of demon, named Tripur. As he saw the

enemy without the said trident, he took the opportunity and began

fighting furiously it 710 n

The badly wounded warriors began to flee. The crows began crowing

and the houris wandered in the battlefield. The helmets began to be split

with arrows, and the highly decorated kings began showing anger in the

field ofbattle n 711 n

Then the demon, highly enraged, turned around and showered arrows

on Rama's brother. Shatrughan took up the arrow that Rama had given

to kill the enemy and shot it after reciting Durga's eulogy n 712 n

The enemy was wounded, felt dizzy and fell down. Thus, Shatrughan

killed the enemy. The gods in heaven felt pleased and showered

flowers. The demon who caused suffering to all was killed and all

'sorrows ended n 713 ii

The demon, Lavan, was thus killed in a moment. At this all saints were

pleased and the enemies felt sad and fled from the town to save their

lives. Now Shatrughan made Mathura his residence n 714 n

After killing Lavan, Shatrughan ruled over Mathura. All the warriors

came to felicitate him. The wicked were removed from the ideal place

like Mathura. He ruled there as Rama had been ruling in

Ayodhyan 715 n

With the death of Lavan all the wicked were annihilated Slogans of

victory were raised from the town of Mathura and from all directions

around. His fame spread far and wide, beyond the ocean and

Vindhyachal mountains n 716 n

Now Sita is exiled

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
On this side Shatrughan did so, and on the other Ravan's killer, Rama,

said to Sita lovingly : 'a garden be set up which should be unparallel in

beauty. It should be so excellent that even the beauty ofNandan garden

should look faded in face of it' ii 717 n
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Folowing command of Rama, the fount of dharma, a very beautiful

garden was set up. That garden seemed to be decorated with pearls and

rubies. Even the garden of Indra felt shy in face of it n 718 n

The garden was so decently decorated with pearls and rubies that the

gods acknowledged it the second heaven. Rama went over there along

with Sita and many other beautiful maids n 7 1 9 ti

A beautiful palace was got erected therein for Rama, the fount of

dharma, to sleep. In that palace, Rama enjoyed himself as the time and

occasion demanded i! 720 n

Then the ladies got news that Sita was pregnent. Now Sita said to Rama
that she has roamed enough in the garden and that she be allowed to

leave from here now. She asked her beloved husband to allow her

this ii 72 1 ti

Rama sent Lakshman with Sita and they left. Lakshman left her in the

dense forest dotted with tall trees of saland tamalw 722 n

When Sita found herself alone in the forest, she realized that Rama had

exiled her. She wept bitter and loud in a painful voice. Her painful cries

were like those of a warrior when hit by an arrow at some soft

target n 723 n

Muni Valmiki heard her cries. He gave up his vow of silence and left

towards Sita shouting for her. He took Sita along and went to his place.

This deed of his was like reciting Durga's name n 724 n

Here Sita gave birth to a son who resembled Rama. He had the same

complexion and features. It seemed as if Rama had given out a part of

himself ti 725 it

The great sage brought up the child who was as beautiful as the moon.

The child resembled the sun during the day. One day the sage went out

for the evening worship. At that time Sita also along with the child went

out to bathe n 726 n

When the sage came out of his meditation, he felt rather aggrieved at

not finding the child there. He immediately took some grass in hand and

created a child who exactly resembled the first n 727 n

When Sita came back she found there another child resembling her son.

Sita asked the sage : 'You have been very kind to me and blessed me

with two sons' n 728 n
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Thus concludes the Chapter dealing with the birth of two sons in

"Rama Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
On one side the children were being brought up and on the other the

king of Ayodhya invited brahmins to perform a yajna. At this time he

let loose a horse. Shatrughan followed that horse along with a huge

army n 729 u

This horse passed through different countries but no king dared rein the

horses. Even the greatest of emperors, accompanied by huge armies fell

at the feet of Shatrughan n 730 ii

Wandering about in all directions, the horse reached the ashram of

Valmiki. Both Lav and his comapnions read the epistle pasted on

horse's head. They felt very enraged and frightening at this ti 731 ii

They tied the horse to a tree. Shatrughan and his army also saw them.

Some of the soldiers in the army shouted at the children : 'Where are

you taking this horse ? Let it be left loose or be prepared for a

battle ii 732 ii

When these children, who were well armed heard of battle, they

immediately showered arrows on the enemy. The soldiers also took up

weapons and began fighting. Lav rushed ahead and thrust himself in the

enemy ranks ii 733 ii

Innumerable warriors were killed and many fell down unconscious.

Dust was raised all around. The warriors hurled weapons and heads of

many were cut-offand lay scattered n 734 n

The bodies of dead horses covered the entire passage. Elephants and

horses were also seen pacing about without their riders. Warriors fell

down devoid of wepaons. Ghosts, witches and houris wondered about

smiling $i 735 n

Drums were beaten aloud, warriors clashed and weapons were hurled.

Arrows were shot and they created strange paintings (with sprinkled

blood). The mighty soldiers in the field felt very enraged n 736 u

Chachari Chhand
Swords were raised up, shown, swung about and struck n 737 n

The enemy was put in delusion, swords were shown again, swung and

struck ii 738 n

Many swords were raised and struck on the target n 739 u
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Swords were taken out, enemies challenged and attacked with the

daggers n 740 h

The warriors were raised up, felled down, made to flee and shown the

way ii 741 n

Arrows were shot, arrows"were taken on, enemies were frightened and

killed ii 742 ii

Anaka Chhand
When hit by the arrows they fled the field. Commanders were killed and

army scattered ii 743 n

They left the horse and ran to Rama. They wept bitterly but dare not go

in the presence ofRama u 744 n

They told Rama : 'Lav has killed many of us and defeated our army.

Those small kids fought fearlessly and won the battle' n 745 n

Rama asked Lakshman to go along with a huge force. He also told

Lakshman not to kill the children but to bring them as prisoners to

him ii 746 n

Following Rama's order, Lakshman prepared his force and left. Both

the earth and the ocean trembled as they left n 747 n

The sky was overcast with dust raised by the army. Soldiers came from

all directions and they repeated god's name n 748 n

Arrows were showered and the young felt inspired. Banners were

raised. Soldiers clashed from very close quarters u 749 n

They came near the children and said aloud and laughingly : O,

children! give up your obstinacy n 750 n

Dohara
The children said to Lakshman : We will not give up the horse. You
also give up all anxiety and fight along with your entire army n 751 n

Anaka Chhand
Lakshman roared. He took up the bow and shot many arrows. They

covered the sky like dark thick clouds n 752 n

On the other side, the gods look at the war and make cries in

amazement. The arrows are shot from this side and pieces of flesh fall

on the other ii 753 ii

Warriors roar. Trumpets are played. Arrows are shot. No one retracts

his steps ii 754 n
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Lakshman' s Address to Children

O kids! Listen, and do not clash. Bring the horse here and meet me.

You are not powerful enough 11 755 n
s

Give up your obstinacy and come. Do not fight. Comfe and meet me. Do
not have any fear n 756 n

The kids did not pay heed. They were rather proud (of their power).

They took up bows and roared. They did not retract even two

steps i! 757 ti

Ajaba Chhand
Both the brothers (Lav and Kush) were engaged in fighting. They

rained arrows. These arrows tested the valour of many n 758 ti

Many fell on the ground-cut into twos. Limbs of many were cut off. But

they remained engaged in the battle n 759 u

The 'rain' of arrows caused pools of blood. Many of the enemies were

killed and many got frightened n 760 ti

The best of men felt dizzy (when injured) and fell down. They were

profusely wounded but this did not dampen their spirits in any

way ii 761 n

Apurab Chhand
Innumerable were the killed ones. Many got killed and many accepted

defeat n 762 n

AH (the remaining) fled feeling ashamed. They fled frightened, saving

their lives n 763 n

Those who returned (to field) were killed. Many were wounded and

many fled n 764 u

The kids won. The warriors were fearful. They fought the battle in

highly enraged mood n 765 n

Both the brothers were expert swords men. They were great warriors.

They fought valiantly n 766 it

They stretched the bow and shot arrows. They fought valiantly. Seeing

them the army of warriors fled the field u 767 ii

Many got their limbs cut off and fled. The remaining ones engaged in

fighting ii 768 it

The army became chaotic and ran away. Lakshman regained his

patience and came back (to fight) n 769 n

Lav shot one arrow at the prince (Lakshman). It hit him in the forehead

and Lakshman fell down like a tree u 770 n
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Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the killing of Lakshman

Aruha Chhand
Making an offering of Lakshman to the battlefield, his army fled. These

soldiers reached where Rama was n 771 u

When the entire account of the event was given to Rama, he felt rather

aggrieved. Listening to this the mighty hero remained silent as if he

were a stone n 772 n

Then he sat together with his minister and the matter was discussed.

Now Bharat was asked to go, but he was also directed not to kill those

children but to bring them to Rama n 773 n

Bharat, with well-equipped army, left for the place where the young

boys wanted for them to fight. They were ready to kill the warriors by

shooting diverse kinds of arrows n 774 n

Sugriv, Vibhishan, Hanuman, Angad, Jamvant and others were taken

along Bharafs army. They sat out for them fi 775 n

When Bharat reached the field of battle, he saw both the boys. Both of

them looked so handsome that the gods as well as demons felt charmed

by their presence n 776 n

Bharat' s Address to Lav

.

Akara Chhand
O rishi boys ! Give me your pride and you all come over to me. I shall

give you clothes to put on and take you to Rama u 777 n

The boys were full of wrath on hearing this. They stretched the bows in

rage. They shot many kinds of arrows which rained like clouds in the

month of Savan n 778 n

Those hit by the arrows fell down. Some of them found their limbs and

others found their helmets and armours split open n 779 n

These arrows shot from beautiful bows at some places made coloured

images (with sprinkled blood) and at others got thrust into the bodied of

enemies. At places blood gushed forth from wounds and at others

streams of blood flowed in flood ii 780 n

At places ghosts and witches cry and at others are seen moving the

headless bodies. At places dance the ghosts of warriors and at others the

dakinis sprout fire n 781 h

Those wounded in the battlefield have their robes drenched in blood.

On the one side, soldiers flee the field and on the other warriors enter

the field to continue fighting n 782 ii
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On one side warriors stretch bows and shoot arrows at enemy targets

and on the other many die of exhaustion as they flee the field : the latter

fail to find a place in heaven n 783 n

Innumerable elephants and horses were engaged in the battle, but not a

single of them survived. Then came forwafd the king of Lanka,

Vibhushan, and clashed with the young boys it 784 u

Bahora Chhand
The son of Rama stretched the bow up to his ear and shot the arrow at

the heart of Lanka's king. The demon instantly fell down on the ground.

Finding him unconscious, the boys did not kill him n 785 n

Then Sugriv moved ahead and halted in front of them. He challenged

the boys saying : 'Where are you going, boys ? You can't save

yourself.' They shot an arrow targetting it at his forehead. It hit him on

the forehead, and he remained wonderstruck (and could not

react) n 786 n

On seeing this the entire monkey army moved up in rage. They

included Nal, Neel, Hanuman, Angad and others. The boys took up

three arrows in a turn and shot them all in forehead of each one of

them n 787 n

Those of the warriors who entered the battlefield got killed there. The

remaining ones fled the scene in a blank state of mind. The boys

continued much damage to Rama's army n 788 n

Anup Naraj Chhand
Seeing the wrath of as well as the strange way of shooting by the sons

of Rama the army of Vibhishan fled making a strange noise and then

began running in a circle. They feel the severe pain of the wounds

caused by arrows n 789 n

Many severly wounded by the sharp arrows move about; many cowards

flee from the scene and many warriors roar in the field; swords with

white and sharp edges began to be swayed and struck. Angad,

Hanuman, Sugriv and others in the battlefield felt weakened u 790 u

The demons began falling dead and they mistook the boys to be

demons with miraculous powers. They began to flee so as to save their

lives. The headless bodies also started getting up suddenly, but as soon

hit by the arrow they again fell on the ground w 791 n
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The warriors, hit by arrows, fall dead on the ground as do the trees

uprooted by storm. Their bodies are covered by dust and blood cornes

from their mouths. The vultures cry and fly aroqnd the field of battle.

Ghosts and dakinis (have taken blood to their fill and) belch n 792 n

The chief among the warriors began to fall as do rocks on arth. Blood

flowed from the bodies of fleeing soldiers. Frightening sounds came

from all sides. Sounds ofnafir(m instrument) were heard and warriors

again got ready. The boys shot arrows in anger and the wounded

warriors circled around n 793 u

Many soldiers got frightened and fled the field as they saw Bharat

fighting. The latter, in a rage, shot many arrows at the boys. On the

other side, the boys also became angry and shot an arrow aimed at

Bharat. The obstinate prince fell down unconscious : he lay like a tired

person ii 794 n

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the killling of Bharat

in "Rama Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak

Leaving Bharat lying (unconscious) on the ground, the frightened

soldiers fled. Falling over dead bodies and again getting up (as they fled

the field), they reached Rama and wept before him. When Rama heard

of Bharat's death in battle, he fell down. The one whom no grief could

affect felt deeply aggrieved ii 795 n

Now Rama, the king, himself set out to fight taking with him an army

of well-equipped warriors, who were beyond the fear of death, leaving

mid-way the ceremonies of yajna being performed. To punish the

guilty, he left amidst the sound of trumpets and roars of his army.

Arranging his regiments and arming his soldiers, he set out n 796 ii

Vultures are pleased and surprised. Jackals also howl. Meat-eating

animals also wander about. The goddess Durga gives out flames. It

seemed as if Shiva, Parvati's husband, danced his favourite tandav.

Cries of ghosts, witches and other evil spirits were also heard u 797 n

Tilaka Chhand
The soldiers clashed. Arrows were shot. Limbs were injured, and belly

straps of horses broken ti 798 ii

Soldiers fled when hit by arrows. Rama, the fount of dharma, saw all

this n 799 n

The enraged warriors were engaged in fighting. "O warriors ! tie these

boys immediately," (said Rama) n 800 u
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They came near. Besieged the boys. The boys as mighty as death were

besieged n 801 n

The boys shot arrows fearlessly. Many warriors fell. Many patient

soldiers ran away n 802 n

Cut off limbs fell (and lay scattered). Warriors fell down dead. The

powerful soldiers looked resplendent u 803 u

Those who flee do not look back and keep on running. They have given

up even Rama, the embodiment of dharma n 804 n

Their robes are changed. Their hair are loose. They have thrown away

weapons and are leaving through the sides of the battlefield n 805 n

Dohara
Many soldiers got killed from both the sides as the fighting continued

for two pahar (about three hours). After a while the entire army of

Rama was annihilated and only Rama remained (in the field) n 806 n

(Lav and Kush) fearlessly killed the three brothers and the entire army.

Now they challenged Rama to have a fight with them II 807 n

'Where have you, O King ofAyodhya, hidden yourself after having got

your entire army killed. Now come and fight with us
5

n 808 if

Rama saw that both the boys resembled him. Therefore, he smilingly

asked them : 'Who are your father and mother, O boys V w 809 n

Akara Chhand
His excellency Janak, the King of Mithila. He has a daughter, named

Sita, who is as pious and beautiful as the melodions lyric ii 810 n

She came to live in the forest. We are her children. Wr are brothers, O
King Rama ii 811 n

When Sita learnt of the episode and heard of Rama's arrival, she

recognized him, but uttered not a single word n 8 12 ii

She forbade her sons and told them that Rama is very powerful. You
have fought stubbornly against him. Even then she did not disclose her

relationship with him n 813 ii

The boys did not accept defeat, rather they shot arrows by stretching

their bows. They shot arrows of different kinds ii 814 u

Every limb of Rama was pierced through : his body was badly drilled.

All the sodiers saw that Rama had died fighting n 815 II

When Rama was taken to have been killed, the army conceded defeat.

They fled before the two young boys n 816 n
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They neither looked towards (the fallen) Rama, nor remembered him.

They fled the field towards their home n 817 n

Chaupai

Then both the boys surveyed the entire battlefield as if Shiva were

surveying his field. They hung the slain arms on the trees and took off

precious jewels off the dead bodies n 818 if

AH those who had fallen unconscious were brought to consciousness by

the boys. Then they went, with the horse, where Sita put up. She looked

at Rama's face and said : 'Sons ! you have made me a widow' u 819 h

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the killing of Rama in

"Rama Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak

Now begins the account ofhow Sita revived everybody

Sita's Address to her Sons

Chaupai
'Now bring the wood for me (my pyre). I must burn on my huband's

pyre. Hearing this sage Valmiki wept bitterly. All my joy is gone

because ofthese children ii 820 if

When Sita said that she will produce fire through her yogic powers

from her body itself and then burn herself in it, a revelation was heard

from above : 'O Sita ! have you become childish ?' n 821 ii

Arupa Chhand
Queen Sita heard this revelation. She brought and took water in her

hands n 822 u

Sita monologue

Dohara
"If she has ever thought of another man in 'thought, word and deed', all

/

these should come to life along with Rama," said Sita standing

there n 823 if

Arupa Chhand
All of them came to life. All their delusions were gone. They all gave

up their pride and fell at Sita's feet n 824 n

Then Sita came forward, the queen of the world, the epitome of dharma

and a known satin 825 n

Rama also liked her. He embraced her. He acknowledged in his heart

that she was satin 826 n
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Dohara
Persuading Sita in diverse ways, Rama left for Ayodhya along with Sita

and two sons 11 827 n

Chaupai
The boys were also persuaded through various ways. Thereafter Rama
and Sita set out for Ayodhya. The three of them adorned diverse kinds

of weapons and it seemed as if three Ramas were going n 828 n

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with the revival of Rama
along with three brothers and the entire army.

Now begins the account of Sita's entry into Ayodhya along with

her sons

Chaupai
Both the 'sons' touched the feet and the three 'mothers' embraced

them. Then Sita came and fell at their feet. Thus ended the period of

suffering n 829 n

Now the king of Ayodhya completed the asvamedh yajna. Two sons

added to the grandeur of his house. They had come home after winning

many countries n 830 n

All the rituals and ceremonies connected with the yajna were duly

performed. Ninty-nine yajnas were performed. At this even Indra felt

perplexed and fled u 831 n

Ten of these were rajsuya and twenty-one asavmedh. Several of these

related to the sacrifice of cow (gaumedh), he -goat (ajmedh) king

(bhoopmedh) and so on n 832 n

Six yajnas were nagmedh. These were such as even Janmejya could not

perform. How long should I give the catalogue ? I apprehend it will

increase the volume of the book w 833 n

Rama's reign continued over Ayodhya for ten thousand and ten years.

Then the time of death came near. The god of Death beat his drum even

on Rama's head n 834 ii

I bow variously before the Kal (Time-Death) which conquering the

world has controlled it. The drum of Kal has sounded on everybody's

head and neither a king or a pauper could conquer it ii 835 n

Dohara
He who surrenders himself to God is saved; otherwise none is saved of

him even if he be Krishna, Vishnu or Rama n 836 u
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Chaupai
Rama ruled in various ways. He overpowered kings of many countries

through diplomacy, money power, punishment and counter-intelligence.

He made his decrees operative through all these means n 837 n

He made each varna perform duties required of it. He made varna

system operative. He made Kshatriyas serve the brahmins and the

Vaishyas served the Kshatriyas considering them worth serving u 838 n

The Shudras were to serve all ; they did whatever they were asked to.

Rama always spoke of ruling as per the Vedas n 839 u

Rama killed Ravan and others after challenging them to fight. He also

ameliorated many kinds of his devotees. He levied tax on Lanka and

thus ruled in the world u 840 n

Dohara

Having annihilated the enemies, Rama ruled for many years. But

ultimately the life force of Kaushalya came out through her skull and

she died n 841 n

Chaupai
Last ceremonies of the dead were performed according to Vedic rites.

Rama went inside the house which lacked nothing n 842 n

Mother Kaikei was well served and all rituals were performed, but

death overlooked her. After her Sumitra breathed her last. Look ! how
the will of Kal (death) operates n 843 n

One day ladies of the palace persuaded Sita (to tell them as to how did

Ravan look like) and She made a sketch of Ravan on the wall. When
Rama came over and saw it, he became annoyed and thought to himself

as follows ii 844 n

Rama's monologue
If she had some attachment for Ravan, only then she would make and

look at a sketch of him. At this Sita became highly enraged. 'O my
Lord-husband ! you still putting a slur on my name,' said she n 845 ii

Dohara
'As Rama is in my heart and as I am true to him in word and deed, O
Mother-Earth, give me space and let me enter thee' ii 846 it

Chaupai
Hearing this, earth gave way and Sita disappeared into it. Seeing this

Rama felt startled and he gave up all hope of ruling any more ti 847 n
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Dohara
This world is like a house of smoke : nothing is permanent and eternal.

Sita had refused to live without Rama, and now Rama will not remain

alive without Sita n 848 n

Chaupai

Rama bade Lakshman to sit on the doorsteps and not allow anyone to

enter in. He entered the interior ofthe dwellings and discarded his body

to leave for the other world n 849 n

Dohara
Just as king Aj had become an ascetic in love for Indumati and

discarded his palace, similarly Rama discarded his body in separation

of Sita n 850 n

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with Rama opting for death

in separation of Sita in "Rama Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak

Now begins the account of death of three brothers and their

wives

Chaupai
There was chaos in the entire town. None seemed to be fully conscious.

Men and women faltered in their anguish as do the wounded soldiers in

the field before they fall u 851 if

The entire city was engulfed in anguish and anarchy. Even elephants

and horses began falling overwrought. Both men and women felt sad.

What is it that Rama has enacted u 852 n

Bharat went into meditation and produced fire from his body through

yogic powers. His breath went put breaking open the dasam (tenth)

davar(door). He did not retract going towards Rama n 853 n

Lakshman also performed various yogic methods and gave up his life

in the same way. Then Shatrughan, the killer of Lavanasur, breathed his

last. His spirit went away to rest in Lord's feet n 854 n

Lav and Kush now went where lay dead bodies of Rama and Sita, and

they cremated both of them. They also cremated the brothers of Rama.

The crown now rested on Lav's head n 855 n

As Rama's brothers were being cremated, their wives also came there

and they committed Sati v/ith their husbands. The responsiblity to rule

now fell on Lav's shoulders and he anointed the sons of three kings of

territories in three different directions n 856 n
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Kush took over the territories in the North and Bharat's son took over

in the East. Territories in the South came to Lakshman's son and in the

West to Shatrughan's n 857 n

Dohara
Rama's story, recited daily by people, will live for ever. Thus Rama
went to heaven along with the entire town ti 858 n

Thus concludes the chapter dealing with Rama's departure to

heaven along with the entire townsmen in "Rama Avtar" in

Bachitra Natak

Chaupai
He who sings or hears this story, sufferings and sins will not come near

him. The result of the devotion to Vishnu's incarnation will be that no

physical or mental ailment will ever affect him n 859 n

On first day of dark half ofAshad (Har) of Samvat 1755 was completed

this volume by God's grace. Any lapse may please be corrected n 860 n

Dohara
In the foot of a high mountain from where flow down hundreds of

streamlets was completed this story of Rama by the grace of the Lord

(God) ii 861 n

Merits and demerits of the story ( I have) not taken up : nor have (I

involved myself) in any controversy, discussion or polemic (on any

such point). The volume has been completed only through God's

grace n 862 n

Savaiya

Ever since I have united myself to Thy feet (O God !), none else (than

Thee) ever pleases me. The Puranas (Hindu scriptures) and the Quran

(Muslim scripture) call Thee by the name of Rama, Rahim, and such

other numerous names, but I owe allegiance to neither of these two

traditions. The smritis, sastras and Vedas (all Hindu scriptures) talk of

your different characteristics, but I accept none of these. O sword -

wielding Lord ! it is through Thy grace (that this narrative has been

completed) : it is, in fact, Thee who said it, otherwise I do not have the

capacity to say it n 863 u
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Dohara
Leaving aside ail other doors, O God, I have come to Thy Portal. It is

up to Thee to honour the commitment of protecting who is once

accepted under Thy shelter : I Gobind, am Thy slave if 864 n

Thus concludes the Ramayana or Rama's story in the Bachitra

Natak Granth.
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One Oankar

Victory be to the Wondrous Lord

Now begins the account of Krishna Avatar, i.e. the twenty-

first incarnation (of Vishnu)

Chaupai
Now I begin the account of Krishna; the Vishnu-incarnate, as to how he

acquired this human body. The earth, frightened of sins, went

staggering to the Lord-God n 1 n

Brahma also went to the ocean of (Kshir-sagaf) where sat the Lord. The
latter summoned Vishnu close to Him and asked him to take birth as

Krishna n 2 it

Dohara
In obedience to Lord's will and to provide comfort to the saintly,

Vishnu took birth in the Mathura area ii 3 n

Chaupai

All the events that took place in the life of Krishna are contained in the

tenth chapter of the Bhagavata Purana. It contains 1192 verses all of

which were adapted by the Guru while at Anandpur Sahib n 4 ti

Savaiya

If your grace is available to me, I can fill this account with good

qualities. Reflecting in mind on your qualities, I shall annihilate the

innumerable evils. Without the grace of the killer of Chand demon, I

cannot utter even a single word. It is only on the boat of your name that

I can get accross the world of poetry n 5 n

Dohara
O my mind, you remember Sharda, the possessor of innumerable

qualities. If she bestows her grace on me, only then can I complete this

work based on the Bhagavata Purana n 6 u -
(
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Kabitt /

Annihilator of all discomforts, provider of all spiritual powers,

responsible for taking across the world ocean those who seek shelter

and with wide beautiful eyes is Chandi. It is difficult to know Chandi's

origin, Chandi's end is immeasurable; saviour of those who seek shelter

and nourisher is Chandi. Killer of demons, annihilator of numerous

pains, saviour of the sinners from the clutches of the God of death is

Chandi. Chandi is capable of blessing and providing noble thoughts:

give your blessing to this servant so that he can complete this

volume ii 7 u

Savaiya

Chandi is the daughter .of mountain, killer of Mahikhasur demon;

handed over the regime to Indra after slaying Sumbh and Nisumbh

demons. He who serves by reciting divine name achieves the heart-felt

desires: in the entire manifest world, there is none else as great saviour

ofthe hapless 11 8 n

Earth's prayer before Brahma.

Savaiya

When the earth felt burdened under he weight of demons and their

frightenings, she took the form of a cow and went over to Brahma rishL

Brahma said that we two go together to great Vishnu and pray to him to

listen to our petition n 9 n

Led by Brahma, all these saintly people set out for that place. They all

prayed to Vishnu as if they were beaten by someone. The grandeur of

that scene has been captured by the poet's imagination in the following

words : they looked like that shopkeeper who having been looted goes,

led by the village chief, security officer and prays before him n 10 n

Taking along the hordes ofgods (and saints), Brahma reached the great

ocean. They recited their prayers to Him : 'Take us as your children and

destroy our opponents'. The four-headed Brahma fell at Lord's feet

who took pity finding him hapless.,The Lord asked Brahma to go and

that He will take birth to kill the demons n 1 1 n

Listening to this assurance of the Lord, all the gods felt pleased at heart.

They returned paying their obeisance, and they felt as if the three

worlds had become their territory. The poet imagined the grandeur of

that seemed as ifthe gods have brought back the hordes ofcows u 12 n
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Dohara
Then Lord summoned all gods and ordered : "You go and take birth in

human world, and I shall follow you soon" n 13 n

As the gods heard this, they paid obeisance innumerable times. They

took to human form along with their spouses n 14 n

Taking human form thus, all the gods came on the earth. Now I narrate

the account of respectable Devaki n 15 ii

Thus concludes the account narrating how Vishnu incarnated

himself,

An account of Devaki 's Birth

Dohara
She was the daughter of King Ugrasain and Devaki was her name. She

was born into this world on Monday ti 16 it

This concludes Chapter I dealing with Devaki 's birth.

Now begins the account of search of a match for Devaki

Ugrasain' s utterances :

Dohara
When that maiden came of age, the king asked the courtiers to search a

match for her n 17 n

The messengers were sent out who selected Vasudeva whose face was

handsome like Kamdeva's, had a prosperous house and knew the

mysteries of the Divine n 18 n

Kabitt

The king put a paste mark on Vasudeva's forehead, put a coconut in his

lap and blessed him. He spoke of the groom-to-be in words sweeter

than sweetmeats which was liked by people as well as the Lord. The

king said whatever came to his mind before the womenfolk back at

home. This matrimonial alliance was appreciated by the entire world

and they sang praises of it which echoes not through just one world but

beyond even twenty or thirty realms ii 19 n
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Dohara
On this side Kans and on the other Vasudeva began preparations for the

marriage. Everybody on earth felt pleased, and the music began to be

played n 20 n

An account of Devaki's marriage

Savaiya

The Brahmins were made to sit on the seats offered them with due

respects. They rubbed kumkum and put a paste-mark on Vasudeva's

forehead while reciting Vedic hymns. They sang eulogies while offering

flowers, and rice. On the occasion, bands, artists and other able persons

sang eulogies of their grandeur and received rewards n 21 n

Dohara
Vasudeva, the groom, made all preparations for the marriage party. He
now wanted to set out for Mathura for marriage u 22 n

When Ugrasain heard of Vasudeva's arrival, he sent his chaturangini

army beforehand to welcome him n 23 n

Savaiya

Both the sides moved ahead to meet together. They had tied red turbans

and seemed to be full of colour and juice. The poet perceived this

grandeur in imagination and narrated it in brief saying that they looked

like the fields with saffron grown in had set out to see the pleasing

ceremonies of marriage n 24 n

Dohara
Both Kans and Vasudeva embraced each other, and then began

showering choicest of ceremonial abuses on each other n 25 ii

Soratha

They all blew the trumpets and approached Mathura. Everyone was

pleased to look at this sight u 26 n

Savaiya

Hearing of the arrival of Vasudeva, all the women-folk got ready and

began dancing to the tune of music. They also called names to the on-

coming marriage party. The scene of the women standing on rooftops to

see the groom and his party has been given by the poet the metaphor of

gods' mothers sitting in their aircrafts to see this marriage it 27 n
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Kabitt

On Vasudeva's arrival, the king got an enclosure erected and felt rather

pleased to look at the groom's handsome face. Scent was splashed on

all. Songs were sung. The messenger who had selected Vasudeva was

given huge rewards. With one hand on his chest (heart) and head bowed

down, Ugrasain worshipped the groom with joy at heart. At this

moment of time, the king appeared to be like a golden cloud which

showered gold n 28 n

Dohara
Then Ugrasain sent for Kans to his presence. He asked him to go and

open up the stores to give maximum in charity n 29 n

Kans took out huge quantities of grains, etc. and took them to

Vasudeva. He bowed to him and made his prayer thus : n 30 n

"The marriage is fixed for tomorrow-night", Kans said to him.

Vasudeva's priest replied saying that their (Kans) decision pleases them

all ii 31 n

Then Kans came to his side and told the entire thing with folded hands.

When the Brahmins learnt that Vasudeva's party has agreed to their

suggestions they heartily blessed them n 32 u

Now is the time for marriage

Savaiya

The night went by and day dawned, and again night fell and fireworks

were lighted which spread colours of hundreds of flowers. Looking at

these fireworks afloat in the sky, the poet compares the scene with the

gods shooting paper-castles in the air n 33 n

The priest took Vasudeva along and left for Kans' palace. Looking at a

beautiful woman coming from the opposite, the priests threw down the

urn and ladoos (sweetmeats) therein got scattered on the ground. They

gathered together these scattered ladoos and then ate them up. Learning

of this, both sides of the Yadavas were variously laughed at n 34 n
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Kabitt

The women, dancing, calling names and slowly singing as they come,

are coming and getting seated. They have waists as thin as the lion's,

eyes as beautiful as those of the deer, and the gait as majestic as an

elephant's : they come thus and get seated. In the shine of pearls and

seated on the seats studded with jewels and rubies, the newly-weds look

majestic. Vedic hymns were chanted and gifts exchanged as, according

to the Divine Will, the marriage ceremony of seven circumambulations

around fire was completed n 35 11

Dohara
Vasudeva stayed there for the night, and getting up next morning, he

went up to his father-in-law, king Ugrasain n 36 n

Savaiya

Fully decorated elephants and horses as well as chariots thrice their

number were given. A lakh of warriors, a million of horses and

nunierous camels laden with gold were given. Infantry comprising total

of 360 million soldiers were also given : it seemed as if they were

supposed to protect other gifts. With a view to protecting all this, Kans

himselfbecame the charioteer of Devaki and Vasudeva n 37 n

Dohara
As Kans proceeded with all this contingent, he heard on the way an

invisible and ill-omened voice n 38 it

Revelation Addressed to Kans

Kabitt

The eradicator of suffering, the possessor of innumerable sidhis and the

benevolent God said through this revelatory voice : "O fool, where are

you taking forth your own death ? The eighth son of her (Devaki) will

cause your death." Kans felt startled, and he resolved in his mind to slay

them both with his sword. He wondered as to how long can this be kept

a secret and secured safety from them. Thus, benefit lies in destroying

the root of this fear ii 39 n

Dohara
Kans unsheathed his sword to kill both of them. Seeing this both

Vasudeva and Devaki felt frightened n 40 ii
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Vasudeva's Address to Kans

Dohara
The frightened Vasudeva said to Kans that he must not kill DevakL On
the other hand, O king, you may kill the offspring born of her n 41 u

Kans' Monologue

Dohara
It is possible that he may hide his offspring because of his attachment.

Thus, I think, they be put in imprisonment n 42 n

Vasudeva and Devaki Imprisoned

Savaiya

Kans chained them both and brought them back to Mathura. As people

heard this, they spoke very ill of Kans. Kans kept them prisoners in his

own house. He discarded the family tradition and made the servants

obey him alone in this job of keeping watch over the hostages n 43 n

Poet's Monologue

Dohara
Many a day passed by with the law and order disturbed in the kingdom

of Kans. Thus, as it were fated, the events took an entirely new

turn ii 44 li

Account of Devaki 's first-born son

Dohara
Devaki gave birth to her first son, named Kiratmati. Vasudeva took him

to Kans' palace n 45 n

Savaiya

When the father, with son in his lap, reached the royal portal, he asked

the gatekeeper to inform the king of his arrival. Looking at the small

kid, Kans felt pity and told him that he had forgiven him. Vasudeva

retraced his steps to his home, but he felt no joy in his heart ii 46 n

Vasudeva's Monologue

Dohara
Vasudeva thought that Kans is an evil mind. His apprehension will

make him kill the kid ii 47 n
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Narad Rishi's Advice to Kans

Dohara
At that time Narad rishi came to Kans and drawing eight lines before

him told him a secret n 48 n

Kans' Address to Servants

Savaiya

When the king heard what Narad had said to him, he felt convinced. He
told his servants in symbolic words to instantly kill the tiny boy.

Following his order, they ran after Vasudeva and thrashed the child on

the stone like hammer and thus separated the soul from the body u 49 n

Killing of the First Son

Savaiya

Another son born to Devaki and Vasudeva was also got killed, by the

foolish Kans through his servants, by thrashing him against the stone,,

and thereafter returned to them. The entire city felt rather disturbed on

hearing of this deed. This tumult seemed to the poet like the sounds of

weeping amongst the gods on the death of Indra it 50 n

Another son was born to them whom they named Jai, but he was also

thrashed against a stone and killed by Kans. Devaki pulled her hair in

grief and she wept like the kunj (cranelike grey coloured bird-florican)

crying in the sky at the end of the spring season, ii 51 ii

Kabitt

The fourth son was born to them, and he was also killed by Kans; this

put the fire of grief in their hearts aflame. This woman (Devaki) is

caught in the web of attachment, and as a result of her being

continuously in grief the shine and grace of her face are gone. 'O God
(says Devaki), what kind of Master you are and what kind of protege

we are that we do not get respect nor do we enjoy good health. We are

being laughed at even at the death of our son. O Eternal Lord, this

ridicule of yours pinches us like a sharp arrow u 52 n

Savaiya

When Kans learnt of the birth of the fifth son, he killed him also by

striking him against a stone. Consequently, his life took the way
towards heaven and his body was perhaps thrown into the Jamuna.

Hearing this, Devaki heaved cold and deep sighs, and felt so pained by

the sense of infatuation as if this latter were born of her n 53 n
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Devaki's Utterances

Kabitt

When Kans killed Devaki's sixth son also, she prayed to God ; O
Master, listen. O God, make us not orphans. Either kill us or kill Kans.

Kans is a great sinner whose name people recite; either make us also

(devoid of conscience) like masses or help us live in comfort. Listen to

my prayers and come to our aid as promptly as you had come to save

the elephant of a crocodile. Now please make not any delay and do

either for us n 54 n

Balbhadra's Birth

Savaiya

When Balbhadra was conceived, both the parents sat together and

reflected on the matter. With the help of mantra-power they were able

to transplant the foetus from Devaki's to Rohini's womb. Vasudeva felt

rather afraid apprehending Kans might kill this child also. It seemed as

if Sheshnag has taken this new form to see this world n 55 it

Krishna's Birth

Dohara
Both of them began remembering with extreme piety the Lord who is

creator of both Vishnu and Krishna. Krishna had taken birth in human

form in order to save this world full of sins n 56 n

Savaiya

Wearing armour on the body, conch-trident shell and mace in hands,

wearing sword and bow, and wearing yellow robes Vishnu, in the form

of Krishna, came out ofthe womb of sleeping Devaki. She gave birth in

sleep and felt afraid at this. She did not take the child as her son, but

took him as Vishnu. She bowed and fell at his feet n 57 ii

Dohara
Devaki acknowledged him as Vishnu, and not her son. She realized the

truth, and Krishna also made this wall ofmaya firm n 58 n

As Krishna took birth, the gods felt pleased. "The enemies will be

destroyed and we shall get comfort," they thought n 59 n
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The gods were pleased and they showered flowers because the

eradicator of suffering and mower of the wicked had taken birth in the

world ii 60 ii

When Devaki heard with her own ears the shouts of victory and joy, she

felt afraid and thought as to who made this noise u 61 ii

Vasudeva and Devaki thought among themselves. They felt further

frightened when they thought of Kans, the butcher u 62 n

Savaiya

Both ofthem thought among themselves that the king might not kill this

child also. "He should be left in the house ofNand : "They finally opted

for this scheme. The child-Krishna said : "Have no fear in heart. You
may even go (to Nand) beating drums. Saying this he spread his maya
all around. God Himself seemed to be redolent in the body of this

child li 63 ii

Dohara
As soon as Krishna was born to them, Vasudeva vowed to give away

ten thousand cows in charity n 64 n

Savaiya

As soon as King Ugrasain's son-in-law left, the doors of the house

opened of their own. Vasudeva moved ahead with joy and entered the

Yamuna. The water of Yamuna rose up to have a glimpse of Krishna,

but Vasudeva lifted him with the might of his arms. Both the water and

Krishna had the same feeling : They were fed up with the filth of sin in

this world I! 65 n

Dohara
When Vasudeva set out along with Krishna, the latter spread the net of

maya as a result of which all the demons who were on duty as

watchmen fell asleep n 66 ii

Savaiya

With Kans' fear in mind, when Vasudeva put his feet in the waters of

the Yamuna, the latter swelled up for the sake of some old love so as to

touch Krishna's feet. The beauty of this scene has been felt by the poet

thus : Yamuna swelled up to touch Krishna's feet taking him her

spouse ii 67 ii
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Dohara
When Yashoda went to sleep maya took birth as a girl-child : Vasudeva

put Krishna by her side and took up her newly-born daughter in his

lap i! 68 ii

Savaiya

Taking maya along, Vasudeva immediately hastened to his prison-

house. All the watchmen were asleep, with no anxiety of what happened

inside or outside. As he reached near Devaki all the doors got shut

automatically. When the girl-child got up and wept, the watchmen got

up and conveyed the news to Kans n 69 n

When the girl-child wept, all of them (watchmen) heard her weeping.

They ran to Kans' palace and told him of the birth of his enemy. Kans

took up sword and holding it tight in his hands went there. Look at what

this fool is going to do : he is going to take poison n 70 n

Devaki embraced the 'daughter' close to her chest. She said : O fool,

listen. You killed my sons, possessing fire-like beauty and majesty by

thrashing them against a stone. Kans snatched the child from her and

said : I shall kill her also as I killed them. Suddenly she rose up as

lightning in the sky : the Protector-Lord of all saved this girl-child

also ii 71 ii

Kabitt

Kans felt enraged at heart and thinking many schemes asked his

servants to kill her : this was the king's order. Taking her in hand, they

wanted to strike her against a stone : for him, for the security of his

throne, nothing was sinfuL Although the killer held a tight grip on her

yet this death of Kans gets out of the grip of her own. Adding to her

maya and making it audible to all, she slipped away from this earth as

mercury scatters when put on the palm h 72 n

Savaiya

Now this maya appeared with her eight arms, holding weapons in each

hand. She spit out fire and said : O unwise king, your enemy has took

birth elsewhere. There was lightning in the sky as a result of which the

hearts of enemies were filled with terror. "She will kill Kans and us

all"- this was the fear the demons held in their hearts n 73 n
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Vasudeva and Devaki Released

Savaiya

When Kans heard this with his own ears, he returned home slandering

the gods. "I was made to kill my sister's childrn by telling me a

falsehood"- so saying he bowed his head on Devaki' s feet. He
exchanged many pleasantries and with these he was able to please

Vasudeva and Devaki. He was pleased in heart, sent for the ironsmith

and got their chains cut off 1 1 74 n

Thus concludes the acount of Devaki and Vasudeva's release in

the "Krishna Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak Granth.

Kans holds discussion with his ministers.

Dohara

Kans summoned all his ministers and held discussions with them. All

the newly-born kids in my kingdom be killed forthwith, he

ordered u 75 n

Savaiya

This story from the Bhagvata Parana has been retold truthfully. I

narrate from the same Purana as to how Vishnu was born as Krishna in

the Braj region. Hearing of this news from the earth, all the gods in the

sky and all men and women on earth felt pleased. Learning of the

incarnation of the great Incarnate, there were celebrations in all

houses ii 76 ii

When Yashoda got up, she saw her son and began singing lullabies to

him. She gave away a lot in charity to brahmins, singers and other

artists. When the women folk of Braj learnt of the birth of a son to

Yashoda, they hastened to her house wearing red scarfs (dupattas). It

seemed as if in a day with dark clouds red rubies are scattered about in

the sky ii 77 u

Nand's Address to Kans

Dohara
Nand, the village head, went to Kans with an offering/ He made the

petition before him that a son is born in his house n 78 ii

Dohara
When Vasudeva learnt that Nand is leaving back for his home, he told

that 'you face a grave danger, listen to this secret, O chief of

herdsmen' n 79 n
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Kan's Address to Bakasur ( a demon in the form of a crane)

Savaiya

Kans said : "Listen, O Bakasur. You do this job today for me. All the

children newly born in this country be killed immediately. One of these

childern is said to be the cause of my death, and I am highly frightened

of this." At that time Kans was rather upset at heart as if his body was

getting lifeless because of the bite of a black cobra w 80 n

Putana's Address to Kans

Dohara N

Listening to this, as she was also there Putana said to Kans : "I shall go

and kill all the children so that your suffering is ameliorated" ii 81 n

Savaiya

She got up with bowed head saying : "I shall put a paste of sugar-

coated poison on the nipples of my breasts. The child will lose life as

soon as he sucks my breast. O wise, noble king : take it as truth that I

shall despatch to heaven the cause of your death. You may rule

fearlessly and hence no anxiety in mind n 82 n

Dohara
That sinner woman took it upon herself to kill Vishnu-incarnate

Krishna. The wicked woman did her make-up with all sixteen arts and

reached Gokul it 83 it

Savaiya

She put collyrium in the eyes and put a bindi on the forehead. She put

armlets on her beautiful arms. She had a thin waist like a lion's and the

anklets produced sweet sound. She wore a necklace of pearls and, thus

dressed, went to the house of Nand. The scent redolent in the body

spread all around. Looking at her face, even millions of moons felt

ashamed n 84 ii

Yashoda's address to Putana

Dohara
Yashoda gaj/e her great honour and gave her a seat to sit on. Then she

asked in a sweet tone : O maid! tell me the purpose of your visit u 85 n
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Putana to Yashoda

Dohara

O lady! a son is born to you-an exceptionally handsome son. Give him

to me so that I can breastfeed him : thus, he will turn out to be a great

monarch n 86 n

Savaiya

Yashoda put Krishna in Putana' s lap : the latter thus invited her own
death. This wicked woman was fortunate enough that she breastfed him.

While sucking her breast for milk, Krishna sucked out her very life as

. leecher's wife puts a leech on one's body who spares the skin but sucks

blood only h 87 n

Dohara
Putana committed so heinous a sin that even the hell itself felt

frightened. At last she said : ieave me, O Lord.' She went to heaven for

having remembered Lord at the last moment n 88 n

Savaiya

The dead body of Putana lengthened itself to six kos, her belly looked

like a pond, and her mouth was like a canal. Her arms became two

banks and her long tangled hair on the belly looked like weed scattered

upon the pond. Her head now looked like the top of Sumer mountain

and her eyes turned into deep, wide pits. The eye balls looked like two

cannon-mouths fixed on a king's fort u 89 ii

Dohara
Taking her breast in his mouth, Krishna went to sleep. The natives of

Braj ran towards them, and they immediately lifted Krishna up n 90 u

People cut Putana's body into pieces and got it together. They put

firewood around it and immediately set it on fire n 91 ii

Savaiya

When Nand returned to Gokul, he felt highly astonished on learning of

all this. People of Braj told him of the Putana annecdote which made

him fearful at heart. He thought that the warning Vasudeva had given

him proved true. He gave a lot in charity on that day to the brahmins

who gave him their blessings n 92 n
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Dohara
The Merciful Lord has been born as a child. First of all, He liberated

Putana and thus unburdened earth n 93 11

Thus concludes the chapter on Putana 's death in the Bachitra

Natak Granth as adapted from the tenth chapter of Purana. .

Now begins the account ofnaming ceremony

Dohara
Then Vasudeva took his family priest, Garg, near to him and said :

'Please do me the favour of going to Nand's house in GokuP u 94 u

There is my son and you may perform his naming ceremony. Listen one

thing more : let this secret be between you and me n 95 n

Savaiya

The family-priest abided by what Vasudeva had said and hastened to

Gokul. He went to Nand's house where Nand's wife gave him great

respect. The child should be called by the name of Krishna, the brahmin

said and everybody accepted it. Then he studied the time and the stars

and told them about the unique fiuture ofthe child n 96 ii

Dohara
Garg reflected in his mind and gave 'Krishna' as name to the child. He
is the one whose feet are served by Lakshmi and who seems akin to

Vishnu himself u 97 n

The fair-skinned Vasudeva was bom in the Satiyuga and the golden-

skinned Rama in Treta; but being dark-skinned and wearing yellow

clothes is not the sign of mortals n 98 n

Savaiya

Then Nand gave grains in charity to Garg who took it all and came to

the bank of Yamuna. He tied dhoti around his waist, took his bath and

then made offerings to God as well as gods. At that time, Nand's son

(Krishna) also reached there, and accepting the offering from Garg's

hand put it in his mouth. The brahmin looked at this all in astonishment

and felt that the child had made his food impure by his touch n 99 ri

Then the brahmin thought to himself that he is not an ordinary child but

God himself. God might have created this child by amalgamating mana
(mind), five elements and soul. I merely remembered of Nand's son; it

was my delusion. This brahmin could not recognize and his intelligence

was overcast as the tailor covers the body with cloth n 100 it
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When Krishna did the same thrice, the brahmin felt annoyed. Mother

Yashoda also felt irritated and embraced her son. Then Krishna spoke

out : "It is not my fault. He remembered me (to accept his offering)."

Now the brahmin realized the secret and getting up he fell at Krishna's

feet M 101 ii

Dohara
Nand gave as much to the brahmin as one can say. Garg left for his

home with great rejoicing in heart n 102 n

Thus concludes the Fourth Chapter on Naming Ceremony of

"Krishna Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak Granth.

Savaiya

Vishnu incarnated himself as child and enjoys the swing. The mother

pushes the swing with much affection. The beauty of this scene has

been said by the poet as follows : just as the earth provides nourishment

to the wicked though with a heavy heart, similarly Yashoda brings up

the enemy of the demons (Krishna) knowing full well the difficulties

ahead n 103 ii

Whenever Vishnu-Krishna felt hungry, he sought the breast of Yashoda.

If mother did not get up, he felt annoyed and shook the earth by

repeatedly striking his feet. The vessels full of oil and ghee fell down
and their contents got splashed on earth. The poet saw this scene in his

imagination. The town became full of shouts and noise and it was

looking as if all sorrow from earth's mind was wiped off n 104 n

All the populace of Braj came running and they all embraced Krishna.

AH the womenfolk of Braj began singing songs of joy. The earth has

not shaken and this miracle has happened-the women spoke out the

secret. Everybody felt surprised on listening to this, but nobody felt

throughly convinced of its truth n 105 n

Nand and Yashoda invited all the people of Braj and gave them in

charity many things by touching them to Krishna's head and other

limbs. Many beggars were also given alms. They gave away in charity

robes of different colours so as to please the different stars. They gave

away a lot which ameliorated the sufferings ofmany n 106 n
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Kans to Trinavrat

Aril

When Kans heard that Putana has been killed in Gokul, he sent for

Trinavart and asked him to go there and kill Nand's son by thrashing

him as we thrash a stone to break it n 107 11

Savaiya

Abiding by Kans' command, he immediately left for Gokul. He took the

form of a huge whirlwind and made a strong wind blow. Having a

foreknowledge of all this, Krishna made himself greatly heavy, and as

soon as this 'whirlwind' (Trinavrat) struck against him, it fell down on

earth. The eyes of the people got filled with dust and this Trinavrat flew

away into the sky taking Krishna along n 108 n

When they reached high in the sky, Krishna made himself heavy like a

great rock. He took a furious form, fought against the demon and

wounded him. Then Krishna cut off the enemy's head with the help of

his ten nails. The headless body of Trinavrat fell down on the earth like

a felled tree or like a lemon falling from the branch n 109 n

Thus concludes the chapter on slaying of Trinavrat in "Krishna

Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak GrantL

Savaiya

The people of Gokul felt hapless in the absence of Krishna and getting

together began searching out for him. After a long search, they found

him twelve kos out of Gokul. Everybody embraced him and they all

sang songs ofjoy. The grandeur of this scene has been so said by the

poet : ii 110 ii

Seeing the frigthening form of the demon, people of Gokul were afraid.

What to speak of mortals, even the heart of god-king (Indra) felt rent

apart. It was such a huge and frigthening figure whom Krishna killed in

an instant. When Krishna returned home, people shared those details

with one another ii 1 1 1 ii

Giving a lot in charity to the brahmins, mother Yashoda once again

began playing with the child. As soon as she puts her finger on or near

his lips, he gives out a broad smile. At this Yashoda gets mighty

pleased at heart : what else can be said of her joy. The beauty and

grandeur ofthis scene highly pleased the poet's heart as well n 1 1 2 n
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Now Krishna showed the entire universe in his mouth.

Savaiya

With an increased affection in her heart for the child, Yashoda began

feeding Krishna. At that time, Krishna had an idea and he yawned.

Yashoda felt astonished and she developed the dubiety. As she saw the

entire universe (maya) in his open mouth, she immediately covers his

face with her own hand n 1 13 n

Krishna crawls on his knees within the house and mother compares his

movements variously. Krishna looked the mine ofjewels and the cows

of Nand were his companion jewels. Yashoda feels as pleased looking

at the 'sons' as lightning shines among dark clouds. Why should a

mother not feel pleased in whose house is born the amalgamated form .

ofthe three gods-Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva n 1 14 n

Neighbours of Gokul got prepared a three-wheeler walker to enable..

Krishna learn the surroundings. They would put him on the walker and \

take him to their courtyards. Then Yashoda would take him up in her

lap to breast feed him. At that moment Krishna immediately goes to

sleep. The poet felt ratherjoyous in his heart at this n 1 15 n

Dohara
As soon as his sleep was broke, Krishna would instantly get up. He
would make gestures with his wide beautiful eyes to play ii 1 16 u

Thus Krishna played many a lila at Braj. Now I narrate his life-story as

he learnt how to walk : let all men and women listen to it n 1 17 u

Savaiya

As Krishna was one year old, he was able to stand and walk on his feet.

Yashoda felt very happy at this and began walking after him. She told

all the womenfolk of this development and Krishna's fame spread far

and wide in the world. All the beautiful maidens left for him as a stone

gets set in a ring i! 118 n

Krishna, along with other cowherds of Gokul, would go to play at the

bank of Yamuna. They imitate the birds in their gait and speech. Then

they sit on the upraised sand and clap together. The poet describes their

beauty and says that they sing sweet songs n 1 19 H
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Krishna and his companions play hide and seek in the groves on the

bank of Yamuna. They swim across the river, come back and rub their

bodies on sand again. Again, theyjump into the river and swim over its

water. Then they strike head against the other's like two fighting

rams n 120 it

As Krishna returned home, he would have his meals and begin playing

again. The mother complains that he does not remain within the house

but rushes out to play. The poet describes this scene saying that the

Master ofGokul got attached to the streets of Gokul. He will ask others

to play hide and seek and gopas would get engrossed in it n 121 u

Krishna, thus, continues playing on the bank of Yamuna along with

other children. They would climb the tree, throw away a small stick,

and then all of them run to find that stick. The poet envisioned this

grandeur as if Infinite Lord were playing in the company of many. To
see the spactacle, thousands of munis and yogis are sacrifice unto the

majesty ofthis scene it 122 ii

This was the account of play with the cowheads in "Krishna

Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak Granth.

Now begins the account of Krishna stealing butter to eat.

Savaiya

Under the excuse of playing at home, Krishna would enter in and eat

butter. He would then make gesture with eyes to his companions to

come and share the butter with them. Whatever was left behind, he

would take in hand and offer to a monkey. The poet says that in this

way Krishna teases the womenfolk ofGokul n 123 »

When Krishna had eaten the butter, these women went to Yashoda and

complained : "O wife of the chief, listen to us. Krishna has thrown their

vessels of curd and butter. Fearing Krishna, we used to keep them at a

height. The scoundrel mounting up through pasties eats butter and

absuses us further n 124 n

In a house wherein they find no milk or butter, they shower absuses and

make noise. If one gets irritated considering them kids, they beat him

with the stick. If a woman happens to rebuke them, they spare not even

her hair and pull them off. Thus, O Yashoda, listen to what your son is

doing and he does not stop short of creating mischief n 125 n
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When Yashoda listened to this from the women, she felt vexed at heart.

At that very moment Krishna returned home and she feels pleased

looking at him. Then Krishna spoke out : These milk-woman are bent

upon annoying me. They blame me for stealing curd and butter before

my mother. They will not come to terms until beaten' n 126 n

Mother said to her son : 'Tell me, why do they annoy you ?' The son

addressed her mother thus :'They run away taking offmy plume. They

obstruct my nose by putting finger in it* and then clap on my haed. They

make me rub my nose and laugh at me before they give the plume back

to me ii 127 n

Yashoda to Gopis

Savaiya

Mother felt irritated with these women and said :'Why do you tease my
son V You boast as if only you have cows, curd and wealth. Foolish

women, you must not boast but keep your feet on earth. Krishna is a

decent boy, not guilty at all; it will be considered your foolishnsess if

you speak against him without his any crimen 128 n

Dohara
Then Yashaoda requested both the parties to arrive at a conciliation.

She further told that if Krishna spoils a ser (about a litre) of their milk,

they can come and claim a maund (forty times more of a sef) n 129 n

Gopis to Yashoda
Then these women said jointly : "May your son live long. We shall

ourselves give him milk and shall never feel bad about him n 130 n

Thus concludes the account of stealing butter in the "Krishna

Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak Granth.

Showing the entire universe to Yashoda by opening his mouth :

Savaiya

When these women went to their respective homes,Krishna played a

game. He took along Balbhadra and within his sight ate some earth.

When the boys gave up their games and reached home to have their

meals, Balbhadra told Yashoda in a low tone that Krishna had eaten

earth w 131 n
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Mother Yashoda got annoyed and in a rage caught hold of him and

began beating him with sticks. Then Krishna felt afraid in heart and

cried, 'Mother ! Mother!' She asked all to come and see his mouth : on

the asking of mother, he opened his mouth. The poet says that in his

mouth was seen the entire earth, the whole world ii 132 ii

The Sindhu, earth, nether land and the land of serpents all became

visible. There were seen inside many rishis reciting Vedas penancing in

Brahm-fire. When she saw all rishis, sidhis and herself there, she found

that Krishna was unfathomable and touched his feet. The poet says that

those who saw this scene with their own eyes were really

fortunate n 133 u

Dohara
Mother saw in Krishna's mouth all beings born of foetus, sweat and

vegetable. She discarded her motherly feelings and fell on his

feet ii 134 ii

Thus Krishna showed the universe to Yashoda by opening his

mouth in "Krishna Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak Granth.

Liberation of Yamalarjun by breaking the trees

Savaiya

Then Yashoda arose from Krishna's feet and praised him in many ways.

"O God! You are the Master of the world, ocean of compassion; it was

in ignorance that I called myself your mother. Forgive me all my faults.

I committed the mistake in foolishness. Then Krishna closed his mouth

and put on it the veil of attachment, thereby keeping the whole thing in

veil ii 135 ii

Kabitt

Yashoda took compassion on the cowhead boys and they were allowed

to take along Krishna to the jungle to play. But she gets annoyed again

because of these boys and again began beating Krishna with sticks.

Looking at the marks of beating both the mother and the son wept. The

poet says with affection in his heart : all the women uttered in the name
ofGod. They felt that not to speak of beating such a child, one must not

even speak loud in his face n 136 ii

Dohara
Yashoda got up in the morning to churn milk. She was singing praises

ofher son by his mouth, but his praise is beyond words n 137 n
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Savaiya

One day Yashoda and other women were churning milk with the

churning stick in hand. Yashoda had tied a cloth tough on her waist and

Krishna seemed to have engulfed her entire being. She had small bells

on the waist-cloth and the poet tries to tell their story. Reflecting on the

might and benevolence of Krishna, they sing God's praises n 138 n

When Yashoda's breasts became filled with milk, Krishna also woke

up. "Give me milk, " Krishna began repeating this. Lest the milk in the

vessel had got spoilt she ran towards the milk and in the meanwhile

Krishna began weeping. The Master of Braj felt annoyed in heart and

ran outside the house u 139 ii

Dohara
With anger in heart, Krishna went out. He took along the companions

and came back in the form of an army n 1 40 n

With stones in their hands, he asked his companions to break the

pitchers of milk. The milk got splattered and all of them drank this milk

from the ground n 141 n

Savaiya

Turning his comrades into an army, he began looting Yashoda's milk.

They began throwing hither and thither the broken pieces ofthe pitcher.

Looking at the splattered milk the poet imagined as if Krishna had

foretold about taking out marrow from Kans* head n 142 n

When they had broken all the pitchers, Yashoda also reached there red

with anger. Some of the children climbed up the tree outside while

others ran away. Krishna began running before his mother until she got

rid of chasing him. The poet says that the Master of Braj was caught

and the mother tied him with the tree n 143 ii

When Yashoda got hold of fleeing Krishna and tried to tie him with the

tree, no rope seemed enough to bind him. She gathered together the

ropes from all over Braj but still he seemed larger enough. At last the

Master of Braj was tied to the tree, but now he began to pull the tree.

With a view to liberating the saintly, he seemed to have been doing all

this n 144 ii

Dohara
While pulling the tree, Krishna was also working for the liberation of

saints (Nal Kuvar and Manigriva). Then the all-knowing and

unfathomable Krishna went nearer to them ii 145 it
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Savaiya

Krishna pulled the tree and then with a thrust of great might broke the

twin-trees. Both Nal Kuvar and Manigriva came out of the trees and

paying obeisance to Krishna went over to heaven. The poet recollects

thus the high grandeur ofthat scene as ifhe were able to pull out the urn

of amiitmth the rope of intelligence 11 146 n

Seeing this miraculous deed, all inhabitants of Braj came rushing to

Yashoda. They told her that Krishna has broken the trunk of the tree

with his might. The poet retold the grandeur of this episode in these

words : the mother felt overwhelmed and she ran to meet Krishna as a

fly flies off the earth n 147 u

Krishna is the killer of demons and provider of comfort and fulfiller of

wishes of mankind. He blesses people, ameliorates their sufferings and

is the brother of Balram. Krishna spread the net of maya and Yashoda

began calling him her son. It was a play of God that a son like Krishna

is born to her n 148 u

Thus concludes the account of emancipation of Yamalarjun in

"Krishna Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak Granth.

Savaiya

When Krishna had broken the tree, the elders among them sat together

to think that they should now give up Gokuf for Braj because it was
getting difficult to live here. When Yashoda and Nand heard of this,

they began thinking of some scheme. They decided that for the security

of their son there was no place safer than Braj n 149 w

There is good grass, dark shades, bank of Yamuna and the mountains.

Many fountains flow there. No other place in the world is as great as

that. Nightingales and peacocks are heard all around the mountains

during the rainy season. So they should immediately give up Gokul to

earn thousands ofmerits n 150 n

Dohara
When Nand saw this, all others listened to him : 'Let us give up Gokul

for Braj beacuse it is the best way out u 151 ii

They got together their luggage, and soon these cowherds reached Braj.

They saw with their own eyes the flowing waters ofYamuna n 152 ii
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Savaiya

As directed by Nand, all the cowherds decorated their charioteers. They

along with their womenfolk, sat in them and played their pipes as they

moved. Yashoda sat with Krishna in her lap as if she now enjoyed the

fruit of having given gold in charity. She appeared majestic like a snow-

clad mountain top and Krishna in her lap looked like sapphire ti 153 n

All the cowherds left Gokul, reached Braj and put their campus there.

They sprinkled butter-milk and rice and lighted the fragrance. The

grandeur of this scene has been captured by the poet thus : it seemed as

if Ravana, having given over kingship to Vibhishan, had got Lanka

resanctified n 154 ii

Poet's Utterance

Dohara
All the cowheads now sat in Braj with joyous mind. Now I narrate

Krishna's life n 155 n

Savaiya

When Krishna was seven years old, he was sent out to graze the cows.

He would prepare a fife of leaves and play it as the other boys sang

songs. Everybody used to take Krishna to his house as he attracted each

and everybody. When Yashoda gives him milk, he feels joyous and

dances about n 156 n

Trees in Braj continued to break and fall : demons continued to receive

salvation. Flowers were showered from sky above and the poet retold it

with the help of many similes. "Great! great!" was echoed in the three

worlds : it was prayed that he unburdens the earth. Listen to with care

this story as being told by the poet n 157 n

The children of Braj saw miraculous happening and retold it in every

camp in Braj. When Yashoda heard of the killing of demons, she felt

joyous in heart. The great majesty of this, as expressed by the poet with

the help of his verse, has become popular in all the ten directions. The

stream of his other qualities also began to flow n 158 h

Killing of Bakasur demon
Savaiya

When Kans heard of the killing of demons, he asked Bakasur to get

ready immediately and leave Mathura to go to Braj. Saluting the king,

he replied that he would go as directed. Kans again asked laughing that

he could kill Krishna by just cheating him n 159 n
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Next morning Krishna went to the forests taking with him cows and

calves. Then he went to the bank of Yamuna where calves began

drinking water which is not sour. There came the demon, Bakasur, who
was huge and terrible in look. At first he swallowed all the cowherd

boys but threw them out as Krishna burnt his throat n 160 h

Dohara
Then Krishna transformed himself into fire and burnt his throat.

Apprehending his end imminent, Bakasur instantly threw them

out ti 161 ii

Savaiya

When Bakasur tried to hit them, Krishna held his beak with might. Then

he used his full force to tear it into two : immediately a stream of blood

flowed. How else to describe the beauty of this scene except as it comes

to the poet's imagination. His spirit merged with His spirit just the light

oflamp merges with the daylight n 162 n

Kabitt

When the demon came, he opened his mouth wide. Then Krishna knew
his intention and he resolved to kill him. Krishna whom the sidhas and

gods remember tore apart his beak and killed the highly mighty demon.

He fell on the ground, with his beak in two pieces. The poet wants to

describe the grandeur of this scene. It was if some children had gone to

the forest to play and there would tear the long grass into twos n 163 it

Thus ends the account ofBakasur's killing.

Savaiya

When dusk fell, Krishna took along his cows and calves and reached

home. Everybody was happy at heart and they sang songs of joy. The

poet has told the majesty ofthe scene thus : it seems as if the god of the

gods Krishna killed Bakasur who had come to kill him deceitfully to

other cowherds n 164 n

Savaiya

Then Krishna asked the other cowherds that they would meet tomoiTOw

morning again. All of you must take your meals along and we shall sit

together and eat the food there. We shall swim across Yamuna and sing

songs of our choice. We shall dance and jump about and play the

flute ii 165 ii
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The cowherds accepted Krishna's advice : the night went by and it was

morning. Krishna also got up. He played his flute and they all came

along their cows to take them to the forest. Some of the cowherds

prepared pipes of leaves and played them. The poet says that looking at

this scene even the spouses of Indra felt outclassed 11 166 n

Krishna besmeared ochre colour on his body and added a peacock

feather on his Jiead. He put flute on his lips and the face became

reverenced to all. Then he added bunch of flowers on his head, and

thus stood the creator of the world under the shade of a tree. Thus he

showed to the world a game which only he understood 11 167 h

Kans to the Ministers

Dohara
When Kans heard with his own ears about the killing of Bakasur, he

summoned his ministers and sought their opinion as to who else should

be sent there n 168 ii

Ministers to Kans

Savaiya

The ministers of King Kans sat together and decided that demon

Aghasur should be sent. This large snake should lie down on Krishna's

path and keep his huge mouth wide open and when Krishna happens to

reach there, he should swallow him and the other boys. Either Aghasur

should return successful or he be prepared to lose his life ii 169 II

Demon Aghasur comes

Savaiya

When Kans asked Aghasur to go there, he took a huge form and

reached there. Having learnt of the killing of brother Bakasur and sister

Putna, he felt angry and set out. He sat on the path with wide open

mouth intending to kill Krishna. Seeing him, the cowherds of Braj'took

him for a game u 170 n

Cowherds to each other

Some said ; 'it is a mountain cave,' and some others called it darkness

gathered together. Some said that it was a monster and others a huge

snake. Some favoured going inside it while others opposed it. Thus

mutual dialogue between them continued. Then one of them asked

others to enter in fearlessly as Krishna will save us n 171 u

*
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Krishna was also invited and they all entered in ; at this moment, the

demon closed his mouth. In fact, he had planned to close it as soon as

Krishna entered in. So he did so as soon as Krishna went in there was

much crying among gods. They all said that Krishna was the source of

our life whom Aghasur has swallowed now 11 172 if

Krishna also allowed his body to increase and thus stopped him short of

closing his mouth. When Krishna with his might and hugeness stopped

all paths, Aghasur felt difficulty in breathing. Krishna now tore apart his

head and this brother of Bakasur became lifeless. The marrow of his

hood came out as if a trader's pitcher containing ghee were

broken u 173 n

Thus when a way was made, Krishna and his companions came out

through his head. When the gods saw that Krishna was able to save his

life from this huge demon, they felt happy. All the gandharvas began

singing songs and Brahma started reciting the Vedas. Everybody was

joyous at heart and the vanquishers of the snake left for their

homes n 174 ii *

Krishna came out of his head and not from mouth. Drenched in blood

they stood as if some muni has donned ochre clothes. To the poet it

seems as if those cowherds carrying bricks have gone red, and Krishna

has gone atop the fort h 175 ii

Thus ends the account of Aghasur's killing.

Brahma steals the calves and cowherds.

Savaiya

After killing the demon, they went to the bank of Yamuna and brought

out their meals. Surrounded by cowherds, Krishna put flute on his lips

and felt pleased. They had small sticks in the right hand to beat the

earth as a game and with the left hand they had their meals. Some pass

the morsel around Krishna's and then put it in his mouth : the scene

looks very pleasing to the poet ii 176 n

Some of the boys put a morsel in Krishna's mouth as others just tease

him and instead put the morsel in their own mouth. Thus they all got

engrossed in playing games with Krishna for some time. At that

moment Brahma got together their calves and locked them in a hut.

They searched for their calves but could not find them. However,

Krishna created new ones in their place if 177 n
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Dohara
When Brahma stole the calves, Krishna in an instant created new calves

and cow-boys n 178 n

Savaiya

They have the same form, same colours of clothes and the same colours

of calves. At dusk Krishna went to his camp. Who can fathom the real

strength of Krishna ? Whether their parents recognized these cow-boys

or not, but the truth was known to all-knowing Krishna. Brahma had

thought that their parents will know the truth, and thus Krishna's game

will be over ii 179 n

Yashoda kissed her son's forehead and he played his flute. No parents

recognized their children and the cows rushed towards their Beloved.

Functions ofjoy take place in Braj : as to what happened to the calves

and cow-boys kept hostage in the hut is known to nobody. Krishna and

maids ofBraj sing songs and the latter are scarifice unto him n 180 n

Next morning Krishna got up and again went to the forest to graze his

cows. He saw there all cowboys singing songs and swinging the sticks.

Whils playing with them, Krishna fell down and then got up to go

towards the mountain where calves and boys were kept hostage. Some
said they will bear the botheration of following Krishna while others

said that they would not go with him n 1 8 1 ii

Krishna left along with other boys and cows. When they saw him on the

top of the mountain, the cows felt attracted towards and rushed to him.

The cow-boys went up to him when they saw the cows with their own
eyes. Krishna was in rage, he did not stop and went ahead towards the

mountains. Then they said to the son of Nand as followsn 182 n

Nand to Krishna

Savaiya

Why have you brought the claves here, thereby making us lose ail butter

and milk ? I apprehend that the calves have sucked milk of cows.

Krishna deceived them and let the sense of attachment in their hearts

increase. The anger of cowboys was like hot water to which Krishna

added the cold water of attachment ii 183 n
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The sense of attachment increased in every heart as one cannot give up

his son. The cows could discard their calves, but they had more love in

their hearts. Krishna returned home victorious along with other cow-

boys. Balram was astonished but he fathomed the reality. Either gods

had put on the sheet of attachment or it was another game of

Krishna n 184 n

Thus an year went by. One day Krishna went to the forest. Brahma also

immediately rushed to Braj to have a look at the miracles of Krishna.

He felt surprised to see that the same cow-boys and calves are with him.

Seeing all this the frightened Brahma fell on Krishna's feet u 1 85 u

Brahma to Krishna

Savaiya

'O sea of compassion ! O Master of the world ! O Unwavering One!

listen to my prayer. I committed a fault : kindly forgive me my sin.'

Krishna replied : 'I forgive this, but one must not prefer poison to

nectar.' Krishna asked Brahma to fetch the calves to which Brahma

instantly agreed. Krishna again asked him to go and without any

delay n 186 n

Then Brahma took along the calves and instantly came to Krishna.

When the cow-boys met Krishna, they found the solace of their heart.

The calves created by Krishna disappeared instantly, and none could

fathom the secret. None of the boys could comprehend the mystery, and

they asked for what they used to eat together n 1 87 n

The boys of Braj thus got together and ate the meals an year old.

Krishna said : "I have killd the snake, but no one could resolve the

mystery. Highly pleased at heart, they considered Krishna their saviour.

Krishna said : 'at home you should tell your parents that Krishna had

saved your life' n 188 n

Now begins the account of Dhenuk's death

Savaiya

Krishna continued grazing cows till the age of 12. The boy Krishna had

a handsome figure; saying this, the mother praised him. He used to

wander in the forest in the company of other cow-boys. The poet

imagines this scene with the help of a simile : it seemed as if God had

created this child-army just to slay Kans u 189 u
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Kabitt

His face is like lotus and eyes like deer's; waist is thin like lion's and

arms as well-shaped and symmetric as the lotus-pipe. His voice is sweet

like nightingale's, nose like that of parrot and brows like bow. His

dialogue is sharp like an arrow, and it gives not peace to the other.

Maids of neighbouring villages fall for him as he visits there just like

the full moon that teases the women suffering separation from their

spouses. The foolish people know not the mystery and consider

Krishna, the possessor of so many qualities,a mere cow-boy 11 190 h

Gopis to Krishna

Savaiya

All the women of Braj get together and address Krishna thus : His face

is beautiful like moon, eyes are like those of deer, and he dwells one

heart day and night. It is not something uncommon : we have

understood the reality in one heart. Maybe, the god Kama is still hiding

in his body frightened of Shiva n 191 n

Krishna's Utterance

Saviaya

When Krishna was with Balram and other cow-boys, the Gopis said to

him in the presence of all that he was an incarnation : your grandeur is

sung in songs, "This form of mine none in the world has recognized,"

said Krishna, "I play the games that I find entertaining to my
mind ti 192/n

There are many toddy trees. Everyone felt pleased looking at them.

There are many ponds of pure water over which shine the buds of lotus.

The beauty of the sandy spaces in between ponds is thus described by

the poet : they looked like earth's hundreds of eyes with which she

wanted to see the miraculous deeds of Krishna ii 193 n

Krishna's form is very beautiful looking at which provides pleasure. He
goes to play where there are deep ponds of water. The cow-boys are

also with him and looking at them ameliorates the sufferings of the

afflicted. The earth is also pleased looking at his plays and the trees,

that serve as pores of earth, also feel cooleth n 194 n
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Krishna plays flute sitting under the shadow of a tree, and then get up

awkwardly. The Yamuna, birds, Yashoda, wild bufallows and

rhinoceros all arrtact him. The learned as well as the rustic feel equally

attracted to him. The poet then said that it was not a mere flute but a

signifier ofragas and raginis n 1 95 u

Looking at Krishna'a face, the earth feels tempted in heart. His

personality is lustrous because of his handsome form. The poet

describes his majesty as he imagines it in his mind : the earth wearing

robes of varied colours is lost in thoughts of becoming His

spouse n 196 1

1

Cow-boys' Speech

Savaiya

The cow-boys requested Krishna that there is a huge pool ahead and

trees there bear rich fruit. The seedless and sweet grapes there are

worthy of your taste. But there lives a demon named Dhenuk who has

killed many people u 197 n

Krishna'a Reply

Krishna asked the boys that they should go to that pond where grapes

are so sweet. Balram also said at that time that they are sweeter than

the nectar. They decided to go there and kill the demon so that the

suffering of gods in heaven is eradicated. They left for that place in a

pleasant mood blowing conch shells and flutes ii 198 n

When they ail reached the bank of that great pool, Krishna felt highly

pleased. Balram with his great might gave a strong jerk to the tree and

all fruits fell down on the ground like water drops. Dhenuk felt angry

and he hit both his legs in the chest of Krishna, but he held him from the

knees and threw him on the ground as dog is thrown away by the

head ii 199 ii

The army of Dhenuk felt much enraged and considering their chief as

dead, it attacked the cow-boys. The entire army took the form of cows

and ran after them throwing up dust with their feet. Krishna and Balram

similarly threw away the entire army in all the directions as if a farmer

with muitipronged pitch-fork (tangali) in hand throws up the thrashed

corn to separate chafffrom grain u 200 it
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When the news of the killing of the chatuiangini army of the demon
sptfad-around, the gods sang eulogies of Krishna. The cow-boys ate all

th^fruit and their faces were covered with dust yet foil of majesty as

they left for their homes. The poet has described this grandeur : it

seemed as if the dust raised by the feet of running horses had covered

the shining sun n 201 n

After killing the demon and his army, the cow-boys reached home.

Yashoda was highly pleased at heart and she praised them all. Rice was

cooked in milk; all ate the rice and congratulated one another. The

womenfolk laughingly told them that this will help their hair grow
long ii 202 ii

After taking meals, Krishna went to sleep on his bed and had a dream.

In his dream, he saw that the day is gone and night is on. He is drinking

water. As he had water to his fill, he heard a sound with his ears which

said "Go." Listening to this, Krishna went home and there met his

mother ti 203 n

Krishna had a sound sleep and in the morning again went to the forest

with his cows. At mid-day, he reached the bank ofYamuna where there

was a huge pond of water. As soon as they reached there, a snake bit

them and all the cows and cow-boys fell down lifeless. Balram asked

Krishna to rush there as all his child-army had been killed by the

snake m 204 ii

Dohara
Krishna looked at them with a graceful look and they instantly got up-

all the cows, their calves and the cow-boys n 205 n

The cow-boys fell on his feet and sang his eulogies. You have given us

life and there is no charity greater than this n 206 n

Thus concludes the section on Dhenuk's killing in "Krishna

Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak Granth

Stringing of the Cobra, Kalia

Dohara
Krishna thought that the cow-boys were his own. He thopught to

himself that there was a wicked snake in the pond and that it be taken

out ii 207 ii
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Savaiya

Krishna climbed up the tall Kadamb tree and then jumped into the

pond. He had no fear in mind, rather he was full of patience and

determination. Water rose to the height of seven men and came out a

huge snake but Krishna did not fear it. When the snake saw a human

wearing yellow robes on its body, it began fighting him n 208 n

The snake bound Krishna in its grip and enraged Krishna bit its body.

The grip of snake was a bit loosened, but the onlookers were a

frightened lot The women of Braj left for that place weeping, beating

heads and pulling hair. Nand rebuked them all saying that Krishna will

come back killing the snake so they must not weep n 209 n

The snake again tightened its grip around Krishna and began hissing

aloud. It hissed as heavily as does a trader after having lost his cash-

box. He breathed loud like the bellows. This sound also appeared like

that ofwater falling on hot ashes h 210 n

The cow-boys of Braj are highly astonished and wish that

Krishna somehow kills this snake.

All inhabitants of Braj also reached there searching Krishna and on

reaching there saw this scene. The snake repeatedly bites Kishna as a

human eats leafy vegetables with relish it 21 1 n

When Yashoda begins to weep, her female-friends console her. Krishna

is a strong warrior and he has already killed demons like Trinavrat,

Baki and Bakasur. 'He will soon come out.after killing snake,' Balram

said to all of them. He will break its hood but the embodiment of

compassion, Krishna, is a great deceiver u 212 ii

Poet's Address

Savaiya

As Krishna saw that his own kith and kin who stood on the bank were

saddened, he freed himself from the snake's grip. When the snake saw

Krishna's face, it felt highly enraged. It spread its hood and came

before Krishna who jumped up and saving himself from its attack stood

firm on its hood ii 213 ii

Krishna began dancing on his hood and blood began to flow from its

head. It was soon losing life and all shine on its face was gone. Then

Krishna used his power to pull it towards the bank. The snake looked

like a huge wooden beam and they all pulled it towards bank with the

heIpofropesn214n
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Address of Snake's Wives and Children

Savaiya

The wives of the snake stood with folded hands and said with lump in

the throat : 'Please bless us with the safety of this snake.' We accept

whether you give us nectar or poison. Our husband is not at fault at all.'

Saying this they bowed their heads n 215 n

We were greatly afraid of blue jay and we ran into this pond for safety.

Our husband was rather proud, and we now realize we did not

remember God. O Master of the world! O sea of compassion! you had

slain the ten heads of Ravan. Our husband was a fool and he did not

realize this. Our entire family just wasted their lives n 216 n

Krishna's Address

Savaiya

Then Krishna replied that : "I release you now, and you may go

southwards. Do not stay in this pond any more. You set out immediately

along with your family. You take your spouses along and hurry up; you

must continue remembering God on the way. Thus, Krishna released

the great .snake, and with tired limbs lay down on the sand n 217 n

Poet's Address

Krishna saw that the big snake got up and hurried to its place. It lay on

the sand and slept there as if it had been awake last night. The snake's

pride was gone and it remembered God. About the snake lying on sand,

the poet says that it looked like the field-roller left by the farmer n 218 n

When the snake regained consciousness, it fell down on Krishna's feet

and said, " I an sorry I remained lying on the sand in a tired state, but

have come to touch your feet as soon as I got up." Krishna told : you

have given back the land to me in no time and that my carrier, glue jay

will not kill you after it sees the print ofmy foot on your body because

blue jay is deeply attached to me n 219 n

Thus concludes the account of sending away the great cobra in

Krishna Avtar in the Bachitra Natak Granth
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Account of giving charities

Savaiya

After sending away the cobra, Krishna came back to meet his family.

Balram embraced him; mother also met him, and he ameliorated all her

sorrows. At that time a thousand cows with their horns covered with

gold were given away in charity over the head of Krishna. The poet

says that thus showing great love in heart charity was given to the

brahmins u 220 u

Red rubies, precious jewels, elephants and horses were also given in

charity. Topaz, torquise, sapphire and cloth woven with golden wires

—were given to brahmins. Necklaces of pearls and jewels were also given

in handful mid bags. Gold and silver ornaments were also given for the

safety of their son n 221 it

The account ofwild fire k

Savaiya

All dwellers of Braj felt pleased and went to sleep in their houses. At

night a fire 'broke out in all directions at which they all woke up, were

afraid and wept. "O God ! save us." This thought was uppermost in

their mind. Krishna, the ocean of compassion, asked them to close their

eyes and that their sufferings will be over if 222 n

When everybody closed his eyes, Krishna drank off their wild fire. All

the sufferings of that place thus ended and their fears were gone. Those

whose fear is removed by the ocean of compassion have nothing to

worry about. He removed their sufferings as the heat of fire is

neutralized by the flood of water u 223 n

Kabitt -

Asking all to close their eyes and increasing his body to a huge size

Krishna drank off wild fire with joy in heart. To save the people,

Krishna saved the entire town with this deception. The poet says that

he did a great deed the appreciation of which spread in all directions.

This boy drank off and digested the fire away from the sight of others as

if it were a mere play n 224 n

Thus concludes the account of saving from wild fire in Krishna

Avtar in the Bachitra Natak Grabith
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Playing ^o//with the Gopas

Savaiya

The month of Magh was over, came Phagun, and with it came the

festival of Aoti.The procuress sing songs and clap to the tune of

cymbals. Colour is thrown on women and young maids lovingly beat

the boys with sticks. The poet says that Krishna and Gopis play together

holivery enthusiastically n 225 n

The spring was/over and as the Summer set in, Krishna began playing

all day long. People came from both sides and they joyfully accepted

him their leader. During this while,a demon named Pralambh, joined

them in the form of a boy. He put Krishna on his soldiers and flew in

the sky. Krishna beat him with his fists and brought him down n 226 u

Krishna remained the leader and the children continued playing with

him. That demon also became Krishna's companion. In that game,

Balram won and Krishna lost. Then Krishna carried Balram on his

body. Balram put his foot of the demon's body and threw away. Thus

he beat him to death n 227 n

Thus concludes the account ofdeath ofdemon Pralambh.

Playing hide and seek

Savaiya

Balram killed Pralambh and then sent for Krishna who then kissed his

cows and calves. Pleased at heart they began playing hide and seek. The

poet has said this with the help of several similes ti 228 ii

Kabitt

One cow-boy sits and he covers the eyes of the other.He leaves the

latter who then chases others. Then he closes the eyes of the cow-boy

whose body is touched with hand by the chaser. Krishna, however, runs

away deceptively and cannot be got hold of, but then comes of his own
and wants his eyes to be closed. The poet says that the majesty of

Krishna as he plays and enjoys the game cannot be put in words n 229 n
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Savaiya

At last summer was over and the pleasant rainy season set in. Krishna

grazes his cows and calves in forests and caves. Then he sits in a

mountain cave and sings pleasant songs. The grandeur of this scene has

been described by the poet ft 230 n

He sang measures such as Sorath, Sarang, Gujri, Lalit, Bhairav and

Dipak. He also sang Todi, Megh, Malhar, Gaund and pure Malhar

measures. Jaitsari, Malsiri, Paraj and Ragsiri measures are also sung.

The poet says that the pleased Krishna sings millions of measures with

his flute n 23 1 n

Kabitt

He sang with his flute measures like Lalit, Dhanasari, Kidara, Malwa,

Bihagra and Gujri. Listening to Maru, Paraj, Kanra, Kalian, Kumbhak
and Bilawal one feels elated. The worshippable Krishna standing under

the cool shadow of the tree sings Bhairav, Bhimpalasi, Dipak, and

Gauri Nat. Listening to the tune of these measures many wide-eyed

leave their homes and wander about n 232 n

Savaiya

Winter set in. It was Kartik. Shortage of water has started being felt.

Krishna wears cleanger flowers early in the morning and plays flute. To
arrest the grandeur of this scene the poet composed many verses. The

desire for sexual union had arisen in many and they now tossed in

bed ii 233 n

Gopis among themselves

Savaiya

All the Gopis say, "Mother! This flute might have performed great

charities. It might have performed yajnas, austerities and visited pilgrim

centres or it might have received training from Gandharva. Kamdev
might have taught it, and it might have been made by Brahma himself.

The poet sings the grandeur of this scene and says that is why Krishna

put it to his lips ii 234 n

Nand's son plays flute and the* poet appreciates it. Listening to it the

ascetics and * even animals feel attracted. The bodies of Gopis get

saturated with sensual desire and they say that Krishna's face is like

rose and this flute is like the oozing out ofrose essence ii 235 n
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The deer are fascinated by the tune and the birds with open beaks flew

to him to listen to the music. Yamuna flowed backwards and people

look at this with wide eyes. The poet tells them that listening to this

music even calves have stopped eating grass. The wife leaves the home

ofher husband as an ascetic renounces the wealth ofthe world n 236 n

Nightingale, parrot, deer and lion all get sensually aroused and suffer

the passion. All natives of Braj are pleased and they find that even

moon gets pale before Krishna. When he plays the flute, all measures

can be sacrificed for it. Even Narad is excelled as Krishna plays his

flute i! 237 ii

The eyes of Krishna are made wide like deer's, waist like lion's, nose

like parrot's, neck like pigeon's and lips are like necter, His voice is

sweet like that of nightingale and peacock. These sweet-tongued birds

feel shy as well as jealous before the sweet tune of his flute n 238 n

The rose does not stand in comparison to him and the shine of red star

feels shy before him. The lotus petals, and rose flowers feel shy looking

at him. The poet imagines in his mind the praises to be sung in poem
and says that he has wandered everywhere from east to west but has

failed to find such a handsome person ii 239 n

In the month of Maghar, all the women of Braj worship goddess Durga

desiring a husband like Krishna. They bathe in the waters of Yamuna in

the morning. Looking at their beautiful forms even the lotus flowers feel

outclassed. Getting hold of each other by the arm, they sing songs/in

Bilawal measure. Sexual desire has increased in their bodies and no

modesty is left in them n 240 n

All the Gopis-whether dark or fair-complexioned-sing songs in

Bilawal measure. The fat as well as the slim all aspire for Krishna as

their spouse. Looking at their faces, even the brightness of moon

accepts defeat. When they bathe in the Yamuna waters, it seems as if a

garden of flowers had blossomed at home n 241 n

The Gopis bathe in the Yamuna with no fear in mind. They sing

Krishna's praises, clap together and they are together at an isolated

place. They all seem to say : 'This much of comfort cannot be available

even in the palaces of Indra.' The poet says that they all present the

scene of a pond full of lotus flowers n 242 n
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Gopi's Prayers to goddess

Savaiya

They take out earth in their hand and create out of it the form of

goddess Bhavani. They fall at her feet and salute her numerous times

saying that we worship you so that you will fulfil our hearts' desire, i.e.

Krishna whose face is as handsome as moon should be our

husband n 243 n

They put the saffron and rice on the forehead; they also rub sandal and

paste it there. Then they put flowers on it and fan it with respect. They

also present robes, fragrance, a combination made of milk, ghee, curd,

sugar and honey, money etc. and then circumambulate it. They make

endeavours to marry Krishna who is their friend-whosoever's son he

might be n 244 h

Gopis' request to goddess

Kabitt

O killer of demons, saviour of the sinners and ameliorator of sufferings,

you are such a great power as liberated the Vedas and restored the

kingdom to Indra; the resplendent flame of Parvati, nowhere else is

such other flame.There is no such power like you either in polar star or

in earth or in Shiva, Your flame is resplendent in day and sun, earth and

heaven, and Shiva ii 245 n

All the Gopis make prayer with folded hands that Chandi accepts their

request. Chandi liberated gods, saved the sinners, killed demons like

Chand and Mund, slayed demons like Sumbh and Nisumbh. O Mother

goddess! give us the blessing and fulfil our wish. In fact, we do not

worship you, rather we worship Salgram because you had got pleased

with him and acceded to his request. O restorer of queens, we seek the

same blessings from you n 246 m

Goddess' reply to Gopis

Savaiya

"Krishna will be your spouse." Durga gave this blessing to them.

Listening this with their own ears, they got up and paid obeisance to

her. The poet imagined the majesty of this scene saying that they had

their mind on Krishna and they had fallen for him n 247 n
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All the Gopis fell at the feet of the goddess and sang her praises saying

that she is the creator of the world, eradicator of all sorrows and mother

of all the Gandharavas. The grandeur of the scene has been described

by the poet saying that the face of Goips blushed red as they heard of

the fulfilment of their hearts desire n 248 n

Receiving this blessing and pleased at heart, Gopis returned to their

camp. They sing songs and felicitate one another. They stand in a row,

the poet describes with a simile, as if finding the moon resplendent in

the pond all the buds had blossomed n 249 n

Next morning also all the Gopis rushed to the Yamuna. They set out

singing songs and were feeling overjoyed. At that time Krishna also

went to the Yamuna; he went on the bank and drank water. Looking at

them Krishna said : "Do not talk; please keep quiet" n 250 n

Now begins the account of disrobing Gopis

Savaiya

When Gopis began bathing, Krishna stole their clothes and climbed up

a tree. Gopis smiled, and some of them addressed Krishna that he had

deceptively stolen their clothes and that there was none a greater cheat

than him. They said : "You have stolen our garments with hands and

now you are stealing our beauty with your eyes n 251 n

Gopis' Address to Krishna

The Gopis pleaded Krishna saying that he has learnt a good deed like

this. Look at your father Nand and brother Balram how gentle they are.

If Kans learns that you have stolen our clothes, he will kill you. None
would say us anything and king will trample you like the lotus

flower ii 252 u

Krishna's Address to Gopis

Now Krishna said to Gopis : "I shall not return the clothes unless you

come out of the river. Why do you hide yourself in water and let your

body be bitten by the leech. I am least afraid of the king you have just

named. I shall throw him down holding him by the hair as a wooden

piece is thrown into fire n 253 n
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Krishna was joyous at heart and climbed further up. Gopis showed their

anger by threatening him that they will tell this to his parents. Krishna

replied : 'You may say whomsoever you want to because I know in fact

you do not want to tell anybody. If anybody rebukes for this, I shall

tackle him n 254 ti

Krishna said : 'O my beloveds. I shall not return your clothes untill you

come out. Either you suffer in cold water or be prepared to come out-

you all white-skinned and dark-skinned. You all, fat as well as slim,

should come out covering with hands your nudity in front and on back.

You should then ask for your clothes with folded hands, otherwise I

shall not return them n 255 n

Then Krishna said to them with an amorous state of mind : "listen to

me. You should discard all modesty and petition me with folded hands.

I repeat that you should accept what I say or I shall tell everybody : I

make you swear by god, accept what I say n 256 n

Gopis Address to Krishna

Savaiya

If you tell all this to others, we shall concoct the story thus : Krishna

stole our clothes and how could we come out of water? We shall reveal

this secret to Yashoda and we shall put you to shame as a man is put to

after he is given a severe beating by women n 257 ii

Dohara
Then Krishna said thus :

4You put me in a fix for nothing. Ifyou do not

salute me by raising your arms, you shall be under my oath ii 258 n

Gopis' Address

Savaiya

Why do you tease us and why put us under oath ? As to why do you say

so, we also understand that. Ifthe same thought runs in your mind, why
hide it from us ? We swear by God that we will tell this to your

mother n 259 n
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Krishna's Address to Gopis

Savaiya

What will mother do on listening to you ? But at the same time the

information will reach all women of Braj. You are all fools and that is

why you speak that way. You are still a learner in the art of love and I

tell that I love you all. It was only a game to steal the beautiful sans of

you all it 260 n

Gopis' Address

Then the Gopis spoke thus : "Will you return our clothes only if we
accept this condition ? You swear by Balram and your parents that you

will not cheat us. Think of all this, O Krishna, you will gain nothing out

of this. In case you return our clothes while we are still under water, we
shall all bless you" ii 261 ii

The Gopis again made a joint request thus :

uO Krishna, love cannot be

enforced. The real love is that is caused by merely having a look, said

the wheatish-coloured maidens." Krishna replied thus laughingly:

"Listen, O maidens, I tell you what love is. It is first in staring at the

other but what follows is done with hands" n 262 n

The Gopis then uttered these words from their lips : "O son of Nand,

returnxour clothes. We are all respectable ladies and we shall never

again come here to bathe. Krishna replied again laughingly : "You
immediately come out of water and salute me with folded hands. You
delay not, and I shall return clothes immediately ii 263 n

Dohafa
They all got together and decided that they all should come out of water

and salute him n 264 n

Savaiya

They all come out of water, covering with both their hands their

nakedness fiom front and back. They fell at Krishna's feet and

requested him in many ways. "Please return our sarees that you have

stolen with deceit. We shall accept whatever you say. We are dying

with cold ii 265 ii
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Krishna's Address

Krishna told them laughingly : "Will you accept what I say? All right,

you all let me kiss you on the face. I shall kiss you and at the same time

make a count ofyou. You all let me play with breasts or I shall beat you

all. Only then shall I return your clothes : it is no falsehood, consider it

truth ii 266 n

Then Krishna again asked them to salute him with folded hands.

Passion arises in my mind. I have asked you to do this all find the time

and seclusion proper. My heart is pleased as my eyes enjoy a rich feast

of your bodies n 267 n

Poet's Address

Dohara
When the Gopis saw Krishna making gestures with his eyes, they all

joyously began speaking very sweetly u 268 ii

Gopis' Address to Krishna

Savaiya

"O Krishna, you are still an adolescent. Why dont you go and play at

your home? If your parents, Nand and Yashoda, hear of this they will

be annoyed and you shall feel small. Love cannot be enforced : why do

you use force in making love? You cannot get real pleasure out of such

things since you are still a small kid n 269 u

Kabitt

The Gopis' faces are beautiful like lotus and their eyes charming like

deer's; They have beautiful bodies and are full of passion; In their

joyous mood they look as beautiful as the white and the green look

more beautiful in the moonlight. The poet says that they stand-by

Krishna as the latter talks of love and love-making. They stand as if

making a-garland of pearls to put it around the neck of Kamdeva ii 270 n

Savaiya

O Krishna! why do you shoot arrows of passion by bending your

eyebrows? Why do you, with a smile on your lips and increased love in

heart, step ahead? Why do you put your feet slant and why do you walk

oblique? Why do you charm us, O charming one and why do you make

us swear n 271 n
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When the women of Braj heard Krishna say all that, they were happy

and smiled. These maidens wiih elephant like majestic gait slowly

walked to the tree on which sat Krishna. They stared at Krishna as if

Kamdeva had transformed their eyes into a noose. Krishna looked at

them with the intensity of a hungry hawk that falls on its prey n 272 n

The Gopis were as beautiful as that of Kamdeva; their faces are like

moon, noses like that of parrot, eyes like those of a deer, bodies shining

like gold, teeth like the seeds of pomegranate, neck like that of a pigeon

and voice sweet like a nightingale's. Krishna, the protector of the cows

told them that they have enchanted his heart by gesturing with their eyes

and stretching their brows n 273 n

Krishna, the great lover, suddenly saw Gopis in the water. They made

him swear not to tell Yashoda that he had thus seen them in the water.

They said : give back our clothes and we shall all be your slaves. How
can we salute you as we all feel much shame in your presence n 274 n

I have committed the sin of stealing your clothes and I have borne cold

sitting on the tree. I found you here as I was highly engrossed in love. I

make you swear by me to salute me with folded hands. Krishna again

laughingly said that when two eyes meet the other two in love, what else

remains then to think of? n 275 n

You must not feel any shame of me, and have no such feeling in your

heart.Salute me with folded hands; this is the request of your 'slave'.

Krishna again laughingly said : "it is by looking at your deer-like eyes

that gives me life. Since no one will tell anything about this in your

homes, you lose nothing n 276 n

Dohara
When Krishna did not return clothes, Gopis accepted defeat and

decided that they should do what Krishna says n 277 n

Savaiya

We all salute you with folded hands, they said smilingly. They tried to

be as sweet as possible and said : "You please yourself and do whatever

you wish : we accept what you have said. Now there is no duality

between you and us and whatever pleases you is good for ua n 278 n
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Their eye-brows are like the bow that shoots at us the arrows ofpassion.

Their eyes are beautiful and shining like moon, locks of hair like

snakes-they enchant even the casual onlooker. When passion arose in

my mind, I made you this request. You all give me kisses and I swear

not to reveal this at your houses II 279 it

Gopis accepted Krishna's condition willingly and joyously. The joy of

their heart has increased that the question of its measure has got flooded

down in the stream of love. All doubts were now gone and Krishna ever

acknowledged that he has then achieved the treasure ofjoy n 280 n

Then Krishna addressed to them : "O maidens, listen." Listening to him,

the joy of their hearts increased immediately. Now all doubts of their

heart were removd and they said joyously : "The blessing of goddess

Durga has proved to be true just before our eyes n 281 ii

After making love to them, Krishna r*5turned their clothes and released

them. Gopis then got together and while returning home sang praises of

Durga. Joy increased in their hearts just as, the poet says, vegetation

increases with the rain-fall n 282 ii

Gopis' Address

Arill

Great is goddess Chandika. She blessed us. Blessed is the day today

when Krishna has become our friend. O goddess ! now you do us one

more favour that we shall have opportunity to see Krishna on other days

as well ii 283 n

Gopis' petition to goddess

Savaiya

O Chandi ! Bless us that the killer of Kans, Krishna, be our friend. We
fall at your feet that we get Krishna, the brother of 3alram. Your name

as the killer of demons will be sung throughout the aeons. We shall

again fall at your feet as we receive this blessing from you n 284 u
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Kabitt

You are the killer of demons and a saviour of the saints. The poet calls

her the creator of all. We request you, the ameliorator of all sorrows, to

bless us that Krishna is our spouse. You are Parvati with eight aims and

you are worshippable. You are highly beautiful and you nourish all.

You are, in colour, red, white and golden. You are the earth and you are

its creator n 285 n

Savaiya

You are rider of lion, eight-armed and equipped with chakra, trident

and mace in hand. Spear, arrow, shield, bow and quiver are tied to her

waist who is the most powerful. Gopis serve her, with a feeling of love

for Krishna in their heart. Then they garland the goddess and offer her

rice, fragrance and a mixture of five things and light a lamp before

her ii 286 u

Kabitt

We listen to you and recite your name alone. We concentrate on you

and remember nobody else. We sing your praises and talk ofyou alone.

We all respect you and offer flowers to you. As you got pleased and

blessed us in the past, bless us similarly with Krishna who is

worshippable to the enlightened. Give us material comfort and good

crop. Otherwise give us a garland of beads and ear-rings to Krishna so

that we become ascetics n 287 n

Goddess' Utterance

Savaiya

Then Durga said laughingly : "I bless you with Krishna. You all be

happy at heart as I speak the truth and no falsehood. You get the

pleasure of Krishna, and seeing you happy, my eyes also fill with tears.

You all go to your homes : tomorrow he will marry you all ii 288 n

Poet's Utterance

Dohara
All the maidens of Braj are happy and they bow to the goddess. They

fell at her feet and returned to their homes n 289 ii
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Savaiya

Gopis, pleased at heart, left for their homes holding one another by

hand. As they set out, they said to each other that the goddess is pleased

to bless them with Krishna as their spouse. All the maidens were

intoxicated with joy and they thus approached their homes. They gave a

lot to brahmins in charity and they wish that Krishna be their

friend n 290 u

Dohara
Once all Goips found an opportunity to get together and then they

began describing, in a loving tone, different limbs of Krishna u 291 n

Savaiya

One said that he has a handsome face, the other said that he has a fine

nose. One said his waist is slim like lion's and the other joyously said

that his body is like gold. One compared his eyes with those of a deer,

but the poet says that just as soul is present in each being, Krishna

resides in all ofthem n 292 n

Looking at the moon-like face of Krishna, all maidens of Braj felt

charmed. They fall for Krishna as they have been enchanted by Durga's

blessing. The poet says that Krishna resides in someone other's house

for some time. This broke the hearts of Gopis as the pipe of lotus gets

easily broken n 293 11

Gopis were in love with Krishna who was equally in love with them.

Both the parties get impatient without each other and go to bathe early

in the morning. Krishna who had overpowered gangs of demons was

now in the grip of Gopis. He makes the world play and soon he will kill

Kans if 294 n

The poet says that on the one hand love-struck Gopis fail to sleep at

night and on the other Krishna also goes through the same. Looking at

the young and handsome Krishna, they all feel pleased. These love-

struck maidens with Krishna in their thoughts, they know not when it

might turn into dawn n 295 n

It is dawn, the sparrows chirp, lotus flowers bloom and the cows leave

for forest. All male members and their chief, Nand, has got up; Yashoda

has also got up. At that time Krishna and then Balram also got up. The

male members went to bathe, and on the other Krishna went to

Gopis ii 296 ii
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Gopis laugh and talk lovingly of Krishna : no other topic interests them.

They enchanted the wanton Krishna with their eyes and say : we know
not much about love, but he knows love who has enjoyed it. He who
has read on love and lived it, only he can taste the joys of love n 297 ii

Gopis' Address to Krishna

O friend ! tell us something about love as we all wish to know about it.

We want to have a look at you, and you seem more interested in our

body. They laughed and joyously talked things in this manner. They

were in love and were enchanted by him; in fact, this happens with all

womenXn 298 n

Thus concludes the tenth chapter on disrobing of Gopis in the

Krishna Avtar in Bachitra Natak Granth

Sending Gopas to Barhmins

Dohara
Having made love with Gopis, Krishna bathed in the Jamuna. Then he

went to the forest to graze cows ii 299 u

Appreciating the trees, Krishna went ahead in the forest. All the cow-

boys with him felt hungry n 300 ii

Savaiya

Blessed are the leaves, blossoms and fruit of those trees under which

Krishna played and relaxed. There he held his flute in hand, put it to his

lips and played it. Listening to his flute, wind became still for a while

and even Jamuna felt at a loss n 301 n

Krishna played on his flute measures such a Malsri, Jaitsri, Sarang,

Sorath, pure Malhar and Bilawal : its tone is very sweet, and not sour.

When Krishna plays flute, maidens of gods as well as of demons get

enchanted by it When Radha, daughter of Brikhbhan, heard it, she

came running like a deer n 302 u

Radha saluted him with folded hands and said : "O Master ! I feel

hungry. The residences of all Gopis are far behind and in our play we
did not realize we had come so far. V/e have been wandering along with

you. Krishna felt convinced of this, and he told the boys to go to the

houses of brahmins in Mathura to get food; he told them that this was

truth, and there was no deception in it n 303 n
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Krishna's Address

Then Krishna addressed all the boys to say that the town of Mathura

was of Kans. He asked them to ask for the houses of brahmins who
perform yajna. When you find such brahmins, pay respect with folded

hands, touch their feet and then make this request : "Krishna is afflicted

with hunger, and he seeks food to eat" n 304 u

The boys (gopas) accepted what he said, bowed their heads on his feet

and left. They reached Mathura and then went to the house of brahmins.

They made repeated bows and then made the request that Krishna asks

for food. Just look at their cleverness as they all in the form of Krishna

are deluding the brahmins n 305 ii

Brahmins' Address

The angry brahmins said : "You have come to seek food ? Krishna and

Balram are fools : do you think we are also fools ? We fill our belly by

eating uncooked rice that we beg and now you beg of us. Saying this,

the brahmins felt rather annoyed n 306 ii

When the brahmins gave them nothing, the boys felt rather humiliated.

They left Mathura and brahmins' houses and approached Yamuna.

Seeing them return without food, both Krishna and Balram said :

"Look, these brahmins come to us asking for various things, but run

away when something is sought from them n 307 n

Kabitt

There are many brahmins who are foolish, given to vices, and are false

and coward. Many are bastards and many ofno caste. Many are thieves,

scavengers and those who die for a loaf of bread. Many are fickle and

robbers. Such brahmins are ignorant, but they boast of being wise. They

have no knowledge, but their mind runs fast like a deer. They are badly

proportioned, but call themselves dandy. They wander about towns as

animals wander with the herd if 308 u

Balram to Krishna

Savaiya

If you alow me, I may use my plough and raze the entire Mathura to the

ground. I may arrest, kill or just rebuke these brahmins as you might

say. Or, I may simply uproot the town and throw it in Yamuna. I am
afraid of you, otherwise I may go alone and fetch the enemy's

head ii 309 n
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Krishna's Reply

Krishna cooled down Balram and then said that these brahmins are the

gurus of the entire world : Krishna taught all the boys this story. These

boys again obeyed Krishna and went to what was king Kans' capital.

They told that Krishna himself needs food, but the proud did not listen

to them II 310 ii

Kabitt

The cow-boys sent by Krishna received only negative response from the

brahmins, but nothing to eat. The boys felt annoyed and returned to

Krishna. They bowed to him and spoke thus : "The brahmins observed

silence on seeing us and gave us nothing to eat. We felt enraged and

came back. 0 Master of the hapless, we are rather hungry. Make some
arrangement for food or our life-force is going n 3 1 1 u

Savaiya

Finding his companions hungry, Krishna asked them to jointly go to the

wives of brahmins since the latter lacked intellect. They perform yajna,

horn and recite 700 shlokas eulogizing Durga, but they know not their

mystery and thus call the sweet bitter n 3 12 n

The boys bowed their heads, obeyed his command and came again to

brahmins' houses. On returning there they requested their wives that

Krishna is hungry. On hearing this the wives of all brahmins felt the

solace in heart. They rushed to meet him so as to eradicate their

sorrow n 313 n

They could not be checked by brahmins and all the women hastened to

meet Krishna. Some set out to meet him while some others remained

physcially at home but their hearts reached out to him. The poet

describes the majesty of this scene thus; it was as the powerful flow of a

stream cannot be checked by a wall of straw n 3 14 n

They all rushed to meet Krishna : these wives of brahmins were

fortunate enough. They had faces as beautiful as moon, and eyes as

charming as deer's and they all left to touch Krishna's feet. They were

beautifully proportioned, and even Brahma failed to decsribe their

beauty. They come out of their homes as the female serpent comes out

on reciting a mantra n 3 1 5 n

Dohara
They all felt at peace on seeing the face of Krishna and in their pleasure

the surge of sensual passion also got mixed n 316 ii
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Savaiya

Krishna's eyes are as soft as lotus and peacock feathers look beautiful

on his head. His eye-lashes are like arrows and brows like bow. Many
moons feel jealous of his face. Not to speak of friends, even enemies

felt enchanted looking at him. It seems as if cupid has squeezed the

entire rasa (delight) and given it to Krishna u 3 17 11

Placing his hand on the hand of some other cow-boy, Krishna sits under

the shade of a tree. He wears a yellow velvet robe looking at which

adds to the pleasure of his onlooker. The poet has culled out a chosen

simile to describe this majestic scene : It seemed as if lightning shone

from the dark black clouds m 318 n

Looking into the eyes of Krishna, the brahmin women felt enchanted by

his handsome personality. All memory and anxiety of home fled as

cotton flies before wind. The poet says that the passion of love overtook

them as englufs the oil-soaked object when it is put on fire. Their

condition was like that of an iron needle placed near a magnet : the

former is keen to unite with the latter n 319 n

Admiring the beauty of Krishna, all sorrows of brahmin women are

gone and their love increased as all sins of Bhisham were gone as soon

as he touched mother Ganga's feet. They have captivated him in their

eyes as a rich man shuts door after putting all his money inside ii 320 u

They came to their senses only after Krishna asked them to go back

home, remain with the brahmins and ever rememeber him. You will

have no fear of the god of death ifyou concentrate on me. If you do as I

command, you will get liberated h 321 n

Address of Brahmin Women
Savaiya

The brahmin women said : "O Krishna, we cannot give up your

company. We want to be with you all day and night. We shall go to

Braj when you go there. Our heart is with you, and we intend not going

back home. He who achieves perfect yoga and renounces the world, he

has no desire to keep and manage money u 322 ii
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Krishna's Address

Vishnu-form Krishna looked at them with love and asked them to go

home. "You go back to your respective husbands, narrate the discourse

on Krishna, and then liberate them. You remove the sufferings of your

husbands, sons and grandsons by this discourse. Name Divine is like

the fragrance of sandal tree; you should remember it and thus make

other trees also fragrant like the sandal n 323 11

Poet's Address

The brahmin women accepted what Krishna said so sweetly. The

knowledge that Krishna gave them, no ascetic or celibate can ever give.

When these women held discourse with their husbands, the faces of the

latter became black and those of their women shone red with

enlightenment n 324 u

When the brahmins heard this discourse from their women, they all

repented. Damn us and our knowledge ofVedas : the cow-boys came to

beg of us. We were drowned in the ocean of ego and we awakened

when the opportunity was lost. We are fortunate in so far as these are

our own wives u 325 n

Considering themselves worthless, the brahmins then sang eulogies of

Krishna. They said that even Vedas declare Krishna the master of all.

We did not go to him fearing that Kans might kill us. These women saw

God in his obvious form, and we say truth without adding anything

He killed Putna destroyed the body of Trinavrat and split the head of

Aghasur demon. He liberated Ahlaya and slpit open the beak of

Bakasur and threw it on earth as if it were sawn into two. He who as

Rama killed the army of demons and then restored the throne of Lanka

to Vibhishan. He has liberated these brahmin women just as many holy

men liberated the earth of the burden of evil n 327 ii

After hearing the discourse from the brahmin women, their spouses

asked for more. The story of Krishna is very interesting. Please relate it

again so that we live again a life of truth. The woman laughed and said

:

"First of all, bow to that King of kings, then you may listen the

interesting account of Krishna from us n 328 u

Kabitt

Savaiya
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Various kinds of meat dishes such as meat curry both thick and not-so-

thick, dry meat, boneless flesh, meat soup, meat added to peas, noodles

made of gram flour and wheat flour (the former saltish and the latter

sweet), boiled rice, ladoo and fried cake of ground pulse added to curd-

all these dishes were well prepared. Then there were more dishes such

as rice cooked in milk, curd, milk, small fried cakes of ground pulse :

they could not be counted. The poet says that Krishna partook of these

dishes and left for home n 329 n

Krishna was pleased at heart and they left for home singing songs.

Krishna was accompanied by Balram as dark clouds are accompanied

by white clouds. Then Krishna laughed, took flute in hand and played

on it. The flow of Yamuna stopped on hearing its sound and the wind

also came to a halt n 330 n

He played Ramkali, Sortha, Sarang, Malsiri, Gauri, Jaitsiri, Gond
Malhar, Bilawal and other ragas in forest. Not to speak of humans, even

gods and demons were enchanted by its sound. As this sound reached

the ear of Gopis, and they came running like deer n 331 li

Kabitt

The flute plays Basant, Bhairava, Hindol, Lalita, Dhanasari, Malwa
Kalyan, Malkans and Maru : joy resides in these measures sung in the

forest. Women good and bad as well as she-serpent lost their

consciousness on hearing this sound. They sang that flute is played as if

only ragas and raginis dwelt all around if 332 n

The sound of the flute of one who is ocean of compassion and whose

eulogies even Vedas sing spreads in the three worlds. The maidens of

gods leave heaven and rush to him as this sound reaches their ear. As
they come, they appreciate the meaures and say that God makes these

measures especially for the flute. All the gods and stars are pleased

when Krishna played his flute in the forest u 333 ii

Savaiya

As Krishna plays flute, they all reached their homes. They clap, jump

about and sing joyously. Krishna himself is their leader and makes them

dance differently. On the fall of night all the boys were pleased and they

slept in their respective homes n 334 n

Thus concludes the account of enchanting the brahmin women,

getting food from them and liberating them in the tenth chapter

of Krishna Avtar in the Bachitra Natak Granth
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Now lifting of Govardhan Mountain on Hand
Dohara

Krishna spent many days, thus. When the day of worshipping Indra

came, all the Gopis sat together to think about 11 335 n

Savaiya

When the day of Indra's worship came, all of them thought that various

kinds of dishes and panchamritht prepared. When Nand told them all

this, Krishna made up his mind : who is this hapless Indra (to equal me)

whom women of Braj go to worship n 336 n

Kabitt

Then Krishna, the ocean of compassion said thus : "O Father, for what

purpose have you arranged all these things ?" Nand replid that'all this

has been for Indra, the king of three worlds. We have done this for rain

and for the protection of cows as has been the past practice.' Krishna

said that the people of Braj are ignorant of the truth that rain is caused

by Lord God and not by Indra n 337 n

Krishna's Address

Savaiya
uO Father and other people ! clouds and rain are not in the hands of

Indra. There is only one God who is ameliorator of the sufferings of ail

and who gives and takes back. Why do you go to worship Indra ? You
should serve devotedly, contemplate God because He will reward you

for all this ii 338 n

Indra and his clouds are in the powers of yajnas : even Brahma also

says this. The truth is that the nourisher of all, God causes rainfall

through the medium of sun. He Himself looks at the play of beings and

Shiva annihilates them also. God is one, is like a stream into which

merge different streamlet and water-courses n 339 n

In stones, water, mountains, trees and earth dwells the One Lord. The

poet says that the same Lord resides in gods and demons also. On the

birds, animal-king lion and flocks of deer falls the same rain of the

grace of the true Lord. You amuse me : whom have these animals

worshipped ? u 340 n
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Krishna laughed and said to his father, "Listen to my request, We
worship brahmins, cows and mountains because cows give us milk and

we get pleasure as we visit the mountains. Giving charity to the saintly

which gives us honour in this world and in the next n 341 11

Then Krishna again said to his father, "I may make a point if you listen

to me. You all go and worship the mountain. Will Indra be annoyed

with you ? You have in your home a son like me and I shall shake him

to death. I reveal to you a secret : you stop his worship, and he will go

away ti 342 li

Nand listened to what his son had said and accepted it. The sharp

arrows of wisdom pricked his heart. As these words reached his ears,

his ignorance departed as flies the sparrow when released from

captivity. The strom of knowledge made the clouds of infatuation fly

away u 343 n

Nand summoned all the gopas and abided by Krishna's advice. He
directed his kith and kin to worship cows and brahmins. He said that he

says what knowledge he has acquired. So far I have been mindful of all,

but never remembered the Master of the three worlds n 344 u

They all left for their homes following a directive from their chief. They

arranged for worship things like lamps, fragrance, panchamriU etc.

Taking along their families, they set out for the mountains : drums

were beaten as they moved on. Nand and his wife Yashoda, Krishna

and Balram all left for that place n 345 n

Nand left with his family and approached the mountain. The cows

grazed grass and brahmins were offered rice cooked in milk. Krishna

himself served them and looking at this all Gopas felt pleased. They

took along children who came on chariots, and this made the whole

scene enchanting u 346 n

Savaiya

Krishna thought of a game and he transformed a boy into the form of a

mountain. He added horns to him and made him a symbol of a mountain

where nobody could reach. The poet says that from afar the child

seemed to eat food. Krishna himself saw this miraculous scene and

whosoever saw this felt badly puzzled n 347 n
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Then Krishna laughed and in a very sweet tone said that the mountain is

eating the food offered by us and all the people may see this. When the

Gopas heard all this from Krishna, they were astonished. The bite of

knowledge that Krishna gave to Gopas, the latter snatched it as does the

hungry hawk n 348 m

People of Braj bowed before Krishna with folded hands. They forgot

Indra and were saturated in the love of Krishna. All those who slept in

ignorance got up as they reflected on God. They forgot everything else,

and remained engrossed in Krishna's love alone n 349 n

Krishna who was the annihilator of sorrows of all laughed and asked

them to go home. Nand, Yashoda, Balram and immaculate Krishna left

for home. When they did not worship Indra, the latter felt highly

enraged. Vedas give details of how Indra got Jarasandh, the king of

Magadh, deceitfully killed by Bhim n 350 n

Krishna fought against Bhumasur, the king of Assam, and got 1600

young maidens released from him. In Satiyuga, he broke the body of

Haranaksh like glass bangles. He is the creator of the entire universe

and is the provider to all. Indra who lacks intellect causes polemic on

this count n 351 ii

Indra was angry with Gopas. Losing his peace of mind, he asked the

clouds to go and shower heavy rain on Braj. You should rain so heavily,

that not a single Gopa survives. They should die with their brothers,

sisters, sons, grandsons, uncles and others n 352 n

Following the command of Indra, all clouds put on their weapons. They

left for Braj to destroy it and surround it from all directions. Filled with

anger and rain-water, they set out to kill the cow-boys. They moved fast

as if dancing, leaving behind their women and children n 353 h

He who took the form of Matsaya to kill Sankhasur and who sat as

Kachchhap under the Sumer during the churning of ocean is now
Krishna here who grazes the cows of Braj. He shows the life-play and

protects lives of all n 354 ii

Following the order of Indra, all the dark clouds now thundered on the

camp of Krishna. Lightning struck like the blowing trumpet of Rayana.

Listening to this sound, the Gopas ran in all directions. They came and

fell on the feet of Krishna and asked him to help his people n 355 n
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Scared of clouds, Gopas go to Krishna and tell him of their woes. They

say : "O ocean of compassion, protect us. It has been raining

continuously for the last seven days. Not a single cow of Braj has

survived. All milk cattle and calves are dead. They weep before Krishna

as Hir wept for not able to see her friend Ranjha 11 356 n

Gopas' Address to Krishna

Kabitt

O enemy of black cobra and Keshi demon ! you have eyes like lotus,

naval like lotus and master of Lakshmi. Please listen to our petition.

You are handsome like Kamdev, killer of Kans, Creator-Lord and

fulfiller of the desires of all. Please fulfil our desire also. You are Lord

of Lakshmi, killer of Kumbhasur and Kalnemi demons. Please do

something so that our lives are saved. You are eradicator of evil

reputation and the one who causes completion of a work. Please listen

to our request 11 357 ii

Savaiya

When the rain fell on Braj soil like angry arrows, no one could bear it

because they reached the ground piercing through the roofs. Gopas saw

this with their own eyes and conveyed the news to Krishna : "O Krishna

! Indra is angry with us. Please protect us.*' n 35,8 n

The clouds rise up in all directions, and sun is not visible anywhere.

Clouds thunder like a lion and lightning terrifies by showing its teeth.

Gopas went to Krishna and prayed, "Listen, you do as you wish. A lion

should fight a lion and not kill jackals in its anger n 359 n

In our town the clouds shower rain in anger. These clouds have been

sent by Indra who rides Airawat elephant and who has cut off wings of

mountains. But you are the creator of the world and you had cut off

Ravana's heads. The' flames of anger terrify all, but who is more than

you for Gopas ? n 360 n

' O Krishna ! You are great. People remember you day and night. You
have created emperors, fire, earth, mountains and trees. Whenever there

is the lack of knowledge, you have been there to teach Vedic

knowledge to people. You churned the ocean and you, taking the form

of Mohini, distributed nectar among gods and demons n 361 u
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Gopas again said to Krishna, "Wejiave none to depend upon except

you. We are as afraid of the clouds as a kid is of a frightning form. We
are afraid to the core looking at these clouds. O Krishna ! you please be

active and remove the sufferings ofGopas 11 362 n

Under the orders of Indra, dark thick clouds come from all directions.

They are angry at heart, and as they reach above Braj they make a show

of their strength. There is lightning in clouds and rain showers hit us

like sharp arrows. Gopas said that they have committed the fault of not

worshipping Indra. That is why clouds thunder thus n 363 n

A blunder has been made. Afraid at heart, they went to Krishna with

this petition. "Indra is annoyed with us. That is why it rains so heavily

on Braj. You have eaten the material meant for Indra's worship. That is

the reason why he, in his anger, is killing the people of Braj. You are

the protector of all. Please protect us all n 364 u

O God ! Save us from these clouds. Indra is angry with us, and it has

been raining for the last seven days. Krishna's brother, Balram, got up

ready to help them. When the cloud saw him getting up they got badly

frightened. On the other hand, it caused joy in the hearts of

Gopas ii 365 n

Listening to the prayer of Gopas, Krishna summoned Gopas with a

gesture of hand. The mighty Krishna left to overpower the clouds.

Imagining this grandeur in his mind, the poet says that Krishna set out

as a roaring lion runs after the herd ofdeer u 366 n

The enraged Krishna left to destroy the clouds. He, as Rama, killed

Ravana in the Treta aeon. He along with Sita ruled over Avadh. The

same Krishna today set out like an intoxicated elephant to protect the

cows and Gopas n 367 n

With a view to protecting Gopas, the enraged Krishna uprooted the

mountain and placed it on his palm. He did not have to exert even a

little bit in doing so. Indra failed to use any of his powers on Gopas and

with a downcast face and humiliated he left for his home. The story of

Krishna's grandeur became current throughout the world n 368 n

Krishna, the son of Nand, provider of pleasure to all, enemy of Indra,

enlightenend and proficient in all arts - his face ever sheds soothing

light like moon. The poet says that even Narad remembers the same

Krishna who annihilates the sorrows and sufferings of the saintly. The

same Krishna picked up the mountain, and clouds could have no effect

on Gopas. Thus repenting clouds returned home n 369 ii
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Krishna picked up the mountain on his hand, and not a drop of rain fell

on the earth. Krishna laughed and said : who is this Indra to fight

against me. I have killed Madhu and Kaitabh also; and this Indra

thought of killing me. Thus, the words uttered by Lord among Gopas

became a popular legend in the world n 370 u

When Krishna became angry with Indra so as to protect Gopas, the

latter had a fall as if he had slipped down just as at the end of an aeon,

the entire creation comes to an end, and new creation evolves gradually

or as the mind of an ordinary man sometimes falls down and at others

takes high flights of fancy. Thus all the clouds disappeared n 371 n

Thus getting angry with Indra, Krishna saved Gopas and their herds. He
scattered the clouds in a moment as a demon devours something in one

go. Krishna played his game and made the enemies flee. Everybody

took Krishna in his embrace. Thus Krishna annihilated ranks after ranks

of clouds to protect Gopas li 372 n

When the clouds had cleared and he had picked up the mountain, Gopas

thought that this mountain might be rather heavy for Krishna. He is

killer of demons, provider of comfort as well as of life. We all should

therefore forget all else and concentrate on him alone n 373 i!

When the clouds had cleared, Gopas felt very happy at heart. They said

thus : "God has given us the rage, but he is now visible nowhere. Due to

the grace of Krishna, not a single cloud can be seen in the sky" n 374 li

All Gopas said :
*Krishna is the mightiest of all. He killed Mur demon

by jumping into the fort and Shankhasur by jumping into water. He is

the creator of entire Universe and He pervades on earth and in water.

Which we felt in an oblique manner earlier has now become obvious in

Braj li 375 n

He killed Mur by jumping into fort, Shankhasur by jumping into water

and annihilated Narakasur. He also saved the hapless elephant. He
saved the honour of Dropadi and the touch of his feet tansformed

Ahlaya from stone to life. That Krishna had saved us from Indra and his

clouds h 376 ii
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The person who made Indra flee and killed Putna and other demons is

Krishna. Everybody remembers his name. Balram is his brother. It is

because of him that the suffering of Gopas was removed in an instant. It

is also because of him that small bids turn in lots of flowers u 377 n

Krishna picked up the Govardhan mountain and Indra felt ashamed and

said : 'He who was Rama in Treta aeon has now incarnated in Braj and

he has taken a small human form to show his game. He killed Putna by

sucking her breast and also killed Aghasur demon in a moment u 378 ii

Savaiya

Mighty Krishna took birth in Braj and ameliorated all sufferings of

Gopas. The comforts of the saintly increased with his birth and the pain

caused by demons decreased. He is the creator of the entire universe

and eradicator of ego of Bali and Indra. Remembrance of his name

destroys hordes of suffering n 379 n

Mighty Krishna killed Putna sent by Kans, and also Trinavrat demon.

All should remember him. Gopas also say that he is highly determined.

It is he who neutralized the power of the clouds in an instant u 380 n

Gopas say that he resides in each heart because he removed sufferings

of the saintly. He is the mightiest, and none can contest against him. All

remember his name. The poet says that he is the greatest, and

whosoever saw him with devotion was charmed by his power and

form ii 381 u

Both humiliated clouds and pleased Gopas left for their respective

homes. All Gopas gathered together at home and told the women folk

that the enraged Krishna made the clouds floe in a moment, it is a fact

that it is because of Krishna that all our suffering is gone n 382 n

Gopas again said :The clouds of enraged Indra rained heavily and Lord

Krishna picked up the mountain on his hand and stood fearlessly. The

poet describes the majesty of the scene saying that Krishna stood like a

great warrior with shield in hand, unmindful of the arrows shot at

\ him n 383 ii

s
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\

\
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Gopas said that he has removed the sorrows of the saints and thus he

happens to reside in the hearts of all. He has appeared as a mighty hero,

and there is none to equal him. Whosoever felt a little interested in him

was certainly charmed by his form and power n 384 11

Mighty Krishna made Indra flee as Shiva had causd Jalandhar flee and

as Chandi had annihilated the forces of Chand and Mund/ Repentent

Indra returned to his home, and he lost all his honour. Krishna

destroyed clouds as a great celebate instantly breaks away from the net

of attachment n 385 n

The Lord who protected elephant inside water destroyed the clouds. He
who saved Ahalaya with the touch of his feet, protected Dropadi's

honour, will not be the saviour ofthose who oppose him whereas those

who serve him with devotion will find him as their companion n 386 n

The clouds failed to be effective against Krishna?s people. Indra

showed his anger and whatever was within his might could cause no

harm. Who can overpower him who is served by the entire world. Thus,

Indra left for his home with bowed head and humiliated h 387 ti

The repentent clouds returned home, and the sway of Krishna's armies

ran there. They rained heavily at Braj, but Krishna cared a fig for them.

The poet describes the beauty of this scene saying that Indra returned

repentent as the snake returns after losing its mani or jewel in the

hood ii 388 ii

Krishna, whom not even the greatest of saints can fathom or any

recitation can realize, restored the throne to Bali and he is the creator of

this earth. Gopas said that he will kill all the enemies in a few days. In

fact, he has taken birth to kill these wicked persons ii 389 n

Brahma had taken away his Gopas by deceit and hidden them in a cave

to see his game. Without getting with Brahma and without causing him

any pain by shooting arrows at him, Krishna made him release Gopas.

He had in a moment created similar Gopas and calves ii 390 ii
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Krishna uprooted the mounain, held it aloft on his hand and thus saved

all Gopas by providing them shelter thereunder. Around that time

during his childhood he killed Putna, Bakasur, Gajasur, Trinavrat and

other demons. He who overpowered the black cobra Kaliya should

never be forgotten. All the saints have heard this story of Krishna. Now
listen to another episode 11 391 n

Gopas Address to Nand
Savaiya

Gopas presented themselves before Nand and told him of the brave

deeds of Krishna who had killed Aghasur and Trinavrat demons by

flying in the sky. Then he killed Bakasur and made them fearless. O
chief of Gopas, such a son is not born to anybody whatever he might

don 392 ii

O chief! Listen to our request. Even warriors contemplate on Krishna.

Saints, Shiva, ordinary persons, cowards and desireful all mediate upon

him. All women householders contemplate on him. The world

considers him the creator; it is truth and nothing is wrong in it ii 393 n

Gopas say that a mighty hero is born who has killed Putna. After killing

demon Ravana, he restored Vibhishan on the throne. He protrected

Prahalad and he tore apart the chest of Hiranyakashipu. O chief of the

people! he has now been our saviour if 394 ii

He is the creator of all mankind, playing games in Braj. He Blesses the

learners and inspires the saints. It was he who saved honour of Sita as

well as of Dropadi. Gopas said to their chief that Krishna has been the

determined doer of all these deeds n 395 n

Many days passed by the day when he had uprooted the mountain. Now
again Krishna went to forest to graze his cows and calves. As the cows

grazed grass, he felt pleased in heart. He Jook his flute in hand and

played it with much feeling. Womenfolk of gods and everybody also

who heard its sound felt charmed ii 396 n

He killed in an instant and annihilated Ravan's army. He gave the

throne to Vibhishan, making him master of Lanka in' a moment. He
killed Mur demon, killed Kumbhkaran and crocodile and removed the

pain of Sita. That Lord is not present in Braj, showing his games on the

excuse ofgrazing cows ii 397 n
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He plays in the water, sitting on the Sheshnag with thousands of hoods.

He in his rage gave throne to Vibhushan and pain to Ravana. He
showed his grace and gave life-breath to all insects, who can and cannot

move, and elephants. He who has ever been present in the struggle

between gods and demons now plays in Braj n 398 u

Savaiya

Great warriors like Duryodhan are afraid of him in the field. In his rage,

he killed Shishupal : He is proficient in the use of all weapons. He now
plays with cows; he is the creator of the world and killer of the

enemies. He is present as a spark of fire in the smoke. Although a

kshatriya, he joyfully calls himself a Gopa ii 399 u

He alone killed Madhu and Kaitabh and restored kingdom to Indra. He
killed Kumbhkaran and Ravana in a moment. He made Vibhishan

happy by making him king of Lanka, and himself left for Avadh along

with Sita. He has been born in Braj only to annihilate the

sinners n 400 n

When Gopas praised Krishna thus, their chief replied then : "The way
you have described Krishna's might is all right. The priest has said that

he is Vasudeva's son and it is his good fortune. He who came to kill

him lost his own life n 401 u

Indra comes to see him and makes a petition.

Savaiya

One day as Krishna went to the forest, Indra came to him discarding all

his ego. He bowed his head on Krishna's feet so as to get his sins

forgiven. He made a request to him which pleased the latter. He said : O
Lord! I have blundered. I failed to fathom you ii 402 n

"You are the creator of the world and of entire mankind, O
compassionate one. You are the killer of Mur demon and king Ravana

and you are the redeemer of stony Ahlya. You are the master of all gods

and ameliorator of sorrows of the saints. He who defies you gets killed

at your hands u 403 n

As Indra says this eulogy of Krishna, Kamdhenu (the mythological cow
of gods that fulfils desires) also came over there. Kamdhenu eulogized

Krishna and attained the Lord. She asked Indra to eulogize Krishna

still more because it pleases in varied ways u 404 n
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All the gods left heaven and came to touch Krishna's feet. They

touched his feet and worshipped him; some danced as others sang

joyously. They served him with devotion, and brought kesar (saffron)

and fragrance in hand. It looked as if the Lord, after killing all demons,

has resettled gods on this earth 11 405 n

Dohara
All gods, including Indra, gave up their ego, got together and began

singing eulogies of Krishna it 406 n

Kabitt

Krishna's eyes look like two vessels of love and modesty. They look

beautiful like the rain-filled clouds. He is ocean of modesty and

obviously a sea of qualities. Wherever these modest eyes look, they

ameliorate the suffering. Eyes of Krishna are killers of enemies and

remover of all sorrows and pain of the saints. Krishna is nourisher of

friends, and looking at him the wicked feel jealous ii 407 n

Savaiya

All the gods bowed their heads to Krishna and with his permission went

to their abodes. They named him Govind and felt very pleased. As the

dusk fell, Krishna also came back to his camp. As the day dawned, he

prepared to show more feats to the world ti 408 n

Thus concludes the chapter on Indra seeking forgiveness in the

"Krishna Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak Granth.

Account ofNand being taken to Varun

Savaiya

On the night of the 12th lunar day, Nand went to bathe in Jamuna.

There came Varun's servants as Nand entered the river in nakedness.

They felt annoyed. Before Krishna could challenge them, they tied

Nand and took him to Varun. As Nand was presented before Varun, the

god ofwater recognized him ii 409 ii

Without Nand, the town of Braj seemed deserted, and all came to

Krishna. They bowed before him, fell on his feet and all including

Yashoda wept bitterly. They made petition to him in various ways and

tried to please him. My husband went out this morning, said Yashoda,

and we have searched him but in vain n 410 n
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Krishna asked Yashoda that he will go and bring back his father. I shall

search out wherever he might be in seven skies and seven nether-lands.

If he had died, I shall go to Yama's land, take up weapons and fight

against him. I shall bring back Nand to meet you all : I shall not let him
go thusji 411 ii

Gopas saluted him and returned to their homes. Then Krishna laughed

and said ; I shall make Nand, the master of these Gopas, meet them.

This is perfectly true and there is no falsehood in it. Most of the sorrow'

of Gopas is gone after listening to his words. They discarded

impatience and developed patience in his heart n 412 n

At day dawn, Krishna got up, jumped into water and reached Varun. On
reaching there he felt consoled as the water-god fell on his feet saying:

my servants have unknowingly brought your father here tied. Saying

this he wept. O Krishna! forgive my fault. We never knew that he was

your father n 413 n

He who joyously gave throne to Vibhishan and in rage killed Ravana in

the battlefield, who killed Mur and Aghasur demons and deceived Bali

of strength and who violated the modesty of Jalandhar's wife by taking

Jalandhar's form is visible to me today. I consider myself fortunate for

this ii 414 fi

Dohara
Varun touched his feet and sent Nand with him. He said O Krishna, I

am fortunate enough. This story will be written in books in

future n 415 ii

Savaiya

Taking his father along, Krishna joyously left for Braj. People met him

outside of Braj. They saluted and circumambulated him. They fell at his

feet many times and gave a lot in charity to the brahmins. He made

Nand meet his people, and proved his promise to be true n 416 n

Nand's Address

Savaiya

As Nand came out, he told others that he was not just Krishna but was

creator of the world.Pleased, he gave kingdom toVibhishan and killed

numerous kings like Ravana. The servants of Varun tied me and took to

him. He has got me released from there. Consider him the creator of

the world and not just an adolescent child w 417 n
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When Gopas heard this, they reflected on this secret in their heart. They

thought that they should also see heaven : they made such a request to

him. The poet has described the grandeur of mis scene saying that the

philosopher's stone of knowledge with Krishna has transformed all

Gopas from iron into gold n 4 1 8 n

The knower of the secrets of all, Krishna went to sleep as the night

came. All the sorrows in one's mind come to an end as we remember

his name. All the men and women in Braj had had a dream wherein they

'saw' heaven. The place was of unique beauty and no other place could

equal it u 419 ii

All the Gopas thought in their minds and said that their Braj was better

than heaven. We see Krishna present both here (Braj) and there

(heaven) : wherever we looked, we found the Lord present. In Braj, he

eats butter and curd, borrowing from us although he is the creator of

the world. He drinks butter-milk, in our homes who is pervading

everywhere on earth and in the sky u 420 u

Thus concludes the chapter on Nand's release and showing

heaven to all Gopas in the "Krishna Avtar" in the Bachitra Natak

Grantk

Now begins the eulogy of Sri Bhagauti Ji

With Thy Grace

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
You are the wielder of arms and weapons and with a frightening form.

You are the killer of Jambh, with unique form. You are Ambika,

Seetala and innocent lisping one. You have created earth as well as

sky ii 421 ii

You are Bhavani the killer of Mund demon. You are Kalika and Jalapa

goddesses and the cause of all sound. You are the Lord's power causing

creation, and you are divine. Fire, sky, air and water are all your

form ii 422 ii

You are provider of comfort and you are Bhavani. You have covered

the fourteen worlds with maya. You are Bhavani who killed Sumbh and

Nisumbh. You are the spirit pervading all the fourteen realms n 423 n

You are provider of comfort, Bhavani and wielder of weapons. You are

the weapon that removes all pains. You are maya and you are the cause

of speech. You are killer ofJambha and all-pervasive n 424 n
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You are Bhavani who is present in past, present and future. You are in

the moveable and the immoveble beings on earth and all beings in sky.

You are the master of a huge anny and unparalleled you are n 425 u

You are the great Bhairavi, Bhuteshavari and Bhavani. You ever

pervade as Kali, wearing sword, both in past and present. You are the

vanquisher, unconquerable, worshippable in Sindh and fair-

complexioned. You are ameliorator, provider of bliss, the killer and the

innocent lisping one n 426 n

You are in the syllables, fairy and the wisdom. You are Bhairavi, the

empress and the devotion. You are the unique rider, wielder ofweapons

and arms. You are also in sword, arrow and dagger ii 427 n

You are in the three gunas.You are in the adolescent, young and old.

You are in the demoness, goddess and Yakshini. You are also in

Kinnari, Matsaya maiden and Kachchhap woman u 428 n

You are the master of king of gods as well as of demons. You are the

bestower of arrows and you are in the arms. You are in the

Rajrajeshavari and Yogmaya who have put the veil of maya on all the

fourteen realms m 429 u

You are the female spouse of Brahma and Vishnu. You are also called

Bhavani. You are the power of Indra as well as of Kartikeya. You are

the creator, killer of the wicked and wearer of the garland of beheaded

heads. You are eradicator of suffering and wielder of the sword of

compassion n 430 u .

You were the power of God to kill Haranaksh. You vanquished

Hiranyakashyapu as the man-lion power of God. You are the power of

god to measure the entire world. You are the creator of gods, demons

and yakshas n 431 H

You as Rama killed Ravana. You as Krishna killed Kans and Keshi

demon. You as Jalap killed Biralaksh demon. You annihilated Sumbh
and Nisumbh demons u 432 n

Dohara
Consider the poet as your slave, O Lord, and favour him with your

grace. You please protect me from all lapses caused by thought, word

and deed n 433 m
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Chaupai
I shall not invoke Ganesha first of all (as had been the practice with all

poets before starting their work). I shall never contemplate on Krishna

or Vishnu. I have heard about them, but know them not. My devotion is

concentrated on the feet ofthe Lord n 434 n

Mahakal (God) is our protecter. O Mahalok (God)! I am your lowliest

slave. Protect me as your own. You have held my arm for help, and now
keep it up n 435 n

Nourish me considering your own. Kill my enemies picking them up.

Let both raj and yoga go on in the world. Protect me so that none other

causes me pain n 436 n

You nourish me for ever, you are Master and I am your slave. Give me
honour considering me your own and help in the successful completion

of all my deeds n 437 n

You are the King of kings. You are the Honour of the poor. Show your

grace considering me as your slave. I have come to your portal n 438 n

Provide me nourishment considering me your own. You are Master and

I am your slave. Considering me your servant redeem me. Kill all of my
enemies n 439 n

First of all, I_ remember God. Then I compose poetry of different

moods. I describe the deeds of Krishna as I can. If there is a flaw, let

the poets improve upon it u 440 n

Thus concludes the eulogy of Sri Bhagauti Ji.

Savaiya

When it was early winter and the month of Kartik, the romantic Krishna

well known everywhere, made up his mind to play with Gopis. As soon

as the sinners touch his feet, their sins are at once washed off. Hearing

him play with women, the women folk discarded all sensual thoughts

and surrounded him n 441 n

Their faces are beautiful like moon and eyes are soft like lotus petals.

Their eye-brows are like bows and eye-lashes like arrows. Mere look at

them removes one's pain. Their bodies are the arrows sharpened after

rubbing against the stone of Kama so as to remove the suffering of the

saints. They all look like the lotus petal attached to moon n 442 ii
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Wearing arms like a hunter, Krishna looked sideways like shooting

arrows. Wearing a yellow headgear, he stands amidst a forest. He walks

slow as if he were trained to walk slow, All his features are like a

hunter's and the one, charmer of Gopis has put the yellow cloth on his

shoulder as if it were a net to catch them n 443 u

He was Sita's spouse in Treta yuga and is now standing in the forest.

He has put a sandal paste-mark on his forehead to play in the Yamuna.

The Bhils are frightened to look at the gesture made by his eyes.

Krishna has charmed the hearts of all Gopis. The poet says that God
seems to have taken birth as an enchanter to provide pleasure to

Gopis ii 444 n

The eyes of these Gopis are deer-like, faces as resplendent moon, waist

like lion's and bodies are golden in hue. Their thighs are smooth like

banana-tree trunk, and their entire legs are like arrows. The poet says

that it is impossible to put in words the beauty of different parts of their

organs u 445 u

The moon-eyed Krishna felt pleased and sang songs in the forest. The

sound of his songs was heard by all women of Braj. They ran out to

meet Krishna who is liked by all of them. It seemed as if he were the

form of melody and the charmed women were like the she-deer

runnning towards it n 446 ii

Krishna standing beneath a tree with flute on his lips looked beautiful.

The women of Braj, having lost all sense of body and mind, came

running there to. Looking at Krishna's face they felt so enchanted by his

beauty that some started unconsciously uttering Krishna's name, some

fell down to get up again to sing songs, and some remained wonder-

struck n 447 ii

Listening to the sound of Krishna's flute, all women of Braj came

running. Looking at the charming eyes of enchanting Krishna, they all

have fallen prey to sensuous desires. They rushed out from their homes

like the deer, and their spouses could not control them. They came

running to him as a maiden feels solace having met a friend n 448 n

Gopis came to Krishna from all the directions, dyed in the love of

Krishna. As they looked at his moon-like face, the desire for union

aroused in them. Looking at face, their eyes get struck there. Krishna

also felt pleased as a he-deer feels seeing a she-deer ii 449 n
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Undeterred by Gopas, they were all attracted by Krishna's flute. They

came out of their portals as Shiva wanders unmindful of Indra. They left

to see face of one who knows fully about the art of sex. They threw

away their headgear as the ascetics are not worried about

modestyn 450 u
'

As soon as Gopis reached Krishna, they united with him. The robes and

ornaments on their bodies had fallen off. Bangles on their wrists got

broken. Looking at the charm of Krishna, all of them became one with

him. They became physically one with him, leaving away all their

modesty n 451 n

Gopis got so enchanted by Krishna that they forgot about their homes.

The eye-brows, both heavy and average, and eye-lashes of these Gopis

were well shaped. They forgot all the other tasks and got immersed in

the task of Krishna. They looked beautiful like the precious stones

studded in gold n 452 n

All the beautiful Gopis look at Krishna's handsome face. Their eyes are

like those of deer and vivacious like fish. They look majestic in Braj as -

if these rope-dancers were created to play here. They make different

gesticulation so as to have a look at him n 453 h

The poet says that the eyes of Gopis with collyrium put in them look

beautiful. They are beautiful like lotus and as the arrows shine when

rubbed against a stone. They are beautiful as if Brahma had made them

as offspring of Kamdev. They are so beautiful that they enchanted even

the yogis. Surrounded by Gopis, Krishna looks like Shiva surrounded

by yoginis u 454 n

Amidst Gopis stands the same Krishna whom even ascetics have failed

to fathom. He is eulogized in millions of ways but still nothing can be

said about him. Innumerable warriors have laid down their lives in the

battlefield to fathom him. The same Krishna is today engrossed in

conversation with Gopis of Braj n 455 n

As ail the beautiful Gopis came nearer to Krishna, they got transformed

into Kamdeva himself looking at his moon-like face. When Krishna

held flute in hand and played in lovingly, Gopis stood still like the deer

which stops still listening to the sound of tfinklets made by the

hunter n 456 n
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Krishna played on his flute measuresJike, Malsiri, Ramkali, Sarang,

Jaitsiri, pure Malhar and Bilawak When Krishna, holding the flute in

his hand, played it lovingly, even the wind came to a halt, water of

Yamuna stopped and all those who heard its sound felt charmed by

it II 457 n

Hearing the sound of Krishna's flute, Gopis lost their consciousness.

Engrossed in Krishna, they left their homes and household affairs. The

poet says that he like a great deluder has charmed these charming

maidens and they have lost their wisdom. Gopis walk like she-deer, and

as they walk they leave behind all their modesty n 458 n

The poet says that these women get together and appreciate Krishna's

charm just as a she-deer comes running on listening to the sound of

music. Discarding all modesty and immersed in sensuousness they

moved around him.The heart of Gopis was stolen just as the sandal

disappears when rubbed on a stone n 459 ii

The fortunate Gopis laugh and talk to Krishna. All have fallen to him :

merely looking at him has washed off their sins. Standing amidst the

maidens of Braj, Krishna has rooted deeply in their hearts. Those whose

hearts are united with Krishna have realized the truth whereas those

who have not yet set their hearts on him are also fortunate (because they

have saved themselves from the pain of his love) h 460 n

Krishna looks the other way, smiles a little and is happily -standing

there. AH th? maidens of Braj are charmed, and thus joy of their heart

increases. Just as Lord Rama had won back Sita after killing the mighty

Ravana, the same Lord now as Krishna utters words of nectar to

Gopis ii 461 ii

Krishna's Address to Gopis

Savaiya

It might rain today and it is the opportune time to play on the bank of

Yamuna. The poet say that Krishna told thern to play with him without

any fear. Only those more beautiful among you should play while others

should not. These sweet words were spoken laughingly by the killer of

Kalia snake n 462 ii
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The poet says that Krishna uttered these words laughingly and fully

engrossed. His eyes are like deer's and his gait is like elephant's.

Looking at the person of Krishna, Gopis forgot all about their homes.

The robes on their body went off and their eyes became denuded of

modesty u 463 n

He in rage killed Madhu and Kaitabh demons; also killed Mur demon
with his own hands. After slaying of Havana's hjead, he bestowed the

crown on Vibhishan. The poet says that the eulogistic story of his

victories is current in three worlds. He is now playing with Gopis in

Braj n 464 tt

Krishna jokingly plans to play game with these Gopis on a bet. He
asked them all to join him and jump into the river. When Krishna

jumped into the river along with Gopis, he made a dive and swiftly

kissed one ofthem n 465 u

Gopis' Address to Krishna

Savaiya

All Gopis now got together and cleverly addressed Krishna whose eyes

were wide like deer's and vivacious like fish and, whose body is of

golden hue and soft like lotus-petals. Under the influence of risen

passions, they said to the protector ofthe hapless that they have attained

much pleasure by their love for him. They said so with bowed head and

with a sense of subservience ii 466 n

Highly pleased Gopis said, "He who was master of Sugriv and

Hanuman in Treta, he who killed Ravana in the field of battle and gave

Lanka to Vibhishan, he whose arts are well known throughout the

world-the poet says that nothing about him is hidden. The women who
had remembered Chandi to obtain Krishna now talk of rasa with

him ii 467 n

When Gopis talked of rasa, Krishna replied to them in clear words,

"You all have come leaving your husbands, so you will not get

forgiveness even after death. I do not love you. Then why do you boast

of your love ? After saying this, Krishna became silent and he began to

play flute in the measure Kafi n 468 n
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When Krishna gave this answer to beautiful Gopis. none of them went

home as he said, rather they looked at his face. Krishna then took his

flute in hand and began to play in musical measures. Their hearts were

already wounded, and now this music seemed like adding salt to the

wound |i 469 11

Just a he-deer becomes visible among the herd of she-deer, Krishna is

seen amongst Gopis. Looking at him gives joy even to the enemy. The

poet says that none gets annoyed looking at him, herds of deer rush to

him without any fear. Krishna is present in the forest and whosoever

looks at him feels enchanted 11 470 n

Gopis' Address

Savaiya

The Gopis whose voice is sweet like nectar addressed Krishna. They

began discussion with him who eradicated anxiety from the minds of

saints. We had lost our mind that leaving our husbands we fell for you.

Intense passion arises in our body which gets pacified only after seeing

you h 471 ii

Poet's Utterance

Savaiya

Krishna realized that seeing me these Gopis are sensuously aroused.

Giving up any doubts, he did what humans do. Performing this act, he

seems to have provided remedy to their malady of arisen passions. The

poet says that it is not clear whether Gopis have deluded Krishna or

Krishna, the Gopis n 472 n

He was born as Rama in Treta and did many deeds of establishing

civility. He is the destroyer of enemies and protector of the saintly. The

same Rama is now doing playful deeds with Gopis in Braj n 473 n

He plays with his flute measures Malsiri, Ramkali, Sarang, Jaitsiri, pure

Malhar, and Bilawal. He fiolds the flute in hand and plays it with great

passion. Listening it, wind has become still, Yamuna stopped flowing

and all other get enchanted n 474 n
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He plays on the flute what pleases Gopis. Ramkali, pure Malhar and

Bilawal sound very good to them. Spouses of gods and demons are

charmed and she-deer leaves the he-deer and rushes to him. He is so

proficient in flute playing that he seems to be personifying musical

measures h 475 u

Listening to Krishna's flute, Gopis feel joyous at heart. Whatever

people at home said, they have borne it joyfully. They run to Krishna

and the poet describes that it seems as if hordes of snakes jump out in

the rainy season on seeing the red worms 11 476 n

He gave the crown to Vibhishan after killing the ten-headed Ravana. He
kille<j/the hordes of demons in an instant. He killed demon named Mur
by passing through the narrow and zig-zag paths to the fort. He is now
playing games with Gopis in Braj n 477 n

The same Krishna whom the whole world adores plays here. He is the

creator-master of the whole world and is the fount of all. He as Rama
fought against Ravana in severe rage. He is now moving among Gopis

too ii 478 M

Dohara
When Krishna did with Gopis what humans do, they felt that they have

enchanted Krishna n 479 n

Savaiya

After making love to Gopis, Krishna went into a trance and

disappeared. Whether he went into the sky or deep into the earth or

somewhere in-between, none knew it. What happened with Gopis, the

poet compares them with the fish who writhes having come out of the

sea ii 480 n

Gopis are unmindful of their physical beings and run about crazily in

the forest. As one gets up, the other falls down and another woman is

seen from Braj coming running. They are restless, search for him and

their head covers have fallen off. Their minds are set on Krishna and

they embrace trees taking them for Krishna n 481 u
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Leaving the trees, they ask jasmine, maulsiri, bunyan and tal, clove

creeper and Bauhinia variegata as to where is Krishna in whose love we
suffer in this sun-heat on head and thorns in feet : please tell us about

his whereabouts so that we may go where he is n 482 n

Gopis search for Krishna where flowers of jasmine look beautiful,

where maulsiri, red flower of poppy and red rose decorate the earth,

and where jasmine, maulsiri, bunyan, tal, clove creeper and bauhinia

look beautiful. A fountain gushes out of a mountain. The poet says that

it looks very pleasent n 483 ii

Caught in the love of Krishna, Gopis ask him if he is near the pipal tree.

For his sake they bear heat on their heads. Why have we leaving behind

ours spouses. But we cannot remain at home without seeing him. Thus,

one talks as the other listens to her. They perceive Krishna in the

trees w 484 n

The women of Braj wander about in the forest like crazy people as a

result of their separation from Krishna. They cry like, unmindful of

anything to eat or drink. One of them fades and falls down on earth

while another gets up saying : where has the proud Krishna gone after

having increased his love for us ? n 485 n

Making his deer-eyes dance, Krishna has enchanted all Gopis. Their

hearts remained set on him, and did not waiver even a little. For his

love, they wander in forests without resting or relaxing. O brethren in

the forest ! let someone tell us as to where he has gone n 486 n

He who killed Marich in the forest and whose slave (Hanuman) burnt

Ravana's city was the object of our love and for its sake we faced much
ridicule. His eyes were sharp like arrows. About him all Gopis say that

our mind had fallen wounded when hit by arrows of his eyes n 487 n

He who gives charity to beggars gets reward equal to Veda's recitation.

He who offers food to a stranger guest also receives rewards. He who
arranges the glimpse of Krishna for us even for a while may have even

our life as gift n 488 ii

He killed hordes of demons and offered throne of Lanka to Vibhishan.

The poet says that he is saviour of saints and killer of the wicked. He
has now disappeared from our view after showing his love for us. They

ask their forest brethren that they will touch their feet it they tell them

where he has gone to n 489 u
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Gopis continued to search for Krishna in the forest but he was not there.

Then they thought that he might not have been where from he had

disappered. They reflect again and fix their mind's thread with him. The

poet compares this with the female partridge who runs about and comes

back ii 490 n

Whereever they search for him they do not find him there. They come

back wonder-struck like portraits of stone. Then they made more

efforts and fixed their mind on him. Some sang his eulogies, some

played music while still others imitated him n 491 n

Someone took the form of Putna, other of Trinavart and another makes

the attack as Aghasur. One of them became Krishna and thrusting

'himself into their ranks killed them all. Their mind is fixed on Krishna

and it does not waiver even for a moment. All this seemed like that non-

vegetarian trader who in order to enjoy the taste of meat cooks

pebbles n 492 if

King Prikshif s Address to Shuk

Dohara
The king said to Shukdev, "O great brahmin, tell me, how do the poets

describe Krishna's sensual love for Gopis mixing it with pure

devotional love ?" n 493 n

Shuk's Answer to King

Savaiya

The son of Vyas, Shuk, answers king's question in an interesting way.

Gopis' were burning in the fire of separation and they were further

creating the same fire. Looking at their condition, ordinary mortals gots

terrified. As soon as they thought of Krishna, the flames of seperation

got extinguished u 494 n

One of the Gopis becomes Brahma and some others become the cow-

herd. Some as Brahma steal away the cow-herd and then fall on the feet

of 'Krishna'. Someone becomes Bakul and ferociously fights against

'Krishna*. Thus play games the women of Braj as Krishna used to

do ii 495 ii

After playing different roles of Krishna, Gopis began singing his

eulogies. The poet says that they clapped, played flute and enjoyed

themselves. They remembered that Krishna played with them at that

place. Then they forgot Krishna as their minds were set on the game

played, and they suffered in separation it 496 n
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Gopis became one in thought with Krishna, including the married ones

also. Even those among them who were very beautiful felt enchanted by

him. Looking at their faded faces, the poet says that they looked like the

she-deer who attracted by music came, got wounded by an arrow, and

now lay on ground » 497 n

Gopis were well armed with bows of eye-brows and arrows of eye-

lashes. Transforming the feelings of love into anger, they stood before

Krishna. All love was now anger, and they did not retract a single step.

They seemed to be at war, in mind, with Kamdev and thus received

martyrdom in the field n 498 n

Looking at the intensity of Gopis' love, Krishna immediately appeared

there. Light appeares on the earth as fireworks shoot up in night. They
were so astonished as does a human slept in darkness. The mind of

Gopis left their bodies as a drunkard runs away from home n 499 ti

As Gopis saw proud Krishna, they set out to see him as even the proud

she-deer runs towards he-deer on seeing him. The grandeur of the scene

has been depicted by the poet by comparing them with cuckoos as it

receives a rain-drop and the fish as itjumps towards water n 500 n

Krishna has a yellow piece of cloth on his shoulder, and his deer-like

eyes look majestic. The mani worn in necklace adorns him : it is the

manihe got from Varun, the god of rivers. Krishna moves among Gopis

who have no parallels in beauty in the world. Gopis of Braj feel happy

and astonished on seeing Krishna n 501 n

Kabitt

As lotus flower gets happy in the morning, one gets happy on regaining

a lost thing, a musician on hearing the harmony of seven tunes, a thief

as he is saved from a beating, a wealthy man on getting more wealth, a

debtor on gaining a precious stone, a warrior on entering the field, a

coward on fleeing from the field, a sad man on getting pleasure, one

suffering from problems of digestion on getting hungry, a king on the

death of his enemy, similarly Gopis get rejoiced on listening to

Krishna ii 502 n
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Krishna's Utterance

Savaiya

Krishna laughed as he said to Gopis that they should go to the bank of

Yamuna and play there. We shall throw water on one another; you may
swim in the river and I shall also swim. We shall prepare garlands of

beautiful wild flowers and play by putting them round each other's

neck. To make up for the pain of separation with the union of love, let

us laugh and enjoy ourselves n 503 n

Following the desire of Krishna, all Gopis left for that place. One walks

as she smiles, other walks slow as another almost runs. The poet says

that in the river Yamuna Gopis throw water. The deer are pleased

looking at them and the elephant improves his gait u 504 H

Krishna and all Gopis swim across Yamuna to the other shore. On
reaching there, they stood surrounding Krishna. The poet has depicted

the grandeur of this scene by saying that Krishna looked like a full

moon as Gopis around him seemed small bright stars n 505 n

Among the Gopis whose faces were like moon, eyes like deer's and

who shown brightly said something to Krishna. All the beautiful women
of Braj had a dialogue with him. They had given up all modesty and

fear ofhome as they became addicted to the taste of his love n 506 ti

Either Krishna made serious effort to use some magical incantation to

charm Gopis and enjoy them, or he had performed some jantra and

captivated them to himself. He may have done some magic or charm to

enchant them. The treasure of compassion and helper of the hapless,

Krishna has stolen the hearts of these Gopis fi 507 n

Gopis' Utterance

Then the Gopis said to Krishna, "Where had you gone leaving us ?

Increasing your love for us, we played games of love on the banks of

Yamuna. You left us suddenly as another passenger who meets on the

way, but you were not a stranger to us. Here our faces bloom like

flowers but you went to some other garden as a black bee to enjoy

yourself n 508 n
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Description ofthe four types ofmen
Savaiya

Some persons are there who love even ifthey are not loved. Second are

those who love only when they are loved and feel obliged of such love.

Others are those who understand the intricacies of love and accept love

from their heart. Fourth type of foolish persons in the world are those

who absolutely do not realize the value of love. Such a discussion

among gopjs and Krishna is going on it 509 u

Gopis Utterances

Gopis say let us see who terminates love and deceives other. Krishna is

such who would leave the enemy in front and be ready to go for the

welfare of others and would thus be deceived. It is such as somebody

accompanies in the rainy season and finding opportunity, like a robber

kills the companion. Irritated gopis said that Krishna is such a

person ii510ii

When gopis said this, Krishna also joined them laughingly.

Remembrance of whose name perished the sins of the sinner like

Ganika, where his name is not remembered the place goes desolate and

the homes of meditators of his name flourished, that Krishna said to the

gopis that he was also terribly stuck in their love n 51 1 n

Smilingly saying thus Krishna stood up and jumped into Yamuna. In a

moment he crossed Yamuna. Seeing gopis and the water Krishna, gave

a hearty laugh. In spite of much restraint and the reminders of the

respect ofthe family, Krishna alone looks loving to the gopis n 512 n

Krishna's Utterances

Savaiya

At the fall of night the Lord smilingly ask together for a joy-dance.

White moon adorns the faces of gopis and white flower-garlands hang

from their necks. Having arms around each other's neck they are

enjoying the game of love. Krishna is saying to them that the pain you

suffered because of my separation may now be alleviated by meeting

one another n 513 n

The women said, O brave Yadav ! while playing when you catch hold

of others' hand, don't you feel even a bit ashamed ? We also fearlessly

play and dance with you. Please exterminate our sufferings and make

our mind devoid ofsorrows h 514 it
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To those women Krishna said, 'O dear ones, listening to my request you

fill your heart with delight so that your mind always remains stuck in

me. O friends, do whatever your mind desires and in whatever your

welfare lies. Drown yourself from head to foot and bid good-bye to all

the sorrows ofyour mind n 5 15 n

Smilingly, again, the Lord said that listen to me the essence of discourse

that O friends do whatever you like. Krishna said to gbpis along with

Balram that one sells oneself free of price at the hands of those whom
one loves n 516 n

Listening to Krishna, the gopis felt solace and the straws of suffering of

their mind got perished in the fire ofthe delights (provided by Krishna).

Yashoda also asked all to dance jointly. Beholding thus the creatures of

earth and sky are also feeling elated n 517 n

All the women of Braj are singing and playing on instruments with

intense love and are feeling in their hearts proud of Krishna. Their gait

shows as if they have learnt this movement either from elephants or the

goddesses. Says poet that he feels as if this all they have learnt from

Krishna n518u
Peacock feather on the head and large rings in the ears adorn him.

Around his neck is a necklace of red rubies, and he cannot be compared

to anybody. Even an enemy going his way gets restless to see Krishna.

Not to speak of ordinary masses, even gods feel pleased to see

him ii 519 n

Krishna sings joyously in the company of Gopis. He tries to please them

in manner that even the birds become still. They sing of God's glory

whom all Jachhap, Gandharav and Kinner cannot fathom. Listening to

this sound, she-deer run towards the source of sound leaving behind

their spouses n 520 ii

They sing in the measures of Sarang, pure Malhar, Vibhas, Bilawal and

Gauri. Listening to this sound even the women folk of gods also rush

out discarding their headgears. Gopis have also become crazy on

listening to this. Deers also rush with their spouses and leaving forest,

run to Krishna to hear him n 521 n
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Savaiya

Someone dances as some else rings and someone expresses his passions

in a variety of ways. In that play of love, each tries to please the other.

The poet says that Gopis get together to play with Krishna in the moon-

lit nights of the rainy season ii 522 ti

The poet says that Gopis played together with Krishna on beautiful

places. It seems as if Brahma had created a group of godly beings.

Looking at this scene, the birds are joyous, the deer get forgetful of

their food and water. What more should be said about the scene except

that God himself seems to have been taken in n 523 n

On the one hand, Krishna took his companions along and, on the other,

Gopis also set out in a group. They held a discourse of subjects related

yXo love. Even Brahma and Narad have failed to fathom God. As a he-

deer sits prominantly among the she-deer, Krishna is present among

these Gopis n 524 n

One the one side, Krishna sings and on the other sing Gopis. Together

they seems to be like the nightingales singing on the blooming mango-

trees in the month of Phagun. They sing songs of their choice on the

bank of Yamuna. Even the stars and planets on the sky look at their

grandeur with wide eyes. The spouse of gods are also coming to have

their glimpse n 525 n

Where Krishna danced, that place is of his sports is there are also

strange. His companions are like gold in that group and they play with

agility and vitality. Even Brahma cannot create such a group of players

in billions of years. The bodies of Gopis are golden, and their mind is

studded in the body like a jewel, maniw 526 n

Just as a fish joyously wanders about in the sea, Gopis wander about

with Krishna. Gopis make love to Krishna as people play holi

fearlessly. All are in a joyous mood like a nightingale, and these Gopis

devour the love of Krishna n 527 n

Krishna held a detailed dialogue with them on love-related themes. The

poet says that what Krishna told them that had also become a plaything

for them. Saying this, Krishna laughed and the' shine of his teeth

appeared like lightning coming from dark thick clouds n 528 n
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Gopis with their passion aroused call out Krishna and ask him to make

love to them without any fear. They play their eyes, bend their brows

and it seems Krishna has been caught in the web oftheir passion n 529 n

Hie poet is sacrifice unto the personality of Krishna playing amidst

Gopis, With the passions aroused, they play as ifput under charm. Thus

is a beautiful pi^ground on the bank ofYamuna Within the boundaries

of Bra]. Looking at this the entire mankind and gods fee!

overjoyed n 530 n

A Gopi dances as another sings; one plays a stringed instrument as

another plays flute. As a he-deer looks majestic among the she-deer,

Krishna also looks: majestic among maidens. AH dance with love and

they look wonderful. Hearing their songs the Gandharvas feel jealous

and the spouse ofgods feel small it 53 1 n

Engrossed in love, Krishna played there. It seems as God has charmed

ail Looking at Gopis, the fairies quietly put themselves behind rocks in

order to hide from beautifiiWjopIs. Krishna has stolen the heart of

Gopis and they move about with him it 532 u

The poet says that all Gopis wander about with him. Some pne sings,

the other dances, and th? other quietly walks. Some recite his name as

the other had fallen on the ground with his name on her lips. They look

like needles attracted to the magnet if 533 u

At mid-night Krishna asked Gopis that they should stop playing and run

away and relax at home. Following his command arid forgetful of their

pain* Gopis left for their homes. They all slept in thei£ homes, waiting

for the morning to come ii 534 1?

The poet says that the games between Krishna and Gopis went on thus.

Krishna took Gopis along; gave up playing and' reached home.

Describing the grandeur ofthe scene the poet says that it seems as ifthe

ultimate fruit was being obtained by making a grand-total of all the

account » 535 n


